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ABSTRACT

Tourists Without Borders: An Anthropological Study of Voluntourism as a Form of
Humanitarian Engagement

Monica Mann

The purpose of this dissertation is to contribute to the relatively new body of
critical literature in anthropology about a particular form of humanitarian action,
voluntourism, in the Global South. The dissertation looks at discourses of need,
community, and “us and them” as these discourses play out via social interactions
involved in voluntourism. This dissertation highlights my own experiences working with
a particular NGO in Western Ghana, which I call Odenkyem.
My research fulfills a need for academic analysis of the role of voluntourism in
humanitarianism. In the last several years, the ethics of voluntourism have been
questioned by activists and academics, but this debate seems to have hinged greatly on
how these endeavors bolster the white savior complex, or the fact that many of these
voluntourist programs do more harm than good. While in this work I do not champion the
voluntourism industry, based on my research and my own voluntourist experiences, I am
convinced that the industry will continue to flourish via Westerners, particularly those
from the US and Canada, looking for exotic experiences while simultaneously helping
those they consider vulnerable. While some argue that voluntourism amounts to

commodifying the needs of others as simplistic psycho-political packages that can be
fixed in a brief volunteer vacation experience, others suggest that voluntourism can
generate important learning for all involved, and that it is possible to maximize positive
outcomes for both the voluntourist and the voluntoured in these endeavors. I place myself
somewhere in between these two perspectives, arguing that while both internal and
external critiques of voluntourism are crucial, scholars must avoid using arrogance to
critique arrogance by wholly dismissing voluntourism as a potentially meaningful form
of humanitarian engagement. I further argue that with proper training and critique, there
are ways in which voluntourism might also serve as an effective learning experience for
all involved, while maximizing positive outcomes over negative ones.
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PREFACE
My academic passions lie within the field of medical anthropology—the
intersections of health and healing practices and the symbolics of the human body. More
specifically, I have for many years been concerned with the social dimensions of sickle
cell anemia and the individual experiences of pain and suffering that accompany this
disease.
This dissertation, however, has very little to do with any of the aforementioned.
The serendipity that led me to this project on voluntourism is one of the things I
love about “doing anthropology.” After failing to secure funds after two rounds of grant
applications with various social science grantmakers for proposals focusing on the social
dimensions of sickle cell anemia, I sought a way—any way—to get myself to West
Africa for the purposes of dissertation research. It turns out that a simple Google search
revealed many opportunities to do just that—as a voluntourist. I ended up accepting a
short-term (three months) consultant position with the organization I here refer to as
“Odenkyem.” In this role, I was charged with conducting a needs assessment in the
organization’s host town, and subsequently writing a report with recommended focal
points for Odenkyem leadership to utilize in their five-year plan. For my work, I received
room and board, along with organizational affiliation while in Ghana.
While this specific report remained the focus of my time in Ghana’s Western
Region in 2010, the 55+ interviews and countless other experiences and observations led
me to take copious notes on such topics as the organizational structure of “Western” and
“Local” teams and the plentiful rumors of the organization’s nepotism, of Odenkyem’s
vi

use as a front for foreign bauxite mining companies, and the organization’s participation
in testing medicines on local people.
On plenty of occasions while working with Odenkyem, I chided myself for
buying into the organization’s mission during moments that felt “successful.” I asked
myself over and over if I—if WE—should be HERE, doing this work. Who were we
helping? Who were we harming? Who were WE? What “needs” were important? I
pondered these topics alongside my field notes for the report, sometimes using salient
theory in these ponderings, and other times emotionally spewing about the problems with
voluntourism, the naivety of the people coming to Ghana to serve, myself included, and
the myriad ethnocentrisms that befell my days working with Odenkyem.
When I returned from this project with Odenkyem, I began to talk with family
members and friends about this experience, and from them I repeatedly heard the
question, “How can we make it better?” They did not allow me to stay stuck in the
academic critique of voluntourism, and challenged me to think harder and deeper about
the role of voluntourism in our social world. I clearly owe many thanks to those who
have questioned me over the years. This dissertation is an unintended consequence of my
own somewhat serendipitous voluntourist experience with Odenkyem.
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INTRODUCTION

I remember, as an undergraduate, my first cultural anthropology class at the
University of Michigan. The professor, Dr. Judy Rosenthal, now a good friend and
mentor of mine, had conducted extensive fieldwork on West African Vodu, particularly
on trance-possession and the husband-wife relationship of spirits and their hosts in a
particular sect of medicine Vodu practiced along the western coasts of Ghana, Togo, and
Benin. She showed the class numerous video clips from her fieldwork depicting ecstatic
dance and drumming ceremonies, praying in Vodu houses, the slaughtering of animals to
feed the fetishes—all set in a rural village that looked like a labyrinth of sand, palmthatch huts, sheep and goats and chickens wandering about, with the Bight of Benin
opening into the Atlantic Ocean in the backdrop. Men fished from giant wooden canoes
and mended their fishing nets in teams during the day, sometimes napping on said nets—
exhausted from early morning fishing. Dr. Rosenthal told us about the illnesses that
people suffered and indeed died from in this village—illnesses that Americans either
think very little about or perhaps have never encountered. She waxed poetic about the
dance of abject poverty, ecstatic ceremony, the blurring of the individual and social body,
and the charisma of healers. Between the supreme eye candy of the video footage, the
poetic descriptions of genderplay in Vodu ceremonies, and the poignant tales of watching
helplessly as children died from asthma or various diarrheal diseases, I knew I needed to
go there, to that place, to Togo.
What I did not understand—and what I still struggle to understand at the time of
this writing, some 15 years and several trips later to West Africa—is what exactly was
1

that intense force that conjured in me such a profound need to “be there”? Did I crave the
seemingly exotic setting that I romanticized as so very different from anything I had ever
experienced in my white, blue-collar, American existence? Was I driven to “help” by
stories of people dying of asthma due to a lack of access to medications—myself an
asthmatic, and despite growing up below the US poverty line, always having these
medicines? Was I drawn to the liberation of a gender system that seemed so much more
fluid than anything I had learned—biological sex not dictating social gender, despite a
sexual division of labor? Did I want to share with this romantic Other all of the “things”
that seemed to be missing in their lives, such as medicines, educational materials, school
fees, food? Was I indignant that they were living in such abject poverty, yet allured by
what I saw as their seemingly overwhelming joy despite it?
The answer to each of these questions, and plenty more that I have not included,
is yes. It is difficult to understand the roots of my motivations, of my own need—let
alone the needs of others—to travel in the “developing” world, and particularly Africa,
under the auspices of education and social justice, asserting a thoughtful, less
consumption-driven modus operandi for travel. I will wrestle with those notions in this
work, attempting to elucidate some of the reasons that people from the “developed”
world find themselves “helping,” “alleviating need,” and “being humanitarian” in other
places, while simultaneously commodifying poverty in these romanticized geographies.
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CHAPTER ONE:
Tourism With a Twist
“The idea that some lives matter less is the root of all that’s wrong with the world.”
-Paul Farmer
This dissertation, while not about me per se, parallels my own not-so-graceful
dances with both humanitarian engagement and paralysis of action, in West Africa. Need,
giving, and community are all abstractions that take root in people, in places, in
experiences. The purpose of this dissertation is to contribute to the relatively new body of
critical literature in anthropology about a particular form of Western (particularly
American)1 humanitarian action, voluntourism, in the Global South2. The dissertation
greatly looks at the discursive creation of needs, community, and ‘us and them’,
answering the question: What discourses emerge via social interactions involved in
voluntourism, particularly through the lens of a particular American-managed NGO in
rural Western Ghana that I will call Odenkyem3? I strive to stay critical and reflexive as I

1

Since over 55 millions Americans have participated in voluntourism, and their participation is the most
rapidly growing in the industry, according to research conducted by the Travel Industry Association of
America (2007).
2

I struggled with how to refer to less developed countries with higher poverty rates and less
industrialization than many western countries, and I finally settled on Global South. I recognize that the
term is still problematic as it is homogenizing and does not provide a three-dimensional view of those
geographies it labels. Despite much of the continent being geographically in the North, since many
countries in Africa have severely limited resources, The Center for the Global South at American
University defines these countries as part of the Global South. (http://www.american.edu/sis/cgs/index.cfm,
retrieved 6/15/15)	
  
Odenkyem is an	
  Adinkra symbol of a crocodile representing adaptability. I am using a pseudonym
because while the Executive Director of the NGO was open to critique in order to help the organization
better meet the needs of people living rural Western Ghana, she was dubious about the critique having a
larger viewing audience, as so much of the organization’s funding relies on public perception of their work.	
  
3

3

explore these abstractions via my own experiences working with Odenkyem, which
means that this dissertation is also an example of engaged anthropology, highlighted
through a case study of a voluntourist NGO. While this dissertation was produced in part
for an academic audience, my hope is that people working for voluntourist NGOs, as well
as voluntourists and potential voluntourists, will both consider and benefit from the study
presented herein.	
  

NGOs and Voluntourism
While non-governmental organizations are considered a category separate from
for-profit and governmental organizations, the NGO sector is actually quite connected to
both of these other sectors. The proliferation of NGOs in recent years has been brought
about by perceived failures in the other sectors--that is, market failure and government
failures (Charnovitz 1997). Individuals or groups of people decide that neither the
government nor the for-profit sector is capable of or interested in solving a host of issues,
ranging from poverty to disparities in education and health care to environmental
concerns, among many. Some also argue that theories driving NGO formation include
religious notions of helping the poor, as in the Judaic tzedaka, Christian charity, and
zakat in Islam (Nye 2008). In 2007, NGOs in the US numbered almost 1.3 million
(Salamon et al 2003). Global NGO numbers are a bit more difficult to determine, as
definitions vary from region to region, but despite this difficulty in determining the
number of NGOs currently in existence, there is no debate about the massive growth of
NGOs in the last few decades--in fact, there has been a "massive upsurge of organized
private voluntary activity in virtually every region of the world” (Salamon et al 2003).
4

While the NGO boom has happened in the US mostly in the 20th and now 21st
Centuries, its beginnings can be traced to the 18th Century, when the government
structures could not keep pace with the growth of the country. Immigrants, mostly from
Europe, found that government structures were insufficient for their needs in the realms
of infrastructure, housing, schools, and religious practices, to name a few. They had to
thus develop these social realms collectively on their own (de Tocqueville [1956]2006).
While not referred to as NGOs yet, like the organizations that developed to combat the
social residues of slavery and the women’s suffrage movement, these organizations were
the precursors to NGOs. The term non-governmental organization did not come into use,
however, until 1945 with the establishment of the United Nations (UN Economic and
Social Council 1996).
Globalization spurred rapid growth of NGOs in the late 1900s and the
telecommunications boom facilitated this boom in two ways. One, the explosion of
telecommunications highlighted the “haves and have-nots” in technological terms,
making more evident the divide between so-called developing and developed countries.
Two, the telecommunications revolution allowed people across the globe to connect with
one another regarding political issues, and to thus harness more energy for their causes,
significantly reducing the time-space continuum that had historically been a hurdle in
global organizing (Hall, Battiwala, and Brown 2006).
Some critics of the rise of NGO activity on a global scale suggest that NGOs
displace popular local movements, or even that NGOs are imperialist in their actions and
agendas. The closeness with which many NGOs work with governmental and for-profit
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entities is cause for concern to critics as well (Petras 1999). Despite these critiques,
networking of NGOs transnationally continues to grow.
	
  

Types of NGOs
The proliferation of NGOs has led to different classifications of these
organizations based on the methods they use and their agendas. A long list of acronyms
has developed to reflect the agendas and methods of these organizations. The table below
shows the most popular types of NGOs by acronym, as well as the meaning of the
acronym. I created this table based on information from the Global Development
Research Center (http://www.gdrc.org/).
Type of NGO

Acronym Meaning

BINGO

Big International NGO

CITS

Cyber Information Technology Society

CSO

Civil Society Organization

DONGO

Donor-Organized NGO

ENGO

Environmental NGO

GONGO

Government-Operated NGO

INGO

International NGO

QUANGO

Quasi-Autonomous NGO

TANGO

Technical Assistance NGO

GSO

Grassroots Support Organization

MANGO

Market Advocacy NGO

CHARDS

Community Health and Rural Development Society
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In terms of methods employed by NGOs, some provide technical assistance,
while others have advocacy agendas. Some build houses and schools and churches to aid
people they deem to be in need of these structures, while others lobby governments and
companies or organize boycotts and other political actions in order to achieve the changes
they regard as beneficial for their target groups. Some NGOs occupy the role of
consulting with businesses or governments directly, though many work in conjunction
with governments and businesses, enacting work that is too dangerous or outside the
purview of these other entities (Witt 2006).
NGOs can be broken into functional groupings based on their "orientations" and
also based on the level at which they operate. Some of the orientations into which NGOs
can be grouped are charitable, service, participatory, and empowering. Charitable
orientations typically involve NGOs that act upon their beneficiaries, who are often
impoverished or have other significant needs. The beneficiaries of charitable NGO work
have little to no participation in the activities of the NGO. Service orientations refer to
NGOs that design the programs with participation of beneficiaries in mind. Participatory
NGOs involve local people/beneficiaries in the in planning and implementation of
projects, and empowering NGOs are dedicated to helping people living in poverty
develop a strong awareness of the structural realities that affect their lives. The
empowering orientation is the most participatory orientation; whereas the charitable
orientation is the least participatory (World Bank Criteria defining NGO
(http://docs.lib.duke.edu/I go/guides/ngo/define.htm). Levels of operation of NGOs are
more self-explanatory and include community-based organizations (CBOs), city-wide
organizations, national organizations, and international organizations (ibid.).
7

Odenkyem’s work focuses some energy on building schools and structures (like
the community center, library, and small class block for instruction), and they also
provide technical assistance. While assistance and project development always bears with
them fragments of politics, Odenkyem is not overtly political. They focus on provided
what they see as needed medical equipment, supplies, and training, as well as what they
see as important educational training like improved literacy and higher standardized
testing scores. The one area where they are more overtly political is in their focus on
educating girls and attaining some gender equity in educational attainment.
Turning to what is more clearly defined as voluntourism, Tomazos and Butler
(2008) suggest that the origin of this pay-to-serve phenomenon dates back to
organizations like the Civil Service International in the 1920s, followed by the
International Voluntary Services and then the Peace Corps after World War II. However,
voluntourism’s rapid growth did not begin until the 1990s (Brown and Morrison 2003).
This is in part due to the growing trend of young adults taking a year off between high
school and university in Europe. Organizations responded to this trend by offering more
possibilities for incorporating service into travel, and adding destinations that are more
seemingly exotic (Lyons and Wearing 2008). In the US, while more people are taking
time off between high school and college, voluntourism opportunities have developed
more in terms of so-called alternative spring breaks (Tomazos and Butler 2008), where
instead of choosing a party destination, participants choose a service project, typically in
the Global South, in which to participate, and do some touring of the area in their off
time.

8

While many scholars note an increase in voluntourist participation over the last
several decades (Callanan and Thomas 2005; Raymond and Hall 2008; Wickens 2010), a
voluntourism industry report titled “Volunteer Travel Insights” posits that the real boom
in the industry is due to two world events in the earliest part of the 21st Century, which
turned the eyes of mass numbers of Westerners (especially Americans) to travel-to-help
opportunities. These events were 9/11 in 2001 and the Indonesian tsunami in 2004
(Nestora, Yeung, and Calderon 2009). Nestora et al also argue that another factor that has
spurred the increase in numbers of voluntourists is a reduction in travel barriers to places
that were not previously easily accessible and a desire among the middle class to have
unique travel experiences that leave a smaller tourist footprint (2009).
The majority of research on voluntourism per se has thus taken place since the
turn of the 21st Century. As Wearing and McGehee (2013) argue, much of this research
follows along four overlapping phases over the first two decades of the 21st Century:
advocacy, cautionary, adaptancy, and scientific platforms (122). The earliest research
took an advocacy stance, which focused on defining the concept of voluntourism as a
more ethical method of traveling, with few negative impacts on local people (Jafari 2001,
Broad 2003, Stoddart and Rogerson 2004, Brown and Morrison 2003). This advocacy
stance took as generally accepted that voluntourists were motivated by altruism, which
set them apart from their mainstream tourist counterparts. This research also tended to
focus on several forms of what were viewed as positive voluntourism, such as cultural
restoration, medical assistance, educational support, and conservation (Uriely et al 2003,
Gray and Campbell 2007, Cousins 2007).
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This initial wave of advocacy-based research then took a cautionary turn, where
pitfalls and negative impacts on local people took the fore (Brown 2003, Guttentag 2009,
Sin 2009). This research continues to present time, and focuses on the neo-colonial
potential of voluntourism to create dependencies of the so-called developing world on the
West, as well as the potential for exploitation of local people by voluntourist
organizations (Canton and Santos 2009, Guttentag 2009, Palacios 2010).
Concurrently with the advocacy research is the third research platform that
Wearing and McGehee identify—the adaptancy platform—which combines the positive
and negative aspects of voluntourism and focuses on prescribing methods of engaging in
a voluntourism that has more of a positive than a negative impact (Benson and Blackman
2011, Ledwith 2005, Wickins 2010). This research platform focuses on developing
voluntourist programs that utilize local leadership and foster transformative learning for
both the voluntourist and the voluntoured. There remains a critical lens within this
platform, acknowledging that while examples of voluntourism ideal types might appear
to exist, the industry itself faces challenges in achieving what these examples illustrate
(Wearing and McGehee 2013).
The fourth research platform for voluntourism research also overlaps with both
the advocacy and the adaptancy platforms. The scientific platform calls for researchers to
utilize “...structured, interdisciplinary, transnational, and mixed method approaches to
examine voluntourism in a more systematic and logical way” (Wearing and McGehee
2013: 122). Voluntourism is thus only recently being looked at using combinations of
case studies and macro-quantitative data, as well as conceptual and empirical research, to
better understand the impacts of voluntourism globally. Some theoretical paradigms
10

through which this research is happening include decommodification and feminist theory
(Cousins et al 2009, Lyons et al 2012, social movement theory (McGehee 2012),
development theory (Guttentag 2009), social exchange theory (McGehee and Andereck
2009), industrial relations theory (Vrasti 2013), and equity theory (Pearce and Coghlan
2008).
Whereas the emergency relief brand of humanitarian action has been explored in
some detail in social science research and literature, voluntourism is a more recent form
of engagement and warrants more investigation. Throughout this writing and with the
aim of answering why people engage in voluntourism, I will consider several bodies of
work, and while I have drawn from various sources to theorize about the place of
voluntourism within humanitarian efforts, the backbone of this dissertation is comprised
of four important voices that interrogate morality and humanitarianism. When not
quoting these important scholars, I have them in mind, and they, certainly among others,
are the driving forces behind the winding path of this dissertation.
This first critical voice is that of Peter Redfield (2013) and in particular his
research with Médecins Sans Frontières (Doctors Without Borders), more specifically his
discussion of the ways in which MSF is able to remain loosely centralized and political
through the increased use of hard data as opposed to passionate denunciation. Also
important in Redfield’s MSF work is his discussion of the moral dilemma of having to
“triage” resources and group people into categories of importance while simultaneously
maintaining that all lives matter equally. Redfield’s elucidation of MSF’s internal critique
is also deeply valuable in this work, as I argue that ongoing internal critique at both the
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organizational and the individual level is crucial to maximizing positive outcomes from
voluntourist experiences.
The second important voice forming the backbone of this dissertation is that of
Didier Fassin (2011, 2008, 2007) and his work on humanitarian reason and the place of
moral sentiment in contemporary politics. While not dismissing the charitable and even
somewhat altruistic motivations of those enacting help to those perceived to be in need,
Fassin argues that humanitarian action is never disinterested or unprejudiced. This
argument is an important foil for the notion of innocent altruism as the guiding principle
of humanitarianism.
Miriam Ticktin (2014, 2011) is the third voice in the theoretical framing of my
research, particularly her elucidation of the moral position of anthropologists in critiquing
humanitarianism. She tells us that anthropologists in the field demonstrate the
complexities of humanitarian principles in practice, in particular the contradictory and
unstable meanings of notions of neutrality, crisis, engagement, and witnessing. Likewise,
her arguments about the tension between humanitarian discourse of valuing all humans
while having limited resources, and the fact that humanitarian actors become gatekeepers,
buttresses Fassin’s notion of “triage” with respect to determining which vulnerable
people deserve the limited resources.
Lastly, Erica Bornstein’s (2012) work echoes Ticktin’s argument that
anthropologists face conundrums parallel to those faced by humanitarian workers,
particularly with regard to the complex web of relations formed by the act of giving. For
Borenstein, giving is “disquieting” and causes people to think relationally about their
place in the world. The act of giving is not simply something that happens between two
12

parties; giving happens against political backdrops that relegate parties to particular
positions and foster various forms of obligation.
On this note, the notion of “the gift” warrants mention here. Since so many
voluntourist organizations and participants frame their offerings and experiences in terms
of “giving” or “giving back”, Marcel Mauss’ description of the gift as a total social fact
encompassing the social existence of all involved is relevant. To Mauss (1974) the gift is
inalienable, and importantly, he states:
… [gifts] are in theory voluntary, disinterested and spontaneous, but are in fact all
obligatory and interested. The form usually taken is that of the gift generously
offered; but the accompanying behavior is formal pretense and social deception,
while the transaction itself is based on obligation and economic self-interest (1).
The notion of voluntourism as giving underscores the relationships formed by the gift;
the giver and the recipient, according to Mauss, are bonded to one another by the gift.
While the voluntourist often frames the transaction with themselves as giver and
voluntoured as recipient, and indeed the voluntourist initiates the interaction by traveling
overseas to help, the voluntourist expects that s/he will receive cultural experiences and
knowledge from the local people in return. In Mauss’ articulation, the exchange of gifts,
“...assumes an aspect that centres on the interest attached to the things exchanged. These
are never completely detached from those carrying out the exchange. The mutual ties and
alliance that they establish are comparatively indissoluble” (1974: 33). The exchange of
oneself that goes along with the gift, Mauss argues, is a fiction, yet establishes a case for
the interconnectedness of humanity. While this interconnectedness appears on the surface
as a positive phenomenon, it obscures power differentials and structured inequalities, and
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as Bornstein (2012) reminds us, these exchanges happen against political backdrops that
relegate people into social roles that foster certain types of obligations.
So much of Western, particularly American, engagement in African geographies
falls under the term “humanitarianism,” a subject that warrants a brief exploration here to
orient the reader. Like “culture” and countless other terms about which academics write
tomes in the social sciences, seeking definition, “humanitarianism” has come to represent
all the various actions taken to “help” what some see as vulnerable populations. The term
has historically referred to emergency relief, such as aid during natural disasters or civil
wars, but it has more recently come to signify actions taken in a more longitudinal sense,
such as programs and projects contrived to relieve abject poverty in the Global South, for
example. Michael Barnett and Thomas G. Weiss (2008) have aptly captured the
magnitude of the concept:
For many [humanitarianism] is best identified with the provision of relief to
victims of human-made and natural disasters. For others, though, humanitarianism
does not end with the termination of the emergency; just because lives are no
longer at immediate risk does not mean that suffering has ended or that other
destructive forces that might appear in the future have been removed. No longer
satisfied with saving individuals today only to have them be in jeopardy
tomorrow—the infamous “well-fed dead”—many organizations now aspire to
transform the structural conditions that endanger populations. (3).
As my dissertation purpose states, I am particularly interested in the “voluntourism”
category of humanitarian engagement, which fits into Barnett and Weiss’
conceptualization of NGOs as motivated to affect structural inequalities—especially
poverty. Humanitarianism, as Barnett and Weiss point out above, is rife with multiple
meanings, so it is important here to define more specifically the way in which I
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conceptualize the term. In this work, I follow Didier Fassin’s (2012) extended definition
of “humanitarian”:
…as connoting both dimensions encompassed by the concept of humanity: on the
one hand the generality of human beings who share a similar condition
(mankind), and on the other an affective movement drawing humans toward their
fellows (humaneness). The first dimension forms the basis for a demand for rights
and an expectation of universality, the second creates the obligation to provide
assistance and attention to others: once again we encounter the articulation
between reason and emotion that defines moral sentiments (2).
	
  

Voluntourism: Concept and Industry
To take a deeper look at voluntourism conceptually, voluntourism cobbles
together elements from religious missions, tourism, and volunteerism. Anthropological
critiques of missionary work cite the conversion of vulnerable people from indigenous
spiritual practices to Western brands of Christianity with the promise not only of
salvation, but also of resources like education for children and food, which are often in
short supply in the Global South—particularly rural areas (see especially Stocking 1992
and Brantlinger 2013). Humanitarian volunteerism is also a well-noted concept in
anthropological work, particularly when looked at from the perspective of people from
the West volunteering in the Global South (see especially Fassin 2012 and Redfield
2013). Debates about (neo-)colonialism, ego, and altruism, among others, come into play,
and these debates are fruitful terrain for exploring the impacts of engaging in voluntourist
endeavors. These debates conjure such questions as: Are voluntourists manufacturing
vulnerability, using their relative power to determine the needs of others? Do poverty and
need become commodities in the process of “being humanitarian” within voluntourist
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frameworks? While there are no tidy answers to these types of questions, they are a
crucial part of an ongoing critique of voluntourism.
Voluntourism as a concept nuances the ways in which we can discuss degrees of
engagement in political fields and the complexities of what it means to try to help global
“others.” The concept is being interpreted and reinterpreted. Recent years have seen an
influx in organizations and, as Fassin (2012) describes them, “humanitarian
governments5”—some of them for-profit but most NGOs—emerging to address a desire
for tourists from the West to travel in the Global South. This sort of travel experience
appeals to the call for an increasingly desirable smaller-footprint style of traveling. An
awareness of notions of consumption and exploitation in tourism, particularly in the
Global South, has emerged in recent years and has become arguably trendy since the
early 2000s. David Clemmons, founder of voluntourism.org, says that the term
“voluntourism” came into favor in 2005; and shortly thereafter, in 2008, a University of
California at San Diego poll revealed that 40% of Americans polled would willingly
spend several weeks on volunteer vacations. 13% of the poll respondents indicated that
they would be willing to spend a whole year on a service-oriented vacation
(http://ucsdnews.ucsd.edu/archive/newsrel/general/04-08Voluntourism.asp retrieved
9/27/14). Voluntourist NGOs design typically short-term projects, cooperating with
“locals” to create projects that are, at least superficially, mutually beneficial—people
from the West (especially Americans) get to participate in experiences that make them

5

Here Fassin uses the term “governments” to refer to a set of procedures in the deployment of moral
sentiment, which he argues is a core component of contemporary politics.
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feel like they have “helped” and enable them to leave their projects believing they have
improved the lives of others.
Another perspective on voluntourism is that awareness and critique of
consumption and exploitation can be tools of the privileged to assuage the guilt of their
privilege—this “white guilt” has been explored in great detail by both activists and
academics (see for example Steele 2007, Warren 2010, Fitzgerald 2014), who argue that
America has shifted from an era of White Supremacy to White Guilt via the vehicle of
well-meaning programs like Affirmative Action, and that said privilege is the proverbial
elephant in the room that white people agree to routinely ignore. White guilt, however,
cannot exist without the other side of the coin, or what Easterly identifies as black
victimization (Easterly 2007). While it is not my intention to offer a history of race
relations in America for the purposes of this project, white guilt and black victimization
become important phenomena for understanding Westerners’—specifically
Americans’—motivations for traveling to the Global South, in particular to Africa, in
order to help so-called vulnerable people. It is important to note here that the terms
“white” and “black” transcend their literal phenotypic definitions and occupy a broader
definition in my use, relating to privileged/well-resourced and non-privileged/lesserresourced people.
Calling pay-to-volunteer participants “volunteers” would be a misnomer,
however. Certainly they are signing up to “help” with a project in a faraway land that
they probably want to visit because of its off-the-beaten-path allure; having been
somewhere that no one tends to go to on vacation certainly saves them from the “tourist”
label. Plus, any consumption that happens during their time in their host town can be—at
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least ideologically—mitigated by the work that they are doing for locals. They are
earning the things and relationships and experiences they acquire—not merely buying
them.
Research conducted in the last decade by researchers at the University of
California—San Diego (Lovitt 2008) and Condé Nast Traveler (DeVries 2008) indicate
that participation in the volunteerism industry is a steadily growing phenomenon,
particularly in America. This growth has been heralded as a heartening trend in the face
of civic disengagement in America (Bailey and Fernando 2011). Most volunteer tourists
are female and between the ages of 20 and 25, says the industry consulting group
Tourism, Research and Marketing (http://www.tram-research.com/ retrieved 4/13/14),
based in Glasbury, Wales. This demographic matches that of the voluntourist profile for
Odenkyem. More and more high school students are also traveling and volunteering,
particularly over their spring breaks from school, on organizaed trips through an
educational or religious institution. As of 2013, More than 1.6 million volunteer tourists
around the world are spending about $2 billion annually (Kahn 2014).
While conventional tourism has rapidly grown since its commercial origins in the
mid-1920s (Poon 1993), heavy criticism of mass tourism, particularly in so-called
“developing” geographies and especially in the second half of the 20th century, has
resulted in the emergence of new forms of tourism (ibid). Some of these new forms
involve specialized interests, while others reflect a desire for an alternative approach,
such as sustainable tourism or ecotourism—the “greening” of tourism. Several authors
have addressed the notion of “green” tourism as a response to the growing critiques of
exploitative practices in tourism—tourists do not want to give up their sightseeing
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endeavors, but they do want to be able to say that they traveled “responsibly,” whether or
not this is actually the case (Ceballos-Lascurain 1990, Butler 1990, O’Neil 1991,
Wheeler 1992, Kamaro 1996). The green movement has created a tourist population
whose members desire the new, the “authentic,” the sensitive, and even the more
exclusive experience (Tomazos and Butler 2009). Alternative and ecotourism provide
customers with a sense of “moral” travel. Some have argued that this greening of tourism
is exploiting the guilty conscience of the industry’s violations. In this way, ecotourism
and alternative tourism provide a form of superficial validation, while at the same time,
they are still arguably operating on the same short-term, funding-driven practices of their
predecessors (Tomazos and Butler 2009).
Abstractions like altruism, guilt, community, travel, morality, and countless others
associated with voluntourism are not simply floating around the atmosphere; nor are they
simple fodder for academic discourse. They take root in places and experiences, and
while it would be naïve to imagine providing a wholly representative cross-section of
these places and experiences, I will place some of the abstractions into the discourses of a
particular NGO to see how they operate. In the section that follows, I introduce the
setting in which I participated as a voluntourist in Ghana, with the American-managed
health and education NGO I call Odenkyem.
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Operationalizing Voluntourism: Introducing Odenkyem6
Odenkyem is an NGO founded by a physician from California. It operates in a
rural area of Ghana’s Western Region, and the NGO focuses on health and education
programs, specifically for children ages 0-5, and also for school-age children. The
organization’s Ghanaian headquarters is in a town of approximately 4,500 inhabitants,
and about 90% of adults residing in the town are cacao farmers. Cacao farming is the
economic mainstay for most of the local people who work with and are served by
Odenkyem. Almost all of the local people in Odenkyem’s employ also have or work on
small cacao farms. The main reason that children stop attending school or miss
significant numbers of schooldays is to work on the cacao farms or to take care of very
young children so that parents and older siblings can work on the farms.
As such, Odenkyem focuses significant energy on early childhood education and
literacy, with the goal of jumpstarting education as a value for families when children are
very young. The NGO also focuses on student retention in both primary and secondary
school. On the health side, the organization focuses on malaria prevention and
reproductive health, as well as handwashing initiatives aimed at preventing
communicable diseases, particularly among school children.

6

The information presented on pages 19-34 was acquired from Odenkyem’s website, reports, and my own
research in the field, unless otherwise noted.
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FIGURE 1: Cacao drying in the sun in Odenkyem’s host town (author’s personal
photo)

FIGURE 2: Odenkyem’s host town, in the sub-tropical rain forest region of
Western Ghana (author’s personal photo)
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The Western Region of Ghana is humid and sub-tropical. The majority of people
living in the town that is home to Odenkyem’s Ghanaian headquarters and the
surrounding towns are members of the Sefwi ethnic group. In West Africa, there are
almost 300,000 Sefwis, predominantly in the Southwestern region of Ghana and along
the Ivorian border (Gocking 2005). The Sefwi belong to the Akan linguistic family.
Mostly Sefwi and Twi are spoken in the town, but some people who have attended school
speak at least some English. There are of course as many differences as similarities
among Akan peoples. These differences and similarities permeate modes and objects of
worship; chosen Sabbath days; and traditional practices such as male circumcision, child
naming, and observance of separation of husband and wife during the woman’s menstrual
period, among others (ibid).
Like elsewhere in Sub-Saharan Africa, European colonialism has had a huge
effect on Sefwi culture, resulting in modifications to or dismissals of many of the taboos
and indigenous beliefs. Today, the majority of people profess to believe in Christianity.
However, it is clear that a number of the indigenous beliefs have been incorporated into
practices of Christian worship, a merging compatible with the indigenous religions in
West Africa (Rosenthal 1998). Many Christians in West Africa do not feel that
Christianity and indigenous spiritual practices are fundamentally at odds, and they are
able to combine practices within their families and even at the town or regional level
(ibid). For example, I have visited many Vodu houses along the coast of West Africa
where Christian statues of Jesus or Mary appear alongside Vodu fetishes, and all are
cultivated, adorned, and prayed to in similar manners. Furthermore, as with any religious
and/or philosophical practice, it becomes ingrained in secular life as well, and therefore
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remains present even if not consciously practiced. However, the widespread Christian
identification in Odenkyem’s host town is particularly important for understanding the
way in which a voluntourist organization was able to enter the town—the tracks for
Western organizations having been already laid.
Odenkyem’s host town is considered a medium-sized town in the region, with its
population of approximately 4,500 inhabitants. The town is located several hours by local
transport from the nearest city, Kumasi. The town has a bi-weekly market, partial electric
connection and one paved road that essentially bisects the town. The town is fortunate in
this sense; many of the neighboring towns do not have these “luxuries.”
In Odenkyem’s host town, at the time of this research, there were eleven
identified congregations. Although historically in this region, Friday was the day of rest,
since the influx of Christianity in Ghana, most families now set aside Sunday as a day of
worship and rest, though in my observation, many cacao farmers spend at least some of
Sunday on their farms. The communal experience of religious service is a very important
part of life in Odenkyem’s host town, and each one of the places of worship, whether it is
a simple clearing in the brush or a more ornate and colorful Catholic church, sees regular
attendance of large congregations. I attended each of the churches in the town at least one
time while I worked with Odenkyem and also formally interviewed leaders in each of the
churches for my report to Odenkyem. The presence of religiosity in the host town is, in
my assessment, no coincidence with respect to how a voluntourist organization laid its
roots there. All churches but the indigenous African church were founded by Western
missionaries, many of whom also provide educational resources and maintain important
decision-making capacities about church management and activities. As stated earlier in
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this work, voluntourism is arguably, at its core, a secular form of missionary work and
owes its proliferation greatly to missionary work’s omnipresence in the Global South.
Odenkyem is organized into two “teams” that they refer to as Western and Local.
These teams are structural ideal types referred to regularly in organizational
communication, but are not clear entities in practice. According to the organizational
structure, the Western team is comprised of the Executive Director, Treasurer, Secretary,
Financial Secretary, two directors of medical education, and seven medical fellows. At
the time of this research, all 13 of these actors were from the US. The Western team
members are overwhelmingly white, from the US or Canada, more often females than
males, and are in their mid-twenties. These demographics also characterize the
voluntourists who serve with the organization. It should be mentioned here that these
demographics in conjunction with the organizational structure cause the Western team to
rely on a problematic Western/Local dichotomy by default when discussing their work on
the ground. The terms Western and Local are discursively ubiquitous in the
organization’s communication. The heavy reliance on this dichotomy has posed a
formidable challenge for me in writing about the organization without also making use of
this dichotomy. I utilize these terms throughout this dissertation, recognizing the
problematics of the terms, and I explore more deeply the problematic nature of this
reliance on the Western/Local dichotomy in Chapter 3.
The Local team in its ideal type is comprised of the Country Director, Education
Programs Manager, two health program administrators, a librarian, two lead teachers,
Health Program Coordinator, and an Education Program Coordinator. There is also
sometimes a Communications Director, but during my tenure with Odenkyem, that
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position was not filled. At the time of this writing, seven of these actors were from
Odenkyem’s host town, and the last two—the Coordinators—were from the US and
Canada. When the Communication Director position has been filled, it has historically
been by an American. In Chapter 3, I will discuss in greater detail the ambiguity of team
membership of these Coordinators. The Local team also consists of several intermittent
volunteers from town, who assist with both health and education programs on an asneeded basis.

Odenkyem’s History
The Executive Director of the organization was herself the product of a
voluntourist experience in Ghana. When she was a medical student, she participated in a
volunteer project in Ghana through her university. This experience motivated her to later
start an NGO that delivered health services in an area of high need. She originally wanted
to do this in Ghana’s capital city, Accra, but some of her contacts in Accra told her there
was more of a need for these services in the more rural areas of Ghana’s Western Region.
So, she drove around the region with a colleague she had met while on her own
voluntourist excursion, talking to people about her NGO idea. They ended up in
Odenkyem’s host town, as they had heard about the man who is now Odenkyem’s Local
director, who was at the time an Assemblyman and had also secured EU funding for a
few school projects in the town. Odenkyem’s now Executive Director met with this
former Assemblyman and he agreed to partner with her on one condition—that she would
offer education programs in addition to health programs, because in his assessment, they
needed education for the town’s children as much as they needed health programs.
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From this initial partnership grew an organization that, according to their
literature, seeks to assist in building “a sustainable future” for the people of Ghana
through “community-based” health and education projects. The organization’s Western
leadership indicate that this approach followed from a community assessment whereby a
collaborative partnership of Local opinion leaders (e.g. school headmasters, church
leadership, political figures) and a group of medical, social work, and law students from
the United States gathered information on the strengths, concerns, and conditions of the
townspeople. After analyzing the results and various strengths and experiences of those
involved, a program of action was drawn up, and Odenkyem was born.
In early 2000 and spanning approximately two years, Odenkyem’s Western
leadership created a timeline to implement the programs and enable townspeople to
manage the organization independently. The actual implementation of Odenkyem's
development plan began in 2003. The stated purpose of the first two years was to create a
solid foundation for each sector, which was done by launching health and education
programs, building a community center where many of the programs would be housed,
and building relationships in the town.
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FIGURE 3: A group of schoolchildren performing a play in Odenkyem’s
Community Center. (author’s personal photograph)
The second phase of Odenkyem’s work spanned from 2005 – 2007 and
concentrated on strengthening programs, refining curricula to better meet local needs,
extending some services beyond the host town, and hiring and training additional Local
staff. Through the aforementioned work, the need for library services and computer
education grew beyond the capacity of the existing community center, and in 2007, a new
expanded library with a classroom block was constructed and opened. This created the
space for a computer center furnished with, at the time of this work, 10 workstations.
Both of these facilities were and continue to be staffed and overseen by local
townspeople.
In 2008, Odenkyem’s programs were expanded further geographically with the
roll-out of a malaria prevention project in a neighboring town. As part of this malaria
prevention initiative, a group of community health workers (CHWs) was trained by
Western staff in research techniques and malaria prevention practices. From 2008 to the
present, Odenkyem continues their malaria prevention and early childhood literacy work,
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in addition to other supplemental education projects and health programs focusing on
children aged 0-5. In consultation with their Western officers, the Local staff in Ghana
continued to expand its services to neighboring towns. Odenkyem staff in the US
continue to fundraise for the work done in Ghana, pursue collaborations with other
NGOs, and send Western (mostly American) voluntourists into communities in Ghana’s
Western region. With the increased scope of programs as well as the increase in the
capacity of staff in Ghana and the expansion of support in North America and Europe,
Odenkyem has undergone rapid growth in the last decade. Their voluntourist applications
have significantly increased over the last five years, making it possible for them to offer
more short-term programs, filtering more Americans through the organization’s host
town.
At the time of this writing, the organization employed approximately 10
townspeople as teachers/assistant teachers, a librarian, community health workers, and a
Local director. In addition there were two (or sometimes three) long-term obruni7
volunteers who serve 18-month terms as communications officer, health programs
coordinator, and educations program coordinator. The long-term volunteers are typically
from the US and Canada, and are usually in their early-to-mid 20s, white, and preparing
for graduate school by participating in a service program to assist with their readiness for

7

Obruni is the Twi word for “foreigners.” From here I will use the term obrunis instead of Westerners
when I myself am referring to people working with Odenkyem who are from the US and Canada, as it is
the term that was used locally for the Americans and Canadians who came to the region with Odenkyem. I
will still use “Western” when referring to the management structure (“Western team”), however, as it is the
term used by Odenkyem staff. “Westerners” in general is broadly inclusive of Europeans, and there have
been very few Europeans who have participated in projects with Odenkyem.
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these educational pursuits. There are also at any time shifting numbers of volunteers from
the town who participate in both health and education projects as needed.

Case Study 1: The Soccer Pitch
Odenkyem, like many other Western organizations that offer voluntourist experiences
abroad (particularly in Africa), focus their work in the domains of health and education.
When I inquired about these priorities, the Executive Director first explained that health
and education were the areas that came up most frequently in the initial needs
assessments conducted with townspeople. She later told me that, in fact, the need that
came up most often was a nice soccer pitch, but she quickly dismissed that as a lower
priority in lieu of education and health programs that would more easily get grant
funding. Without fail the place most frequently requested by townspeople as a meet-up
for talking or being introduced to others was the soccer field, a dusty patch near the
center of the town, near the main market. As I became acquainted with more and more
people over the course of my stay in Odenkyem’s host town, I began to see familiar faces
at the soccer field. The soccer pitch was also used for a festival while I was there, and
people seemed to commonly request meeting there during games. Near game days, there
was a buzz through the town, people asking each other if they would be going to the
game, and kids getting excited to watch the game and see friends and share treats. I came
to appreciate the social space of the dusty patch of land where soccer games took place as
an important organizing space for townspeople, young and old. The chief frequently
attended games, and neighboring teams traveled to Odenkyem’s host town for friendly
competition, bringing with them fans from their towns.
I mention this because in many of my interviews and discussions in Odenkyem’s
host town, people mentioned that the town needed a good soccer pitch, and that
Odenkyem would soon provide one because they have already been informed of this
need. Since many people young and old play soccer and attend the matches, it is an
important place for the townspeople to gather. During my tenure working with
Odenkyem, malaria prevention always trumped soccer for the organization, and I
wondered if this burying of a priority signifies the ways in which foreigners in the Global
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South project their own values and priorities in the face of data that suggest local people
might have chosen otherwise. Are grant money and celebrity causes forces that ecplipe
the information generated by comminut assessments? If the soccer pitch has been a high
priority for townspeople for 15 years, why has this project not happened? Will Americans
not give money to fund a soccer pitch, because it flies in the face of their preconceptions
of the needs of people in emerging economies? This last question is key, I believe, and it
provides a significant critique of Odenkyem’s endeavors in rural Ghana.

Odenkyem’s Health Programs
In the health sector, Odenkyem’s programs span a range of educational and
preventative activities emphasizing health issues for children and youth. From an initial
focus on primarily reproductive and sexual health, Odenkyem broadened its health
programs to focus on areas they deemed of greatest need and priority for the town. These
included the prevention of malaria; sexual health; and promotion of improved hygiene
and sanitation in order to prevent childhood illnesses and risks such as diarrhea,
pneumonia and other communicable diseases. They also bring doctors from the US to
perform glaucoma screenings and other medical tests, and to donate medical devices and
train local medical professionals on how to use them.
All of Odenkyem's health programs have been implemented, monitored and
evaluated by American staff and voluntourists and supported by American-trained and
supervised Ghanaian community health workers. Since 2004, these community health
workers have been organizing outreach events, developing and performing dramas that
portray relevant health struggles, and assisting in data collection and evaluation, all in
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support of Odenkyem’s health programs. They also assist with a baby-weighing clinic
that happens weekly in a shelter next to the town clinic.

FIGURE 4: The author assisting at the baby-weighing clinic. (author’s personal
photograph)

Odenkyem’s Educational Programs
Odenkyem’s educational pursuits match up with the United Nations' Millennium
Development Goals of free universal primary education. The Ghanaian government has
been making attempts to fulfill this goal, and Odenkyem has been working in close
relation with the government on this pursuit (Ministry of Education 2013). One
significant accomplishment that the government made in this domain was the abolition of
school fees for basic education in 2005; students now have access to free primary and
middle school education. The removal of this barrier to educational access has translated
into increased numbers of elementary and middle school students enrolling across the
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country (ibid). Odenkyem, however, has noted that the investment in school facilities has
failed to keep up with this increase in enrollment. Also, due to a lack of teachers willing
to teach in rural areas, pupil-teacher ratios have dramatically increased across the country
(Education UNICEF, 2007). For example, the average class size in the junior high
schools in Odenkyem’s region is approximately 55. In most of the schools in the district,
there are not enough tables, chairs, or desks in the classrooms to accommodate these
numbers. Basic teaching and learning materials such as chalk, notebooks, pens and
pencils, and books are scarce. Resources like toilets and potable water at the schools are
inadequate and represent other barriers to accessing education across the region. These
barriers are very common scenarios across rural Africa (see Vavrus 2003 and Sharp
2002).
Odenkyem’s host town has two nursery schools, three primary schools, and one
middle school/junior high school. Although I noted through observation and interviews
with teachers that many of them are committed to their occupation, they lack adequate
resources to sustain their desire to teach and their abilities to do a good job. There are no
senior high schools in the town; students must go to neighboring towns (approximately
45 minutes by car) to attend senior high school, which translates to hefty school fees,
uniform fees, and housing and “chop”8 fees. This is a huge hurdle in educational
achievement for older students, and even those who are able to attend secondary school
often find themselves back in Odenkyem’s host village working on the farms due to a
lack of employment opportunities for these students. This phenomenon causes frustration

8

food
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and disenfranchisement among these youth, and while they are given opportunities to
teach or tutor with Odenkyem, these are often volunteer positions that do not provide the
youth means to contribute to family earnings (see Sharp 2002 for more on this
phenomenon).
For the last several years, Odenkyem has been implementing a variety of
education programs directed at students in early primary school, providing classes to
young primary school students who are struggling to succeed. These classes are intended
to assist lagging students in catching up to their peers so that they are performing at grade
level by junior high school, in order to increase their chances of going on to secondary
school. The organization also runs supplementary courses for junior high school students
to help them perform well on the national exams, increasing their chances for continuing
their education into senior high school—and in some cases, beyond. In addition to the
aforementioned supplemental programs, a nightly tutoring center is hosted at the town
community center, and is open to all junior high school students in the town. Odenkyem
also offers a few competitive senior high school scholarships each year to help promising
students continue their education. All graduating junior high school students are eligible,
and can fill out an application. There is an interview process also involved in the
scholarship selection process. The organization has prioritized female students and
encourages them to apply, since there is an educational disparity between boys and girls
in the town. Girls are under-represented in secondary education, and Odenkyem
mandates that 60% of their scholarships must go to girls as an attempt to address the
educational disparity.
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One last important educational focus for the organization is a library, which is
open to everyone in town and the surrounding regions, young and old, and allows
students and townspeople to explore different forms of literature and a quiet place to
study in a safe and well-lit environment9. The collection is sparse and subject to what is
available via donations, but does offer access to a variety of textbooks (albeit mostly outof-date) and a large collection of children’s literature. A book club meets semi-regularly,
and the library has a board of townspeople in charge of decision-making, subject to
approval by Odenkyem’s Western leadership.

Odenkyem’s Funding
Odenkyem has only 10 salaried staff who are full-time. The rest of the staff are
either volunteer, part-time, or receive only a small living stipend. This small staff allows
them to put 94% of their budget towards health and education programming, but it also
makes them reliant on volunteers. In 2013, their funds raised were $88,204, and their
total expenses for that year were $80,782 (per www.guidestar.org). While like most nonprofits, their website offers a “Donate Now” page where one can make a one-time
contribution to Odenkyem’s programming, a fiscally crucial and programmatically
central component of Odenkyem is the summer voluntourist program. Voluntourist
opportunities exist year-round with Odenkyem, but they have a summer push for this type
of funding/programming, targeting college students who seek this type of

9

The power in the town went out frequently, at least once a week, if not more, while I was there. This
caused issues with library use and the tutoring center and other town events being held in Odenkyem spaces
after dark.
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experience/credential either for college credit or to develop their resumes for jobs or
graduate school applications. This program allows college students to go to Odenkyem’s
host town for a two-week session over the summer and work within one of the program
areas Odenkyem is currently implementing. This opportunity is open to anyone, although
the organization does partner with certain colleges to organize group trips with college
faculty/staff chaperones. All that is required to apply is an application form and one letter
of recommendation. A panel of Odenkyem leaders, typically all from the Western (US)
team, selects certain applicants to contact for interviews. The interviews are conducted
via phone, and include questions about applicants’ skills, future plans/goals, and reasons
for interest in Odenkyem’s programming. While any university representative may
contact Odenkyem to request group participation in their summer voluntourist programs,
the organization has established relationships with the University of California system
due to colleague relationships with organizational leadership. Individual applicants are
welcome to apply as well, and do not have to be affiliated with a university, though most
of Odenkyem’s summer volunteers are US college students. Applicants are notified of
their acceptance within one week of their interview. This is done to allow ample time for
fundraising, travel reservations, and general preparations for the trip. At the time of this
work, the voluntourists selected to be a part of the summer team were required to
fundraise $1,800 for the organization prior to their voluntourism experience in Ghana. A
third of the fundraising requirement is due at the time of acceptance as a non-refundable
deposit to secure their position on the summer team. The remaining funds were due prior
to departure. All donations are tax-deductible and voluntourists host fundraising events,
receive grants or scholarships, or are sponsored by close friends and family to reach their
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$1,800 goal. They were also responsible for obtaining all required/recommended
vaccinations, malaria prophylaxis, evacuation insurance, a Ghanaian visa and their plane
ticket. The Volunteer Coordinator provides guidance on pre-departure arrangements.
Upon arrival in Accra, Ghana, voluntourists incur also nominal personal expenses. While
Odenkyem covers the cost of project-specific materials, lodging, major transportation, a
handful of cultural experiences, as well as lunch and dinner daily, voluntourists are
responsible for their breakfasts and any additional food and beverage they consume,
souvenirs, and any additional travel they want to participate in while in Ghana. The
average voluntourist spends a total of approximately $3500 - $4000 for their two weeks
in Ghana, including airfare, country visa, immunizations, and incidentals10. The fee that
they raised covered housing in the volunteer house (a small concrete dwelling with a
corrugated tin roof, cement floor, 10 beds, and a wooden table with 6 - 8 chairs), meals,
and a few scheduled tourist trips to view the region. Monday through Friday, the
voluntourists would participate in their work project for 6-8 hours a day, and on their
weekends were scheduled trips and free time.

Methods for Original Report and Dissertation
As I mentioned in the Preface of this dissertation, my experience working with
Odenkyem was somewhat serendipitous. I had applied for two grant cycles of grants for a
dissertation project on the social dimensions of sickle cell anemia, a comparative study of
US hospitals and West African Vodu houses. My proposals made it through initial

10

Information obtained via interview with the volunteer coordinator in 2010
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vetting, but did not ultimately receive funding. Hearing the tick of the dissertation
timeline clock, I began to get more creative about ways to get myself to West Africa to
conduct my sickle cell study. In my searching, I found several voluntourist organizations
that offered health-focused programs in West Africa. I wrote to a few different
organizations to see if they had needs other than their structured projects, perhaps
something where I could stay longer, work more independently, have time for my own
research, and have accommodations and in-country support from the organization. I
heard back from two organizations, one that said that I could stay longer to work on their
structured projects, and the other, Odenkyem, that said that they needed to conduct a
needs assessment and generate some qualitative data for discussion at their annual retreat.
These data would help them design their upcoming five-year-plan. After some back-andforth with Odenkyem’s Executive Director, she and I decided that my training and skills
were a good fit for what the organization needed. As I began to design the instruments for
the needs assessment, I became increasingly interested in the predicament of the
voluntourist, the growing voluntourism industry, and the question of whether or not
voluntourists and the organizations that host them are “helping.” I decided to make
modifications to my dissertation proposal so that voluntourism became the topic of my
research, and I set out to investigate the ways in which voluntourists—myself included—
functioned both within the organization and on the local stage. This dissertation,
methodologically, navigates the various discourses that emerge via social interactions
involved in voluntourism. It is also a critique of practice, including the practice that
buttresses the discourse (thus the fraught nature of the language of do-gooder tourism). It
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is also an apt example of engaged anthropology11 focused on my own involvement with
the people being studied (Beck and Maida 2013).
Since this dissertation is based on my three months as a voluntourist with
Odenkyem, it is important that I describe more specifically the methods employed during
this project. In my capacity as a consultant for Odenkyem, even though I was technically
consulting with Odenkyem, I was participating as a voluntourist, since I performed a
needs assessment and drafted a report in exchange for housing and some meals—I had to
pay the rest of my travel expenses to get myself to Ghana. I funded these travel expenses
via crowdfunding, whereby family, friends, and acquaintances each contributed small
amounts of money to pay for items like my plane ticket, visa, immunizations. I did not go
through the standard process of applying with the organization, however. Rather, as
stated above, I e-mailed the director about my skills and she called me to discuss the
organization’s desire to conduct a needs assessment. Once the Executive Director and I
designed the project, she connected me with the Local (Ghanaian) director, and I made
plans for my arrival and stay in Ghana. Once in Ghana, in order to address the objective
of the needs assessment for Odenkyem, I utilized three primary research methods: semistructured interviews, participant observation, and an organizational literature review,
each described in more detail below.

11

For an excellent article on engaged anthropology, see Setha M. Low and Sally Engle Merry’s (2010)
article “Engaged Anthropology: Diversity and Dilemmas.”
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Interviews
The first step in conducting the interviews was to assemble a list of potential
interviewees. Western and Local staff sent me their recommendations for people they
wanted to add to my list—people they deemed to have insights regarding the needs of the
town, then I assembled a list of 55 interviewees in six different “cells”: Odenkyem Staff,
Political Leaders, Religious Leaders, Youth, Service Delivery, and Community Members.
These cells were chosen by the Executive Director and Country Director in an attempt to
get opinions and suggestions from the local people who were most likely to be active in
finding solutions for problems in the town.
The numbers breakdown by cell for interviews is as follows: Odenkyem Staff = 9
(16.4%), Political Leaders (e.g. chief, opinion leaders, district administrators) = 10
(18.2%), Religious Leaders (e.g. pastors, church elders, church board members) = 5
(9.0%), Youth (all between 18-22) = 6 (10.9%), Service Delivery (e.g. headmasters,
teachers, nurses, midwives) = 16 (29.1%), Community Members (with a focus on
women) = 9 (16.4%). During the process of the interviews, a couple of the interviewees
had visitors in their homes, and I ended up doing a few extra interviews with these people
as well.
The gender breakdown for the interviewees was 26 females (47%) and 29 males
(53%). While the sample is close to half men and half women, I would have preferred to
have interviewed a higher number of women, given the goal of investigating Odenkyem’s
impact on the town with a special interest in the organization’s impact on women. That
said, in the cells of Religious Leaders, Political Leaders, and Odenkyem Staff, the
constituents were overwhelmingly male; hence, within the cells of Service Delivery,
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Youth, and Community, I tried to focus on conducting interviews with a larger number of
females. In future work, I would consider having a focus group with women, as well as
seeking out more women to interview one-on-one.
The age range for interview participants was 20-73, the mean age being 41.6. The
age range for the sample is vast, spanning from 20 to 73 years of age. This vastness
provided a well-rounded perspective on issues for children in town and proposed
solutions to these issues. The age distribution was as follows: 20s-18 (32.7%), 30s-2
(3.6%), 40s-16 (29.1%), 50s-14 (25.5%), 60s-3 (5.5%), 70s-2 (3.6%). Interestingly, the
largest proportion of the interviews were conducted with people in their 20s, followed by
40s and 50s. Only two respondents were in their 30s. The significantly lower number of
people in their 30s among the sample is an issue to investigate, particularly if further
work of this nature is to be conducted.
The occupations of those interviewed are as follows: Cacao farmers-26 (47.3%),
educators/education administrators-14 (25.5%), healthcare providers-4 (7.3%), civil
servants-3 (5.5%), Odenkyem staff-6 (10.9%), other (fishmonger, soap maker, bank
employee, drinking spot proprietor, fabric merchant, tailor)-12 (21.8%). While these
numbers represent reasonably well the kinds of work performed by the respondents, it is
typical for people in town and the surrounding area to engage in multiple types of work
(e.g. teachers may also be cacao farmers), and I did not prompt all respondents to see if,
for example, they farmed in addition to other work they identified as more primary;
therefore, I believe the numbers, particularly for farming, to be flawed.
In determining our sample, the Executive Director and the Local Director focused
on who they deemed to be local leaders at both the town and the district levels. It was
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definitely an asset to speak with so many service delivery people in order to assess the
problems of the town. Likewise, it was critical to speak with political and religious
leaders, particularly to hear proposed solutions to problems for children in the town.
Odenkyem staff were instrumental in providing nuanced perspectives about approaching
problems in the town, given their engagement in such endeavors, and the “community”
members (both adults and “youth”--all over age 18) rounded out the interviews by
providing essential information about both issues/proposed solutions for problems in the
region, and their perspectives about Odenkyem’s contribution to daily life in the area.
Next I met with Odenkyem’s Country Director to determine the appropriate
manner in which to schedule each of the interviews. I sent letters to all political and
religious leaders, as well as all headmasters and some teachers. Others I or the Local
Director either called to set up an appropriate time, or I and a Twi-speaking colleague
went to their homes and spoke with them in-person to set up an appointment.
I worked closely with a Local Odenkyem employee, who accompanied me on all
but one of the 55 interviews, and was chiefly responsible for reading the
confidentiality/disclosure statement to participants, and for translating questions and
responses into and from Sefwi or Twi when necessary. The interview schedule12 included
questions about problems for children in the organization’s host town, proposed solutions
for these problems, and awareness and opinions of Odenkyem’s programs.
For each interview, I and my colleague would meet the participant at the place
most convenient for them (typically their home, but sometimes their place of employment

12	
  See

Appendix for the full interview schedule used for the research	
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or at an Odenkyem space). After asking them for their consent to be interviewed, I asked
for permission to record the interviews using my iPod. I then saved the audio files into
iTunes and backed them up on an external hard drive. I took notes on a standard form (a
copy of the interview schedule with extra space for writing) during the interviews to
enable preliminary data analysis and reporting prior to transcription. These notes proved
invaluable due to the constant power outages in the town.
I used the same basic structure for all interviews, though I modified the structure
slightly in some cases to most appropriately fit each interviewee. Likewise I used a
variety of probes in each interview, playing off of responses to the basic questions to
elicit more information when appropriate. For the processes of analysis, this allowed us
to make generalizations regarding responses and to collect demographic data, while at the
same time permitting individualization of each interview experience. All interviews were
then listened to multiple times, transcribed, and analyzed for nuances that were not
gleaned from the interview notes and the initial analysis.
I also conducted unstructured interviews13 with 10 voluntourists—five who had
worked with Odenkyem, and five others who are all aquaintances of mine who had
voluntourist experiences through other organizations. These were very loosely structured
in the sense that I started with the question, “Tell me about how you ended up working
with _______________ NGO” and the conversation was organic thereafter.

13

See Appendix for the schedule I used for these loosely structured interviews
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Participant Observation
In addition to interviews, and to further fulfill the goals of this research, I engaged
in participant observation to help triangulate interview data. Participant observation is an
ethnographic method, typically used by anthropologists but also employed by a vast
number of other social scientists, whereby the researcher immerses him/herself into the
research setting in order to round out self-report data and other sources of information.
While this data can be much more subjective than interview data, when used in
conjunction with such data, it can provide a much more three-dimensional dataset.
As part of my participant observation, I joined the Health Coordinator and the
peer educators in distributing insecticide treated nets (ITNs) five days a week, hanging
nets and observing the use of an educational flipbook to teach townspeople about malaria
transmission and prevention. My participation in Odenkyem’s malaria prevention
initiative provided crucial insight into the successes and hurdles for the malaria program
and allowed me direct contact with many townspeople—contact that would not have been
otherwise feasible in a three-month period. I also attended weekly Odenkyem staff
meetings to keep current on organizational happenings and projects and to maintain
regular communication with Local staff. Attending these meetings provided me with vital
information about project goals and barriers. Additionally I attended baby-weighing
clinic on two occasions, spent time at the Queen Mother’s drinking spot in a neighboring
town to observe and talk to her about what kinds of problems people brought to her, and
spent time talking to people in the markets about daily life.
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Organizational Literature Review
The last segment of this research was derived from data published and circulated
via Odenkyem (e.g. organization web site content, malaria report, previously collected
neighborhood/household data, and health and education documents available on-site),
which rounded out the aforementioned data. I also combed intra-organizational e-mails
and e-mails sent to prospective voluntourists to get a better sense of Odenkyem’s
priorities and the roles and responsibilities of various staff and volunteers.

Results of the Needs Assessment14
While for the purposes of this dissertation, the original report I generated for
Odenkyem’s five-year plan is not necessary to present in full, I do think it will be helpful
in understanding the nature of the work I did as well as briefly understanding the data
generated through these 55 interviews, which highlight what people in Odenkyem’s host
town indicate as priorities for children—who are the focus of Odenkyem’s programs.
With regard to the age groups on which respondents believed Odenkyem should
focus their programming, approximately 50% of participants identified the 0-5 age group
as priority in terms of education and health. About 35% identified the 12+ age group as
priority, and approximately 15% suggesting priority ages to be 5-12 (“school age”).
Based on interview responses, about half of the respondents believed the 0-5 age group to
be most affected by health and educational problems (to be discussed in better detail
below), followed by 35% of respondents indicating that the 12+ age group experiences
14

Since the voluntourist interviews were loosely structured, the data generated by these interviews is more
difficult to summarize and thus appear throughout the dissertation as thematically appropriate.
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the most problems, and only around 15% stating that school age—5-12—children
experience the most problems. While these numbers are a solid guide for understanding
concerns for particular age groups, the categories are of course not in reality mutually
exclusive, and many respondents indicated concerns for multiple age groups, even if they
prioritized one in particular.
When asked what were the most important problems facing children in town,
several themes emerged. I broke down responses to these questions into the following
themes, with indications for the number of respondents out of the original 55 who
mentioned the category when asked what the biggest problems were for children in
town.15
Lack of access (financial) to secondary/tertiary education (including vocational
education) – 39 (70.1%)
By far the most notable response to the question of problems for children in the
town was a lack of access to secondary and tertiary education. Participants who
responded with this priority overwhelmingly indicated that once children finish junior
high school, they have few options, as secondary and tertiary education are out of reach
(financially) for most of the people in town. This lack of access includes vocational
education as well as repetition of secondary school exams, as many who do make it to
secondary school must repeat one or more of their qualifying exams at their own expense.

15

Not all responses are represented here. After creating categories for types of responses, I eliminated
from this report those with fewer than 5% in order to highlight priorities.
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Lack of parental supervision – 20 (36.4%)
The second most widely cited problem for children in the town is parental
negligence or a lack of parental supervision. 70% of these respondents stated that people
are having too many children too young, and as most people in the region are farmers,
unless they take the children to farm with them, the children are left to “roam.” While
there is likely an assumption that older siblings or other family members are supervising
younger children and ensuring that they attend to household chores and attend school,
there is simultaneously a perception that many children evade these responsibilities when
not under direct parental supervision. Additionally, during mushroom season and snail
season, children see opportunities to make money gathering and selling these items, and
thus will be truant from school due to these pursuits. In addition to the above,
respondents showed significant concern about “orphans” (which means losing one or
both parents due to death or movement to other areas in Ghana or surrounding
countries—especially Cote D’Ivoire—for work). I heard three stories about people who
went to Cote D’Ivoire for work, leaving children behind to be cared for by relatives or
neighbors, and were either disabled or killed while living there.
Need for better family planning/smaller households – 17 (30.9%)
A significant number of respondents indicated that household size is a major issue
in town—heads of household cannot adequately provide for the number of people
residing with them. Most respondents indicated that girls/women bear the most
responsibility for this issue—while I did not usually directly ask who bears the burden for
household size, without prompting, almost all of the men and about half of the women
indicated that girls/women must be educated about family planning and contraception.
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Lack of access to quality healthcare – 16 (29.1%)
While the town has a clinic within walking distance for most local people, many
respondents have a perception that this clinic is inadequate for any health issues beyond
non-emergency respiratory infections and other minor health woes. A major concern is
the perception that the midwife and nursing staff are not trained to handle most illnesses
and will simply refer people to district hospitals. Once referred to a district hospital,
transportation becomes a major issue. Taxis are the responsibility of the patient—both
locating and financing. Half of the people who mentioned health care as a major problem
in town indicated that they had avoided going to the clinic in lieu of using “local
medicine” because they did not believe that the clinic would be able to assist them, and
they did not have the money to be transported to a hospital for the care they needed. Over
half of these people had not yet paid their national health insurance fee so were not able
to be covered by this insurance scheme. It should also be noted here that at the time of
this research, a significant skepticism about the national health scheme existed among
people in town, who were having financial and logistical issues with registration for said
program.
Malaria – 13 (23.6%)
Malaria is not surprisingly a major concern, particularly for children ages 0-5, for
nearly a quarter of respondents. While malaria is almost viewed as an unavoidable
experience among adults (almost every respondent I interviewed said they had suffered
bouts with malaria on at least one occasion), most respondents expressed concern about
malaria for children ages 0-5, given their diminished capacity to fight the parasite. Many
mentioned the malaria education and bednets provided by Odenkyem as instrumental in
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decreasing the instances of malaria incidence for people in town. Without this education
and bednet provision, many stated, their concerns about malaria would be more
significant.
Malnutrition – 13 (23.6%)
Malnutrition was of particular interest for all children, but particularly for children
ages 0-5. This concern was most prevalent among respondents in the service delivery
cells, and particularly among health care practitioners and educators. The biggest concern
among health care practitioners is proper development during early years. While the town
clinic provides both immunizations for infants and nutritional counseling to mothers in
these early years of childhood development, during my three months working with
Odenkyem, attendance at baby-weighing clinic was inconsistent and the relationships
between mothers and nurses and the midwife at the clinic were strained. Among
educators (teachers and headmasters alike) who indicated malnutrition as a major issue
indicated that both the 0-5 age group and the 5-12 (school age) group as priorities. In
their observations, many children who do come to school cannot focus on classroom
activities, as many have not eaten an adequate breakfast and will not have adequate midday nourishment. Five stated that parents/guardians will not send their children to school
if they do not have “chop money” to give them, due to both the embarrassment and the
knowledge that their child will not be able to focus without nourishment. Several
educators mentioned the government feeding program instituted at one school as a huge
success, particularly given the numbers of children who have transferred to this school as
a result of the meals provide there. These transfers have, of course, opened up a new set
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of challenges for this particular school—namely overcrowding and instruction time
suffering from the amount of time spent distributing food to all of the students.
Diarrhea – 12 (21.8%)
Diarrhea was mentioned as a major problem for the town’s children by over 20 %
of respondents. While diarrhea is a general complaint that can be associated with
numerous illnesses and environmental factors, in this research, respondents almost
always associated diarrhea in children with either malaria or inadequate sanitation.
Lack of sanitation/latrines – 12 (21.8%)
Greatly connected to diarrhea, just over 20% of people interviewed expressed a
concern not only about a lack of public toilets for all people in the town, but especially
for the lack of latrines for school children (and likewise teachers at the schools).
Respondents discussed this as both a dignity issue (embarrassment of not having privacy
and a contained space for defecating) and a sanitation issue (many respondents were
aware that disease is easily transmitted via contact with fecal matter).
Lack of access to potable water – 10 (18.2%)
Potable water, while available, is insufficient according to interview data. While
this is not an issue particular to children, nearly 20% of respondents indicated that the
schools in the town suffer greatly from a lack of access to water throughout the school
day, both for drinking and for the hand-washing program that has been instituted in all
but once school.16 School children must bring their own drinking water to school, and

	
  The reasons this particular leadership have not implemented the hand-washing program are unclear, as
Odenkyem has provided basins and soap for this program, according to Odenkyem local leadership.
16
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many children do not have an appropriate container to do so. Likewise, children often
have to travel a significant distance to obtain water both to drink and to fill the basins for
hand-washing, and this can cut significantly into classroom learning time. As a result,
school children (and teachers, no doubt) are inadequately hydrated throughout the school
day, and their hand-washing water basins become unsanitary before the close of school.
Access to income for women – 9 (16.4%)
Access to income for women, while not the most widely stated, was a passionate
response provided by a number of people interviewed, and probably the lengthiest
conversations emerged surrounding this issue. Six of the nine people who mentioned this
issue indicated that the mother is responsible for providing chop money and school
uniforms and materials for the children; therefore, if the mother does not have pocket
money, this contributes to truancy and school interruptions for a number of children.
In addition, four of the nine respondents discussed a choice many women make to
get married in lieu of having access to independent sources of income. These respondents
suggest that generating income sources for women could be an important step in
preventing premature and unhealthy marriages from happening.
Other illnesses (e.g. fever, convulsions, rheumatism, Yaws) – 5 (9.1%)
The aforementioned illnesses were mentioned as concerns for, first, children 0-5,
and secondly as issues for school-age children. While fever, like diarrhea, can be
associated with a number of illness categories, respondents most frequently associated it
with malaria, but it is significant to note it was also considered an independent category
of illness for many. Rheumatism I initially assumed to be a reference to arthritic
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conditions (due to respondents indicating joint pain as the major symptom, but upon
further consideration and combined with the fever that was described, I actually believe it
might be associated with sickle cell anemia, which no one mentioned by that name but
which is surely present in this region (as in any area where malaria is prevalent). Yaws
was mentioned by name by two respondents, but several others indicated that skin
infections are a serious issue among children.
Drug use among youth – 4 (7.3%)
It is no secret that marijuana is being cultivated in the bush surrounding the town,
and four respondents expressed a concern about excessive use of marijuana by both
adults and youth. Several implicated marijuana use in conjunction with negligent
parenting, and also in conjunction with a lack of motivation among young adults residing
in the town.
Access to land for farming – 4 (7.3%)
A concern about access to land for farming for the future generation was
expressed by four respondents, typically in conjunction with a concern for the age group
of 12+, given the relative lack of educational and employment opportunities for this age
group. This response was also discussed in relation to family size, since existing family
farmland might be divided among multiple children, and without access to additional
land, the size of farm available to one’s children might be relatively small—not
productive enough to generate adequate income.
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Access to education about modern farming/current farming injuries – 3 (5.5.%)
While only three respondents mentioned education about modern farming and
farming injuries in the course of the interviews, the topics emerged on a number of other
occasions in less formal conversations with people in the town and the district. In
addition, a significant number of school children who would visit the Odenkyem
volunteer house, where I was staying, on a daily basis had cuts (sometimes fairly deep
ones) and other wounds they had gotten while weeding with a machete on the farm. In
addition, during my three months in the town, at least three adults that I regularly
associated with endured severe farm injuries resulting in time lost from working and
lengthy rehabilitation periods.
	
  

Chapter Summary
As I stated earlier in this introduction, the purpose of this dissertation is to
contribute to the relatively new body of critical literature in anthropology about a
particular form of humanitarian action, voluntourism, in the Global South. What follows
from here is a look at social interactions involved in voluntourism.
The story from the introduction is the brief telling of how I came to participate in
voluntourist endeavors in West Africa. It represents a complicated and conflicting
interplay of both conscious and unconscious romantic allure of a faraway place off the
proverbial beaten path; a perception of the needs of disadvantaged others; and a sense of
global connectivity, all culminating in a sense of duty to reduce suffering in the lives of
the disadvantaged. These elements are all predicated on a relatively linear (though not
necessarily consciously so) idea of mitigating suffering.
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As I have wrestled with finding my place on the do nothing/do everything
continuum throughout my postsecondary tenure, I have wondered how my experiences
compare to the experiences of others who engage in voluntourist humanitarian efforts. In
the process of many conversations with other voluntourists, scouring websites of
humanitarian organizations, and immersing myself in the social science literature on
various forms of humanitarian engagement, I have noted that when it comes to people
from the West engaging with humanitarian organizations doing work in the Global South,
a pattern emerges. First there is a perception of “suffering” or “need” in the developing
world. Complex factors, including disparities in resources and inequities of global power,
drive certain people to be motivated to do something to fulfill this need, and the
proverbial carrot on the string is an idea of a utopian global citizenry in which individuals
who engage in humanitarian endeavors seek to produce global equity for all people. In
this work, I will look at each of these concepts—need, the pitfalls of us-and-them, and the
romance of community—in detail. I will then close the dissertation by asking if there are
better possibilities for voluntourist humanitarian engagement—ways to train
humanitarian organizations and voluntourists alike to utilize internal critique to ensure
that poverty and other social problems remain political as opposed to technical, and to
better understand the roles they enact on humanitarianism’s global stage.
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CHAPTER TWO:
Becoming Needy: Discourses of Need
Creating Vulnerable Populations
This chapter focuses on the ways in which vulnerability and need are represented
visually, and the opportunities this visual representation of need conjure compassion from
viewers. This compassion, once elicited, can compel actors to participate in humanitarian
endeavors. Voluntourist websites are image-laden, and they rely on the use of these
images to stimulate compassion, possibly empathy, in viewers. Miriam Ticktin (2011),
Didier Fassin (2011, 2007) and Fassin and Estelle D’Halluin (2005) discuss this turn
toward the visual representation of suffering. They describe the ways in which new
technologies and media in the 1980s and 1990s made hypervisible the suffering of
victims of such atrocities as Rwandan genocide and Ethiopian famine. Through this
hypervisibility, visual images and the suffering body became the purveyors of truth, as
opposed to the words or stories of those suffering. At this historical moment and partly in
response to postcolonial critiques of anthropological representations of the other, the
social sciences were witnessing a shift in focus from analytic distance to empathetic
connection with research subjects. Anthropology followed this shift, moving away from
the former focus on difference to the shared vulnerability, specifically of suffering
(Fassin and Rechtman 2009). As Robbins (2013) has argued, this moved the Other from
the “savage slot” to the “suffering slot” (450).
While it can be argued that all humanity suffers in vast and various ways,
humiliation, death, and devastation that have continued to affect lives of millions of
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people globally into the 21st century do not reconcile with ideas of civility and progress
that permeate modernity. Yet suffering is difficult to define, possibly because its very
existence evades language. As Scarry (1985) has argued, suffering is much more than
physical pain, material deprivation, and violence. It is not synonymous with “destruction”
or “loss.” Suffering is a state of being that “unmakes our world” (1985). Das (1997),
Kleinman (1997), and Graubard (1996) have discussed the ways in which suffering is
deeply rooted in social, political, and economic processes, and that these processes affect
the ways people both perceive and react to human affliction. Those charged with
addressing human suffering often utilize a measured language of social science that
obscures more than it communicates about the individual experience of suffering. As
Kleinman and Kleinman (1997) have argued, suffering has been appropriated by popular
culture in the US, and since the US leads the global market of popular culture, this means
that suffering has become appropriated in the global market of popular culture. Suffering
has become a globalized commodity—particularly via images. To the Kleinmans this is
troubling, because American representations of the suffering of others remake and distort
the experiences in order to satisfy a need that is not the need of the sufferer. Narratives
and images of suffering become a symbolic capital that victims are made to use as they
are thrust into a market in which they exchange their victimhood—remade and
distorted—for physical resources.
Seeing these images of others’ suffering also causes humanitarians to interpret
this suffering through their own lenses. As Schopenhauer (1970) and Hick (1966) argue
in turn, the capacity for knowledge is a distinctive feature of human suffering. The
experience of pain, destruction, loss, is “powerfully intensified by thinking about absent
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and future things” (Schopenhauer 1970: 44). Consciousness feeds on the ability to both
imagine our lives without misfortune, and to anticipate continuing pain, loss, and
destruction (Hick 1966: 354).
The combination of the inability to adequately to express suffering through
language, the capacity to think about absent and future things, and the ability to imagine
sustained pain or loss as well as a life without misfortune translates beyond the self and
into the realm of others. Consumers of commoditized suffering imagine the suffering of
others, and with the help of other sources of imagination (e.g. visual representations via
the media and humanitarian organizations’ literature), they generate notions of suffering
they can help to alleviate and the equity they can achieve via the alleviation of suffering.
As Morgan and Wilkinson explain:
These recurrent difficulties in conceptualizing ways of ‘thinking with suffering’
are compounded by clichéd media images which are liable to distort our capacity
to recognize and communicate what the experience of suffering actually means.
The expansion of global communications has done little, it seems, to deepen our
understanding of others’ trauma and pain; nor has it encouraged those sentiments
and activities assumed by the (misleading) idea that we now inhabit a ‘global
village’. On the contrary, our sensibilities tend to be overwhelmed by the media
through which these experiences are framed. (Morgan and Wilkinson 2001: 206)
Images enable consumers to identify with the subjects, to see them as really real and not
just faceless statistics. The fact that Westerners are accustomed to watching suffering
from a safe distance—on the news, on websites, through photojournalism—means that
the suffering of others has been transformed into capital for media corporations and
others in the business of generating a collective emotional response to suffering.
Kleinman and Kleinman (1996) describe the victims trapped by their adversity as being
observed by a tourist’s gaze—the images are very “real” and compelling, but the reality
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of the experience of suffering is distanced from the observer, and it follows that the
politics of this experience also become framed through a tourist’s gaze. By “gaze” I refer
here to Foucault’s (1973) notion of the medical gaze. While it may seem that tourism and
medicine are only tenuously connected, what the doctor in Foucault’s medical gaze saw
is not simple empirical fact out in the world to be perceived, but rather exists in social
fields, or discursive regimes. Later, Martin Jay (1988) would call these “scopic regimes.”
In the medical gaze, a doctor’s perception is key, and the ability to see all is to be a
perfect doctor. Likewise, I argue, the tourist’s gaze follow—to be a perfect tourist is to
see all. Urry and Larsen (2011) use Foucault’s notion of the gaze to discuss the ways in
which tourists are also participating in scopic regimes, and that looking is of particular
interest when people travel to places that they believe to be very different from their
homes. Gazing is thus a performance that orders the world, rather than reflecting its
reality. And this ordering of the world is shaped by multiple factors, including but not
limited to class, gender, age, education, and nationality (Urry and Larsen 2011: 2).
Collective suffering thus enters the collective consciousness in particular ways and has
become a core component of the global political economy. Victimhood is commodified
in the global market of suffering (Kleinman et al. 1997).
In addition to suffering being visually represented as distanced from the “tourist’s
gaze,” there is also the problem of the fixed or static nature of visually representing
suffering. While the reality of suffering is chaos in motion, representing suffering,
especially in a visual sense, requires the “freezing” of the images, at least momentarily.
This layers a “museumified” (see Boon 1999) quality onto the suffering—this freezing
puts a metaphorical plexi-glass box around the experience, trapping its motion and
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energy for the benefit of the observer. Voluntourism plays into these fixed and sanitized
representations of suffering by offering voluntourists opportunities to alleviate this
suffering. In this way, voluntourists are granted the ability to get up from their armchairs
and do something about the atrocities big and small they are observing through various
media sources. The voluntourism industry cannot function without the commodification
and represention of suffering and inequity.
But to make the consumer—the voluntourist—feel comfortable taking the
initiative to “help” sometimes requires another level of distance from the suffering,
characterized by beauty, friendliness, excitement, and other abstractions sought by
tourists, which will offset the undoubtedly emotional toll of translating someone else’s
suffering and sacrificing amenities standard in the West.

Overserving the Underserved
With the boom in voluntourism opportunities and organizations in recent years, it
is reasonable to ask whether or not the term “underserved” is an apt one when discussing
the so-called developing world. To be poor is to be “underserved,” and the enterprise of
voluntourism is designed to respond to this perceived need. I am not at all suggesting that
energy focused on emergencies and crises, like wars, natural disasters, droughts, and
famines, are not beneficial, or that microfinance projects and insecticide-treated bednets
and literacy programs are not valuable or even necessary. But humanitarians have to
investigate the reasons they focus on the people and issues that they do and what
motivations are involved, particularly when discussing humanitarian work that has a
consumptive tourism and/or résumé-enhancing cultural capital component to it.
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A relevant critique of Western involvement in various humanitarian endeavors
involves the white savior complex, or the notion that whites (or more appropriately
“Westerners”) can leave their privileged posts in the West to come to the supposed rescue
of the poor and marginalized to become the benevolent granters of aid to these vulnerable
or helpless others. The “white” part of this refers less to phenotype of the “saviors” and
more to the privileged status of these individuals. This white savior complex is often
connected to religious (Christian) service to the poor, but is also emerging as a secular
version of this missionary work, with the same flavor of seeing how “the other half”
lives.
While in this particular work I am focusing on Western involvement abroad, the
white savior complex happens domestically as well. Since the “poor” and “underserved”
in the US are disproportionately people of color, they become an easy target for
assistance programs—white people get “access” and people of color get "programs." This
works similarly in the international sense. It is not coincidental that most of the
voluntourist programs take place in geographies that are relatively easy to access and
where there are extreme examples to illustrate “need.”

The Simplicity of Others’ Needs
Through the process of othering, and creating an us-and-them mentality, we
(voluntourists) view their (voluntoured) struggles from a distance. This distance sanitizes
other’ struggles, and allows the us to generate the simple bullet points of the others’
struggles.
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While voluntourist opportunities exist in many places in the Global South, a
simple Google search of voluntourist opportunities reveals that African countries—
particularly countries in which English is widely spoken like Ghana and Tanzania—are
popular, and most voluntourist organizations offer short-term projects in these countries.
“Africa” as an abstraction has a large presence in voluntourism, in part because most
people have seen images and heard tales about the people starving in Africa, without
clothes and shoes and health care and education. Given these images and tales of
victimization, it becomes easier to simplify need and generate urgency about these needs.
In determining whether or not a population is needy or vulnerable, the criteria are
often determined using the template of what certain people in the West (in this case the
US in particular) see as a good and healthy life. These notions are then transposed onto
those who seem to be lacking in these criteria in order to help them have “good” lives,
without understanding in many instances if the people who are being “helped” conceive
of themselves as lacking or especially vulnerable. Focusing so much energy on people
determined to be vulnerable using Western criteria lends itself to over-serving the
underserved, yet often humanitarians end up not providing for their actual needs.
In Erica Bornstein’s (2012) book Disquieting Gifts, she argues that giving is a
disquieting endeavor, one that calls on people to “think relationally about their place in
the world” (174). Bornstein connects this disquieting nature of the gift to the practice of
anthropological fieldwork. In charting moral economies of the gift in India’s capital city,
Bornstein shows strong relationships between acts of everyday giving and the myriad
relational attachments and obligations that manifest in anthropological fieldwork.
Bornstein discusses how in India, for instance, accusations of corruption and mistrust of
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NGOs have placed practices of giving into what she calls “audit cultures” and “regulatory
regimes,” where the writing of receipts and claims of transparency are critical “rituals of
verification” in the act of giving (2012: 73). With these attempts at holding givers
accountable, Bornstein argues, religious ideas about so-called “disinterested” gifts come
under the scrutiny of regulation, and this brand of giving is “… secularized and translated
into the rational mechanics of capitalism” (2012: 56).
Representations of Need
Why is need in the Global South so much more of an allure to so many of
Americans than need experienced closer to home? The exotic nature of the environment
certainly plays a role in the romanticizing of the needs of others. But there is also a sense
that we (voluntourists) can actually solve their (the voluntoured) simplistic needs,
because after all, they cannot do it themselves, and domestic need is simply too complex
to address in a two-week tour. As Kleinman and Kleinman (1997) have argued, the
importance of visual representation of others’ predicaments become a type of cultural
capital that is used to attract an audience. These images consume us, as the atrocities and
inequities appear simplistically, and this deflects our attention from tragedies and
inequities at home (11).
While the spectrum of humanitarian organizations utilize multiple modes of
representation to further their causes and sustain their organization or business enterprise,
one of the most powerful ways in which they represent ideas and experiences is visually.
As Jonathan Schroeder (2011) argues: “The pervasiveness and power of the image in
Western culture means that it is a central way to represent issues in society –to the extent
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that Western intellectual thought in the late 20th century experienced a ‘pictorial turn’,
where the image assumed a privileged status in its ability to reflect and communicate the
world” (1).
In the West literal sight is a crucial part of the production of knowledge, and
therefore “truth.” Ning Wang (2000) has traced the primacy of sight-as-truth to Darwin’s
publishing of The Origin of the Species and the rise of natural science, which ushered
forth positivistic evaluation methods. Some scholars (e.g. Fuery and Fuery 2003 and
Weintraub 2009) have argued that photographs, television, film, and other visual media
are not created for a critical viewing audience, and that Westerners in general are not
prepared to view images critically. The importance of visual information in truthmaking
is especially relevant when considering voluntourism, as so much of the allure of
voluntourism is “going there to help,” and as people in the West (in particular the US)
have learned, “seeing is believing.”
As Ellyn Clost (2011) argues, images are already significant in the ways people
construct their realities, and images generate preconceptions. These images, David
Weintraub (2009) suggests, are eclipsing the work of language in gathering information
(198). In the same way that mainstream tourists oggle photographs of desired
destinations, allowing their emotional responses to beautiful scenery guide them,
voluntourists, too, rely on photographs to establish a relationship to people, places, and in
the case of voluntourism, also causes (Clost 2011). Voluntourist organizations rely on
these passive visual relationships in their recruitment endeavors.
David Spurr (1993), in The Rhetoric of Empire: Colonial Discourse in
Journalism, Travel Writing, and Imperial Administration, argues that with the rise of the
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tourist guidebook in the nineteenth century and the subsequent aestheticization of former
colonies, now “developing countries” in the mid-to-late twentieth centuries, “...the
picturesque and the melodramatic are given prominence, they displace the historical
dimension, isolating the story as story from the relations of political and economic power
that provide a more meaningful context for understanding poverty” (48). Media images
thus maintain only the tiniest symbolic strands of the issues in question. This is echoed by
Wang (2000), who argues that the tourist’s (and, I argue, the voluntourist’s) “way of
seeing” relies on decontextualization of images from their social context, and that
[volun]tourists are thus often ignorant of their destination’s social context (161). Wang
further argues that the use of marketing photographs by [volun]tourist organizations
triggers curiosity that “...necessarily entails a second-hand knowledge of something that
is curious, and it is this [curiosity] that provokes the desire to see or explore the curious
thing in person” (135).
While I realize that the material conditions of many people living in poverty
worldwide are dire, the politics of representing these conditions to market voluntourist
projects become complex and rife with implications of Western superiority. Furthermore,
the visual cues of poverty utilized in photographs by many voluntourist and other
humanitarian organizations insinuate relationships between race and development, and
viewers, both wittingly and unwittingly, occupy a position of superiority in the
consumption of images of poverty and need (Heron 2007). Pictures of “vulnerable” (read
“inferior”) people of color serve to symbolize a need for intervention, or, as Susan Sontag
(1977) argues in her work On Photography, [volun]tourist photography is a calculated
attempt to possess or control the spaces of others (9). In this way, voluntourism’s
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advertising images often play into the colonial binary of “the West and the rest” in which
the circumstances of the voluntourist and the voluntoured are viewed as superior and
inferior, respectively. It is through this binary that voluntourists proclaim themselves
“givers” and the voluntoured as “in need.” While binaries are ideal types and it is not my
aim to reify the West and the rest, I argue that there are important critiques to be made of
the identities that are set up with images between viewer and viewed, particularly when
the objects of the photo are framed in poverty. As Ticktin (2011), echoing Ferguson
(1994), has argued, many representations of those in need characterize poverty as a
simple and technical (not political) problem. For example, famine can be addressed
simply by providing food. Poverty can be eradicated through education. When
voluntourists are allowed to passively view poverty in photographs utilized by many
voluntourist organizations, the decontextualization of these images allows potential
voluntourists to buy into simplistic solutions for the circumstances of these “victims.”
Without training in critique, an understanding of global structures that create and sustain
“need,” and the ways in which needs are triaged and resources are allocated (Ticktin
2011, Redfield 2013), the politics of poverty and need are obscured in the face of
technical and material band-aids. Technical issues are static, concrete, and superficial,
whereas political issues are dynamic, multi-layered, and abstract.
In the edited volume Social Suffering, Kleinman and Kleinman (1997) argue the
following in reference to torture, an argument that can be more generally applied to
victimization: “The person who undergoes torture first becomes a victim, an image of
innocence and passivity, someone who cannot represent himself, who must be
represented … the violated themselves may want, and even seek out, the re-imaging of
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their condition so that they can obtain the moral as well as the financial benefits of being
[in need]” (10). In other words, there is a language of need that emerges through the use
of images to represent the victimization of others, and this language is tacitly understood
by both the purveyors of assistance and those deemed in need in order to participate in
the economy of humanitarianism. It is also important to note that a simple Google image
search or humanitarian endeavors shows that a majority of the photos representing
suffering of others contain children. This use of childhood to represent the need of
cultural others suggests innocence, powerlessness, and pity. Images of children are useful
for humanitarian organizations in reinforcing the legitimacy of interventions. But the
dominant iconography is also inherently paradoxical, as the child image can be read as
both a colonial metaphor for the majority world and as a signifier of humanitarian
identity (Manzo 2008).
To get a more specific look at how humanitarian organizations of various kinds
(emergency/crisis, voluntourist) visually represent—and market—need and vulnerability,
I have selected some images from The Red Cross, UNICEF, and Doctors Without
Borders, Global Volunteers, and Odenkyem. I put the photos into a word document
without any text or context, and e-mailed six acquaintances17 with this document,
instructing them to look at each picture and give me their immediate reactions in simple
words or phrases. It is important to note here that the photos selected are generic ones
taken from organizational websites, which means that the people and places represented
are not typically known. The point of this exercise, however, is to investigate some visual
17

All respondants were between ages 25-35, all have undergraduate degress, and four were women and two
were men. All six were Caucasian.
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representations of vulnerability and need and how a group of people responded to these
images. After discussing the respondents’ replies to the photos, I will offer a brief
analysis of the symbolism of each picture. While I know that this process is not entirely
scientific nor do I have a sufficient number of responses to make overarching claims, the
reactions people had to the photos are still compelling and worth some discussion, as are
the photos themselves.

Figure 5. (http://www.redcross.org/news/article/Red-Cross-Gives-More-than-1-Millionto-Silent-Disasters, retrieved 3/20/14)	
  
The six people to whom I e-mailed this picture used the following words to
describe it: lonely, hungry, hopeful, surveilled, contented, quenched, hot, shaded. Two
people said they were glad that someone helped this child, and one person said that the
shininess of the cup represented hope against the backdrop of despair. Without context I
wonder what role race plays in the construction of this child as a victim. No one
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mentioned the motorcycle sitting next to the child, with its shiny wheel, but they noticed
the shiny cup the child is holding. These reactions are a sampling of the ways in which
victims are created and victimhood becomes a commodity. As mentioned earlier in this
dissertation, often children are used to represent need; that is certainly the case in this
photo. It is also of note that the narrative that emerged surrounding “quenched” and
“hope” is that someone helped this child—why is it not assumed that this child is simply
drinking from a cup that his/her family has? The primary subject of this image is a child,
inherently unable to help him/herself, and the way the image is framed, the viewer
becomes witness, and feels compelled to report what he or she is seeing, filtering some
symbols out and focusing sharply on others.
	
  

Figure 6. (http://www.unicef.org/emergencies/, retrieved 3/20/14)
The above photo was featured prominently on UNICEF’s emergencies page, and
the words that came to mind immediately when people looked at this picture were:
crowded, hopeless, chaotic, cramped, colorful, claustrophobic, displaced, and confined.
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Five people said that the image made them feel sad, anxious, and grateful for their own
homes. Two people said they felt guilty for having such nice homes when people are
living in conditions such as those represented in the photo. Across the board, this small
sample felt some sort of anxiety—particularly about space. While the photo does
represent a high density of people housed by meager structures, the key component of
this photo is the barbed wire. It is difficult to see the expressions on people’s faces, and
thus the barbed wire paired with the density of people are the two main factors put into
cultural funnels, emerging with anxieties about need and suffering. The perspective of the
photo places the viewer above the scene, providing a sense of distance, authority, and
otherness.

Figure 7. (http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/article/cholera-juba-i-hope-my-sonwill-get-better, retrieved 3/22/14)
The above Doctors Without Borders photo, which appears in an article about
cholera, was also viewed by the same group of respondents as the other photos, and it
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elicited the terms: suffering, sad, sick, desperate, weak, worried, and dehydrated. Four of
the people to whom I sent these photos described feeling responsible, moved to action, or
said that the photo was difficult to look at without feeling compelled to do something.
Again there is a child in the photo, representing vulnerability. In this case an important
symbol is the bottle of water, assuredly clean drinking water, and the child’s eyes appear
to be gazing upon the water. The woman, assumed to be the mother, has a furrowed
brow, seeming to be worried about her child, who viewers readily assume is ill. The
anxiety produced by this photo, according to the small sample, is one of weakness and
desperation—conditions that warrant external help. These “victims” cannot help
themselves; the viewer must help them.

Figure 8. (http://blogs.globalvolunteers.org/category/tanzania/, retrieved 3/22/14)
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The above photograph appears in Global Volunteers’ Tanzania blog at the time of
this writing. When shown to the same group of people who viewed the other pictures,
several phrases emerged: “there are options,” “education is important,” “hope is there,”
“happiness is opportunity.” When probed about how the picture made them feel,
respondents replied with the terms happy, content, hopeful, engaged with the kids, eager,
and small. The perspective of this image sets the viewer in a standing position in the
school room with the children—possibly in the role of teacher. The symbols of the paper
and pencil and desk represent education, which is a nearly universal sybol of
“progress”—a way out of poverty. When comparing the expressions of the children in
Figure 4 with the child in Figure 1, they are arguably similar, but the same respondants
saw much more positivity and hope in the children sitting in an educational space verses
sitting on the ground. Likewise, the “hope” in both of these cases comes from something
that is given to the children, namely water and education, respectively.
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Figure 9. From a page on Odenkyem’s website retrieved 3/22/14

The above photograph is used in some of Odenkyem’s promotional literature.
When shown to the same set of respondents as the previous photos were shown, they
used the following words and phrases to describe the photo: sad, guilty, responsible, we
are all connected, beauty, intensity, startling, powerful, connected to and protective of
this child, innocence, adorable, hopeful, young, and helpless. The close-up perspective of
this image gives viewers a false sense of intimacy—of knowing this child and feeling
connected to this child. Guilty, responsible, connected to and protective of this child all
suggest possible action on the part of the viewer, who is a potential voluntourist.
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Chapter Summary
Susan Sontag (1979) has offered some influential words on the ethics of images:
“To take a photograph is to participate in another person’s (or thing’s) mortality,
vulnerability, mutability” (15). Roland Barthes (1981) has also discussed the nature of
images as “that-has-been,” and the way in which photos have both a studium and a
punctum. The studium is a range of meanings available and even obvious to almost
anyone, whereas punctum conjures a very private meaning—it is a partial detail of the
image that holds the viewer’s gaze and pricks them, connecting them to a personal
memory (27).
But Linfield (2012) argues that negative and even suspicious ways of looking at
images is at best partial, and that images also have the power to portray ethical and
political tensions—to empower their subjects as readily as they can victimize them. This
tension presents humanitarian organizations with a precarious predicament: How do they
appeal to Westerners for help in their mission while at the same time treating their targets
of need with dignity?
Philippe Calain (2013) has identified a couple of important pragmatic reasons for
which images of suffering are problematic within humanitarianism. One is that
humanitarianism merges multiple disciplines that each has its own hazy sets of values
and ethics. Those working within humanitarian frameworks face the dilemma of trying to
reconcile these multiple and incomplete sets of ethics (Calain 2013: 280). Another
reason, which has also been put forth by Fassin (2007), that it is important to critically
study the use of images in humanitarian efforts is that humanitarian action is predicated
on an asymmetry of power between those enacting help and recipients of this help, the
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latter often formulated as passive recipients of aid (Calain 2013: 280). Some, like Plewes
and Stuart (2007), have gone as far as dubbing images used to represent poverty,
particularly in Africa, as “pornography of poverty” (23). Photographers often bypass the
mundane, instead focusing on the extreme, remarkable, and gruesome. An important
question for images representing poverty or need then becomes whose story is being told
in these images?
An important component of the debate about the ethics of representing need is the
notion of “témoignage” or “testimony” made popular by MSF. This notion stands in stark
opposition to the political silence of so-called first-generation humanitarian organizations
like The Red Cross (Calain 2013: 283). In Calain’s elicidation of témoignage, he
identifies five “moral qualifiers” relevant for images of suffering bodies, and these
qualifiers warrant some more exploration here. These qualifiers rank from most altruistic
to least altruistic uses of images by humanitarian organizations, and they are giving
voice, speaking out, advocacy, legitimacy, and resource mobilization (ibid).
Giving voice is when the victim or subject of an image or story controls what is
represented in this narrative. This type of representation reflects Fassin’s (2012) and
Agamben’s “superstes”—the survivor (204) as opposed to the priviledged witness. This
notion of giving voice is, according to Calain, the most altruistic form of visual
representation of suffering or need, since the victim is him/herself in control of the story
being told, and this story is being presented simply for the value of this particular story.
Closely related to giving voice is speaking out, in which the sufferer’s voice is primary in
the representation, but the moral outrage does not come from him or her. It comes from a
third-party witness. Whereas with giving voice, there is no clear call to action for the
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viewer, speaking out starts to cross that line into a call for action, with the third-party
witness declaring their moral outrage and suggesting that you, the consumer of the image,
should be outraged too (2013: 283).
Advocacy, Calain says, enters a new dimension of testimony that is
unambiguously political and leverages the voice of an individual or individuals to
represent a “community of victims” (2013: 283). Here viewers are to abstract the subjects
of the image into an imagined community of those in need or suffering—the focus is less
on the individuals’ stories and more on what viewers imagine these stories are saying
about others. Legitimacy is closely tied to advocacy in that “victims become identifiable
through the communication channels of humanitarian organizations … from deliberate
choices to represent certain suffering bodies rather than others” (Calain 2013: 283). This
type of representation takes advocacy a step further in arguing not only why viewers
should care, but also why they should care more about the issue being represented over
another issue.
The last and least selfless qualifier in Calain’s rankings is resource mobilization.
Using this qualifier, humanitarian organizations use images of suffering for the purpose
of stimulating philanthropic response. As Calain is quick to point out, this use of images
is not inherently morally problematic, but it is with this qualifier that the potential for
objectification and commodification become most clearly possible (2013: 283).
While these qualifiers do not represent a moral scale of representation of
suffering—one is not necessarily morally better than another—understanding these
qualifiers can help organizations think more critically about their goals and motivations
in using images in their discourse. The need to represent suffering visually is unavoidable
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for humanitarian organizations and their agents. Voluntourists, like other humanitarians,
demand visual proof of need. My aim in this chapter has been to look at some of the ways
in which this representation can be problematic and provide some pragmatic
considerations for the use of images by humanitarian organizations. As Chouliaraki and
Blaagaard (2013) argue, the ways in which people in the West imagine the world outside
of our “zones of safety and prosperity” (254) requires a keen eye on history and critical
analysis of images. Humanitarian organizations must ask themselves what meanings they
are producing through images, and also, they must understand that in utilizing images to
further their causes, they commodify need and suffering and create consumers of these
commodities (255).
Humanitarian and voluntourist representation of cultural others and particularly of
their suffering can certainly perpetuate the simplistic views of both the people and the
suffering. While some voluntourist organizations utilize emotive images quite
consciously, others do so subconsciously. In order to move towards a more ethical
voluntourism, participants at all levels must work to generate a more complex portrait of
the issues faced by the target groups, both in marketing materials and training of
volunteers. This requires voluntourist leadership that is capable of being critical about
representing the people they serve, including a three-dimensional look at the diverse
ways in which local people interpret their own predicaments, as well as an understanding
of the ways in which our gaze is ordered by many factors in our social lives.
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CHAPTER THREE:
Sustainably Us and Them: Discursive Dichotomies

Us and Them
Despite the move in the social sciences toward empathetic connection with
subjects as opposed to analytical distance (Fassin and Rechtman 2009), and the
humanitarian enterprise’s moral agenda of valuing human lives equally, humanitarian
endeavors bear with them an inherent divide between those who have resources and
power, who can therefore make decisions, and those who do not. Inequities are palpable,
and in this chapter I will look at some of the ways in which Odenkyem—particularly in
their organizational structure—illustrate a Western and Local division. This dichotomy
structures perceptions and representation of the other that facilitate misunderstands as
readily as they facilitate practical categories for deployment of work.

External “Us” and “Them”
Participating in voluntourism bears with it an essential “us” and “them”
dichotomy—even the very language used to connect voluntourists to the other is rife with
this division--they are suffering, and we should help them. When I interviewed five of the
voluntourists who participated in Odenkyem’s programming from 2009-2011 about why
they chose to participate, they all indicated that they became aware of a need for health or
education assistance in Odenkyem via their college. They were able to earn college credit
and experience (e.g. résumé content) while offering to help people in need and seeing a
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place that was very different from home, and that they probably would not have had an
opportunity to see without participating in Odenkyem’s voluntourist opportunities.
According to four of the five people I talked to who participated in the voluntourist
programs through Odenkyem, this brand of travel was a win-win situation—helping
while consuming. “I helped teach about malaria, which is crucial for people in this area to
know about,” was one comment made in an interview. Another was, “I played a role in
helping to empower girls to see that they can be equal to boys.”
While four of the five Odenkyem voluntourists I interviewed also brought up the
need of the community and the global citizen aspects of their participation—that
everyone is human and thus has a duty to help each other—their descriptions without fail
simultaneously kept the us-and-them divide intact. We need to help them. The switch
between “we” meaning everyone and “we” meaning obrunis was sometimes subtle in
discussions with Odenkyem staff from the West. For example, one night while talking
with an obruni coordinator after hanging bed nets in people’s homes for half of the day, I
asked her, “What kinds of impact do you think Odenkyem is having on the people in the
area?” Her answer with my interpretations in brackets was as follows: “We [Odenkyem]
are trying to decrease instances of illness in the community, and we [Odenkyem] have an
obligation to do so. We [obrunis] bring our knowledge and resources and train local
people [them] to do this work so that it’s sustainable for them [local people]. When we
[obrunis] leave, they [local people] should be able to maintain the programs that we
[Odenkyem? obrunis?] started. That is how we [Odenkyem? obrunis?] know we
[Odenkyem? obrunis?] have succeeded.”
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The above statement is reflective of a certain slippage in the meaning of “we” in
Odenkyem’s discourse. Sometimes when people say “we,” they are referring to all people
in the organization, and other times they mean we as obrunis. “We have a responsibility
to mitigate the effects of poverty.” Or “We have brought many people here to help with
these projects.” Yet other times “we” refers to humanity as a whole. “We must seek to
end global suffering.” The conflation of these different usages of “we” helps to obscure
and sustain the “us” and “them” divide in the organization’s operation. The us-and-them
mentality is pervasive in the sense of Odenkyem as “we” and the local people as “them,”
but it is also operating internally for the organization.

Internal “Us” and “Them”: Odenkyem’s Western/Local Dichotomy
While Odenkyem has an objective to focus on creating sustainable programs in
Ghana’s Western Region, and to empower local people with the resources to eradicate
poverty in the region, it is notable that more than 10 years later, the organization is still
operating in much the same way as during its earliest years, with obrunis occupying all of
the highest administrative and coordinator roles and making the budget decisions, while
Local staff continue to serve as liaisons between the obruni administration and local
people. If the goal of these programs was to hand them over to local people to run and
manage, it seems that a decade would be sufficient time to ensure that programs were
sustainable.
As a brief side note, this lack of handover conjures Redfield’s (2013) discussion
of the ways in which emergency presence can become long-term necessity—a
dependence. The difficulties in handing over these projects to local NGOs or state
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governments is greatly due to the lack of resources and expertise of these actors,
particularly given that these projects are designed and implemented using Western
standards and templates (Fassin 2012). Bruno Latour’s notion of the immutable mobile
factors in here as well as Redfield’s (2013) notion of “humanitarian kits” (89) that are in
essence universal templates of order that might provide speed in intervention, but do little
to address the root causes of crises. They are intended to create order from perceived
chaos. An Odenkyem example of these kits are curricula used in Western—specifically
American or British—schools for early childhood literacy being implemented in their
rural Ghanaian schools among native Twi speakers.
Returning to the Western/Local dichotomy within Odenkyem, I argue that the
very structure of the organization perpetuates a divide that prevents the organization’s
projects from being fully embraced by local people, and from being run and managed by
Ghanaians. As one former obruni Coordinator explains:
The Western/Local dichotomy is a language used by the organization, and we’ve
attached ourselves to it—most specifically defining the Western and Local
teams—and we reify that separateness all the time, because now we have to place
everyone and everything into categories of “Local” or “Western.” It’s problematic
in that it perpetuates a dependence on Western influence, ideas, and leadership,
but it’s useful in helping the Western team conceptualize what’s happening
locally, because they don’t really know. We have to define and label everything
for the benefit of a Western mentality, but this process keeps us dependent on that
mentality.
One of the most compelling contradictions in the sense of organizational
“oneness” within Odenkyem is the perpetual insistence on Western and Local teams
within the organization. Organizational management is divided into a Western team and
Local team, and those two teams are used to discuss whose responsibility a certain
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project or task is. While the distinction of teams within an organization does not
inherently have to cause tension, in Odenkyem’s case, the distinction of what is the
responsibility of the Western team and what is the responsibility of the Local team often
elicits frustration and competitiveness.
The problematic of Western/Non-Western dichotomies has been deeply explored
in the anthropological canon. The polarized terms are politically charged and bear with
them a number of hierarchical undertones that, while often unintentional, can serve, as
the coordinator explained, to reify a power differential, prevent cooperation, and create
an air of mistrust and misunderstanding between the persons distributed into the
artificially constructed categories. In other words, “Western” and “Local” reifications
create a sense of “insider” and “outsider,” which can stimulate confusion about
belonging.
For conceptualizing “voluntourism”—and more specifically for understanding
how voluntourism looks structurally, the Western/Local dichotomy and its associated
degrees of power and belonging are crucial. As ideal types, Western and Local are
mutually exclusive categories and on polar ends of an imagined continuum. The category
of “Western” is defined with the terms modern, industrial economies; scientific
reasoning; and “whiteness”, whereas the category of “Local” is defined by traditional,
developing economies; superstition/ritual; and “non-whiteness.” Voluntourists, who are
obrunis, move along this continuum through varying degrees of belonging and being an
“outsider” and exercising varying degrees of power and empowerment. In this way, the
category of “Local” becomes less of an active category and more of an acted-upon
category which Westerners are trying to make more like their own economically and
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scientifically, while still experiencing/consuming the “tradition” or “culture” of the
Local.
Within the development of anthropological ideas, and I would argue even in a
broader sense, the term “modern” has served as a point of reference along a
modernization spectrum moving from “pre-modern” or “primitive” to modernity. In
recent years, the notion of modernity itself has been challenged, and our sense of
ourselves as “modern” has become increasingly problematic, which of course thus
problematizes associated terms like Western, non-Western, and traditional.
It is first necessary to situate historically the Western/non-Western dichotomy and
provide some general context before proceeding to its specific manifestation for
Odenkyem. The problem of “modern life” in the social sciences surfaced in 19th Century
Europe’s intellectual circles, particularly among classical social theorists such as Marx
([1883] 1954), Durkheim ([1893] 1933), Weber ([1905] 2010), and Simmel ([1900]
2004). Generally speaking, notions of the modern world are predicated on assumptions
that this modern world is radically new—completely divergent from previous eras, and
thus there is no precedent for comparison. It thus follows that the heuristics of the past
serve to contrast with those of today (no sense of linear development of societies, but
rather radically new social and intellectual arrangements). This is how ideas about “lessdeveloped,” “primitive,” “simple”—“non-Western” societies are capable of being
imagined. This use of contrast—dichotomy—to grapple with the present is the source of
much of what people “think with” in anthropology and the social sciences (Spencer
2002). While these dichotomies may be useful to think with, their application to
empirical situations in the here and now automatically displaces the “other”—the
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research subjects—to another era (primitive, savage, pre-modern) which exists
somewhere in the past. These undertones cannot be erased from the use of the associated
terms, particularly when the terms are relied upon heavily within the discursive practices
of an organization.
So how does all of this aforementioned theoretical information manifest within
Odenkyem? Let’s briefly take a look at a quote from an Odenkyem report:
Working closely with communities in southwest Ghana, we are addressing the
challenges of rural development. Although we, the people of [Odenkyem’s host
town], manage the organization, we are founded on principles of international
solidarity and welcome the input and exchange of ideas we get with people
around the world. –From an Odenkyem report from 2009
The above quote illustrates the slippage of “we” discussed earlier in this chapter. While I
know that this report was crafted by the Executive Director, who is a member of the
Wester team in the organization’s structure, she has written “we” as representing the
people of the host town. The slippage of “we” occurs often in Odenkyem’s daily
activities and interactions, as well as in documents, e-mails, and reports generated by the
organization.
Looking more closely at Odenkyem’s organizational structure, it is comprised of a
“Western” team of officers (who designate formal priorities, orchestrate fiscal decisions,
and design programs and projects for the organization); board members; recruiters for
both volunteers and paid staff; grant writers; and IT, medical, and education
consultants/professionals. The “Local” (read: Ghanaian, on-site) team consists of
program directors and leads who are charged with the task of implementing the programs
and projects designed by the Western team. There are also two or three Coordinator
positions (volunteers usually from the US and Canada) who receive an in-country living
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stipend to stay in Ghana for approximately 18 months to serve as either Health Programs
Coordinator, Education Programs Coordinator, or Communications Director19. These
Coordinators are structurally considered a part of the Local team, but in practice they are
neither Western nor Local. Instead they occupy a space that is a bit more fluid. While
they typically hail from the US, Canada, and one from the UK, and are hence obrunis,
interviews I have conducted with several of these Coordinators, past and present, indicate
that they feel disconnected from the Western team, since they are deeply entrenched in
the daily happenings of the organization on the ground. Their “foreignness” and the fact
that they are sent to oversee the Local staff renders them incapable of integrating with the
Local team as well, leading many of the Coordinators to feel frustrated with their task of
bridging the Western and Local dichotomy.
These Coordinators are key figures in investigating the notion of “voluntourism,”
as they typically desire to assist underserved people, but are also interested in working
abroad—and most of them spend some time traveling around West Africa during the
period of their contract with Odenkyem. The role of the Coordinator provides an
interesting lens through which to view problems within the organization that stem from
notions of Western and Local, and the associated power that goes with each of these
categories of Odenkyem staff.

19

The Communications Director position is not always filled.
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Reification of Western and Local
The use of Western and Local to delineate staff teams is explained by
organizational leadership to have evolved as a geographic one, merely denoting the
primary location of the organization’s staff. While there is an admission on both of these
“sides” that more fiscal and priority power is held by the Western team, there is also a
caveat that the Local team wields more social power, given their daily involvement in
implementing projects and programs, their regular communication with the townspeople,
and other forms of “insider” knowledge not afforded the Western team. However, it is
impossible to ignore the undertones of the “modern” and “traditional” dichotomy that are
inherent in the use of the terms “Western” and “Local,” particularly when the big
“rational” program decisions, recruiting and management of staff/volunteers, fiscal power
and management, and program priorities are decidedly controlled by Odenkyem’s
Western team. Here, Odenkyem exemplifies what Redfield (2013) discusses in terms of
the imbalance between Westerners who participate in humanitarian work like Doctors
Without Borders—often footloose singles who have the means to move around without
upsetting roots—and the local people upon whom many of these programs rely for labor
as opposed to designation of priorities and program design.
The politically charged and (dis)empowering consequences of a reliance on the
Western/Local dichotomy is further complicated within Odenkyem’s organizational
structure due to the presence of the Coordinators, who, as I have mentioned are in
practice neither Western nor Local. While it is true that these categories are not at all
empirical in the sense that they wield a certain neocolonial agency and thus cause
problems, it is also true that Odenkyem’s reliance on these terms fosters a need to
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categorize people and ideas according to these categories, which themselves are dynamic
and not easy to define. The Coordinators are indeed obrunis—they are not from the place
where they are working. But the geographic space of their work is “Local,” and the
amount of time spent on-site creates a certain level of Local belonging, albeit, from all
perspectives, partial.
So how do the general consequences of the reliance on the terms “Western” and
“Local”, as described above, combined with all of their modern and traditional subtext,
make their way into Odenkyem’s work? Drawing on my interview data, organizational
archival research (Odenkyem’s website, organizational reports, training materials,
program curricula, and Odenkyem staff meeting notes), and participant observation in the
town where Odenkyem is headquartered, it is clear that the Western/Local dichotomy has
not only constituted a method for discussing geography (which cannot be discussed
without “culture” entering the equation), but has also generated problems of
insider/outsider, concentrations of fiscal power and decision-making, and trust and
mistrust among and between imagined categories of people. Furthermore, the use of the
terms “Western” and “Local”, as the quotation at the beginning of this chapter suggests,
have served to create proverbial boxes into which everyone and every idea must fit. Thus
defined, these categories continue to re-make people and ideas, and in this way, Western
and Local somehow become “real.” It is of note here that throughout the crafting of this
chapter, I waffled between capitalizing and not capitalizing the word “local,” thus
illustrating the interesting non-comparable nature of the two sides of the Western/Local
binary. One side of this binary manifests as a “real” geographical/cultural/political
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marker—a name—and the other side is an entirely general and unmarked no-name for a
body or bodies or places anywhere in the world.

Classifying “Coordinators” in Odenkyem’s Organizational Structure
Odenkyem values sustainability through establishing local leadership,
employment of local staff, and building community ownership. Coordinators must
understand and adhere to this guiding principle. Odenkyem expects Program
Coordinators to respect the authority of the Program Director and defer to the
skills and experience of the local staff. –from Odenkyem’s Program Coordinator
Application, 2011
As I have already mentioned, in addition to the Western and Local teams that
comprise Odenkyem’s organizational structure, there are several “Coordinator” positions
that send people from the US, Canada, and the UK to work on-site with Odenkyem for a
period of 18 months. At the time of this work, there is a Health Programs Coordinator, an
Educational Program Coordinator, and a Communications Director position. The
Communications Director position was not filled while I was working with Odenkyem.
These positions come with a nominal in-country living stipend, modest housing in the
town in which Odenkyem’s Ghanaian office is headquartered, and some travel
allowances and travel visa assistance.
The Coordinators’ main functions in the organizational structure are to ensure that
program and project goals are being met; progress and problems are being communicated
with stakeholders in the organization; and that in particular the Western team members
(particularly the Executive Director and the Assistant Director) are kept abreast of
resource needs, program/project progress, and any hurdles encountered at the local level.
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Some of these Coordinators (past and present) fulfill multiple roles, also assisting with
recruiting volunteers and other organizational activities.
These Coordinators, I argue, provide an apt lens for understanding the pitfalls of a
reliance on the Western/Local dichotomy. Throughout my months working with
Odenkyem, I began to see these Coordinator positions as highlighting some of the ways
in which an “us-and-them” mentality operated under the guise of a unified organization,
and the ways in which the slippage of “we” obscures power differentials within the
organization. For these reasons, I will take a deeper look at their roles within the
organization and analyze some of the information these Coordinators have provided to
me via interviews, elucidating their dynamic and important, yet also confusing and
frustrating roles.
Odenkyem holds semi-annual retreats, in which members of the Western team
(usually the Executive Director and the Assistant Director) travel to Ghana to meet with
the Local team and to observe some of the program work in action. These are the only
opportunities for all of Odenkyem's staff—Western, Local, and those in between—to
come together in one physical space to discuss planning for the coming year. A large
component of these retreats involves setting priorities, conducting trainings (typically
members of the Western team are training Locals), and deciding if responsibility for the
tasks associated with each priority falls into the realm of the Western or Local team.
Also, a regular retreat agenda item is the issue of which category—Western or
Local—the Coordinators belong. Extensive energy is spent trying to locate these staff
members, and they have been reclassified countless times, and continue to occupy a more
fluid role in the organization, despite a declaration in a recent retreat that they are
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officially members of the Local team. With the declaration of Coordinators as Local staff
comes another clear example of how the mutually exclusive Western versus Local
categories prevent Odenkyem from achieving its mission to enable communities in
Ghana's Western Region to achieve better quality of life via health and education
programs. The presence of Westerners on the Local team suggests a need for locals to
have these Western care-takers, and actually prevents local people from feeling confident
in making decisions based on their cultural, geographic, and resource realities. Instead,
the presence of Coordinators as Local team members provides an added layer of Western
influence on the daily decisions enacted by the Local team. This constant debate about
how to categorize the Coordinators highlights the problems with a universal template of
Western and Local—not everything fits into one of those categories, and most people that
do seem to fit there have been forced to some degree.
In 2010, I conducted 55+ interviews with townspeople and Odenkyem’s staff to
help assess knowledge about Odenkyem's programs and the relative successes and
challenges facing both the town and the organization. These questions were broad in
scope to evaluate various people’s knowledge and opinions about the organization and
their work. While all of the data generated from these interviews were important, the
responses to one question in particular are relevant in this discussion of Western and
Local. The question was: “Who is in charge of Odenkyem?” Over 90% of the
townspeople (teachers, church leaders, political leaders, and general townspeople alike)
named the in-country Director (Local) as the person in charge. However, a stark contrast
emerged in responses to this question when asked to Odenkyem's staff, both Western and
Local teams. 100% of staff named the Executive Director (Western) as the person in
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charge, with hardly a caveat about cooperation between "Western" and "Local" teams.
The designation of roles was clear-cut for the Odenkyem Local staff—the Executive
Director calls the shots, and the Local team, led by the Country Director and with the
assistance of Coordinators, enacts these mandates from the Western leadership.
Interestingly enough, the Western team leadership has indicated on many occasions that
they desire greater participation in decision-making initiative from the Local team, and
the Local team members often feel constrained in decision-making, waiting for
affirmation from the Western team, either directly, or by way of the Coordinators.

Coordinators as Spies
Interview data and participant observation have elucidated a couple of categories
that the Coordinator position occupies within Odenkyem’s structure—both for the
Coordinators themselves, and for the people and communities with whom they work.
One of these categories is “the spy”—which bears with it an obvious air of mistrust.
Given the stark contrast in responsibility and activity between the Western and Local
teams, the addition of Westerners who are charged with becoming as Local as possible
could suggest, and indeed does to several people interviewed, that the Western team does
not trust the Local team to enact and manage the programs and Local staff. In this way,
the Coordinator position becomes at best a supervisor of the Local team who reports to
the Western team, and at worst, a spy, watching all of the activities of locals and
reporting back to the Western team. This spy aspect is easy to understand coming from
the perspective of the Local team, who often feel like they are being watched and
reported on. The Western team members, whether wittingly or unwittingly, actually do
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utilize the Coordinators in this manner. While the Executive Director and Assistant
Director (Western team) have regular direct communication with the Country Director,
they often ask Coordinators to verify the information being provided by these Local staff
members, without realizing the position this puts the Coordinators in, as Local team
members who are inherently still “outsiders.” It is this type of dynamic that leads to
mistrust of Odenkyem’s presence in the town. In interviews, several townspeople and
staff members informed me that there are many people who believe that Odenkyem’s
Western presence is there to take their town’s natural resources—particularly gold and
bauxite.
In analyzing the data from interviews and participant observation regarding
Odenkyem’s long-term Coordinators, two themes emerged—Coordinators as spies and
Coordinators as cultural translators. While certainly not all experiences and perspectives
fit into these two categories, among the Coordinators I spoke with, worked with, and
observed in the field, these themes are the most salient for understanding their
predicaments and frustrations with their nebulous position within the organizational
structure. An exacerbating force in the conception of Coordinators as spies is the main
fundraising initiative Odenkyem utilizes to ensure adequate funding to keep the
organization afloat—a program called Summer Service (SS)20. SS partners Odenkyem
with educational institutions in the US who select students to participate in two-and-ahalf-week voluntourism programs in Odenkyem’s host town. The student participants
receive college credit to travel to Ghana and assist with programs in the town that are said

20

pseudonym
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to be developed by Local staff, but are in large part designed by the Western team and
Coordinators, albeit utilizing Local input. Some of these short programs—mostly
targeting local children in accordance with Odenkyem’s mission—include hand-washing
initiatives, girls’ empowerment programs, and literacy classes for children.
While these SS sessions seem on the surface to be focused on the local people,
interviews with Odenkyem staff, local leaders, and general townspeople reveal that the
two summer sessions of SS, which filter dozens of obrunis through the town in a
relatively short period of time, are designed to provide comfort and experience for the
voluntourists first and foremost. In fact, most local people have little more than gossip to
inform their understanding of this influx of foreigners in their town. Interview data
indicate that the majority of people in the town can offer little more than speculative
anecdotes about why all of these obrunis are in their town. While many said that they
believed the SS obrunis were there to help the townspeople, they admitted that since
obrunis were only there for a short period of time and most of the local people did not
interact with them, their presence created a sense of mistrust about the SS voluntourists’
motives and about the organization’s priorities.
One evening, I struck up a conversation with the proprietor of a local bar. After
some lighthearted discussion, I asked her about Odenkyem’s work and what people in the
town think about the programs and services that they offer. She quickly informed me that
she personally believed that Odenkyem was doing great work and helping the community
a lot by distributing bednets for malaria prevention and teaching young children how to
read. I could tell she did not want to say anything negative about the organization, given
my obvious affiliation, so I tried a different route in my inquiry. I asked her if there are
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people in the community who do not believe Odenkyem’s presence and work are
benefitting the community. She opened up a bit more on the topic, stating (translated
from Twi) that “Many people in the town are ignorant of the reason for Odenkyem being
here. They say that they are old and Odenkyem has nothing for them, only the children.
And some people, they say that Odenkyem is sending the obrunis to Ghana to steal their
bauxite.” She also told me that the obrunis staying in the town did not seem interested in
learning the ways and language of the locals, and spent most of their time in the confines
of the organization’s compound. She said, “They only come to market for a few things,
then right home. The children, they go to see them, because they are not afraid. The
obrunis, they play football and disc with them.” Lastly, she told me that some people
believed that Odenkyem’s Local staff and their families were the only ones receiving the
benefits of Odenkyem’s programs, and that the townspeople, especially those in the
neighborhoods geographically farthest from Odenkyem’s compound, received the fewest
benefits from the organization.

Coordinators as Translators
“I wasn’t prepared to have to explain so much to both teams. The Local team
expects me to be in the heads of the Western team, and vice-versa.” –Odenkyem
Coordinator (in personal interview)
Another conception of the Coordinator position—perhaps a more benign one, and
one that is more readily utilized by both the Western and Local teams, yet still
problematic—is that of “cultural translator.” Coordinators are charged with explaining to
the Local team why the Western team wants certain tasks performed a certain way, and
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likewise explaining to Western staff why certain ways of doing work are not feasible or
effective.
For example, I spent two of my three months with Odenkyem working as a
community health worker distributing bednets five days per week with the malaria
prevention team in Odenkyem’s host town. The team was led by the Health Coordinator
who worked closely with a Ghanaian staff member who helped organize the materials,
translate the educational materials and input data into an Excel spreadsheet. The malaria
prevention program was designed logistically by the Western team and included lists of
household member names and maps of the town with discretely demarcated
neighborhood borders and every house and major landmark represented.
To the Western staff and the Coordinators, this program seemed straightforward—visit each of the neighborhoods in the town one at a time, verify the number of
inhabitants in each house, hang the number of bednets indicated on the list, and provide
some education to the household regarding the proper use of the bednets and malaria
prevention in general. Completing this task would, from the perspective of the Western
leadership, empower the townspeople by giving them the physical and educational
resources they needed to eradicate malaria.
To be honest, the program seemed logical and simple to me, too, but the
Coordinator informed me that the malaria prevention team was way behind schedule and
getting pressure from the Western leadership to accomplish more than they could. As I
worked alongside Local team members, it became clear that no one on the team could
read a map. These pictorial representations of their town were not logical town
navigational tools. One Local team member told me that the townspeople do not refer to
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house numbers, neighborhood names, and other designations that were the basis of this
program by design. Indeed, many people the malaria prevention team encountered did not
know their house number, even though it was painted on the dwelling. I also learned that
anyone asking about house numbers, particularly if they are an obruni, were doing so to
collect taxes, and thus would be told that the people they are asking for are not at home.
Instead, inhabitants of the town locate houses by the people living in them, which
is constantly in flux and often multiple, meaning that one person might call “home”
anyplace where s/he sleeps and eats, which includes the home/s they have with spouse/s,
their parents’ homes, and perhaps the homes of other relatives. Therefore the census data
collected by Western voluntourists was gravely flawed, since it was obtained by asking a
designated head-of-household how many people sleep in the home, with the assumption
that each person considered only one household “home.” Having noted the problems of
using the neighborhood maps, the Coordinator decided to do a brief training on mapreading, which the Local team completely understood intellectually, but even subsequent
to this training, never used because it did not make sense in locating individuals.
The list of names of each person residing in each household was challenged
beyond the multiplicity of places one calls “home.” In addition to multiple homes, people
also had multiple names based on a number of factors (birth order, weekday of birth,
“school names,” family role, etc.). When the obruni voluntourists collected the household
data for the town, depending on to whom they spoke, they were given names that may or
may not resonate with other household members and neighbors. While surnames, or
“family names,” were more likely to assist us in locating people and houses, there was
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often still considerable discussion required to ascertain to whom the name on the list
referred, sometimes to no avail.
While the Coordinator position could certainly be conceived of as a liaison,
whenever there is liaising to be done, there is implicitly some sort of rift between the
Western and Local, requiring a bridge. In interviews and casual conversation, however,
the only team members entirely forthright about this rift within Odenkyem were the
Coordinators. While they certainly feel like “outsiders” in many ways, and are never
really considered Local by Ghanaians, despite their designation by the Western
leadership as members of the Local team, the Coordinators do get to be “insiders” from
the perspective of the Western team—or at least more inside than the other Odenkyem
Westerners.

Othering
Productive Othering
Throughout my interviews and participant observation emerged varying methods
of both productive and negative othering, which I will explore here. There are several
ways in which the us and them othering were presented in a positive light, obscuring the
rift. One recurrent theme that generated a productive reading of otherness referenced the
friendliness of the other and how welcoming and pleasant the others were. In particular,
in the accounts of voluntourists, local people are depicted as a generous and friendly,
focused on making the obrunis feel “at home.” This particular trait of the other was often
discussed as authentic, and their generosity and hospitality frequently read as almost
ritualistic for the local people—a part of their core collective values. In this sense, the
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friendliness of the other sustains a reassuring representation of otherness. This type of
representation is in contrast with the view of otherness shared within Western public
opinion, and thus becomes a form of cultural currency for those who have “been there”
(Farago and Sullivan 2008).
Another type of productive othering discussed frequently by voluntourists refers
to the cultural simplicity of the other. This quality of the other is often connected with
their material circumstances in comments that conjure notions of “simple pleasures.” As
this form of productive othering unfolds, it is due to the simplicity of the other that they
are able to experience joy and gratitude even for the most basic things. This form of
othering could be brought about by both nostalgia and envy. The other is also, due to
their material conditions, able to understand the value of human relationships, since they
rely on one another to meet their needs. This illusion of simplicity is seen as a positive
force that connects people, and it is often described as something that voluntourists want
to “return to” or “go back to” (in the social evolution sense) in order to live fulfilling
lives.
The danger of this conflation of perceived simplicity and poverty is that poverty
thus becomes projected as something that is a natural state of the other, and that the other
accepts this predicament, and even finds joy in it. It follows, then, that poverty and
simplicity are what give others their strength. In this way, poverty is never critically
addressed, but instead becomes naturalized in the discourse about the other. This
simplicity also suggests a lack of experience with and an inability to cope with the
complexity of modernity. In this sense, simplicity conjures an image of the other similar
to that of Rousseau’s noble savage. The other is therefore innocent, peaceful, and child96

like (and vulnerable). They lack the exposure to the modern world that would provide
them with a competence in managing its complexities, and therefore they reveal
humankind’s innate goodness (Guttentag 2009, Chen and Chen 2011). As one volunteer
stated in an interview, “I came with the idea that they were suffering and expected to see
more visible sadness and suffering. I instead have seen people who don’t have access to
resources, but are still able to be happy with what they have. We could learn a lot from
them.”
	
  

Negative Othering
In some cases the narratives about the other suggest that they are socially and
culturally backward, which in turn serves to support the social and cultural superiority of
the West. Usually this representation emerges when the voluntourist encounters some
type of difference that seems particularly problematic. Their critique of this problematic
behavior is couched in an evolutionist conception of social progress and a failure to see
the social benefit. For example, take the aforementioned case of the house numbers and
maps being Western ideas of locating houses; whereas the people living in the town
asked neighbors where others lived.
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Case Study 2: Mapping the Town
One day as I was working with the malaria prevention crew, one of the voluntourists
became very frustrated as we searched for a house. Several lengthy conversations
happened between the Ghanaian workers and other people in the neighborhood. The
voluntourist became visibly irate pacing and saying, “This is ridiculous.” She expressed
that she could not believe that it was taking so long to locate the house, since she had it
narrowed down to two different houses utilizing the map. She kept showing the Ghanaian
workers the map and pointing to the houses with her pencil, but they kept engaging in the
conversations with other townspeople. The voluntourist then said to me, “I know they
don’t use maps here, but they should really learn. It makes things so much easier, and if
they’re going to be doing this work, it’s just necessary.” It took another 15-20 minutes to
locate the house the team was looking for, and the voluntourist remained irate the whole
time, standing to the side and rolling her eyes several times during the exchange.
	
  

The above case study illustrates the ways in which Odenkyem agents pass
judgment on townspeople as inferior in their methods and understanding of their social
world. Rather than trying to better understand the reasons for the approach taken by the
Ghanaian team members, the voluntourist in the case study clung fast to the tools
designed and preferred by the Western crew of project designers, even though these tools
were routinely ignored by Ghanaians, who unanimously preferred to use conversations
with neighbors at least to supplement information gathered from the map. These actions,
when taken individually, may seem like small issues, but when looked at in sum, result in
massive “failures” of initiatives with the owness for said failures falling on the Ghanaians
for not following protocols that do not make sense in their social worlds.

The Interested Other
The interested other exists in opposition to the friendliness of the other. “Interest”
here means that the other has a motive (often financial) in establishing a relationship with
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the voluntourists. This dynamic is frequently a part of the relationships established by
Western tourists and their local hosts, so some voluntourists consider these motives to be
an acceptable part of the voluntourist/local relationship. Some voluntourists, however,
take offense to motives of locals that expand beyond a desire for friendship. The idea that
locals could earn something from the presence of the voluntourists is unacceptable to
them. They can even experience a sense of betrayal when a local person attempts to take
advantage of or lies to the voluntourists in an attempt to gain something from them
beyond the “charity” of their work (Guttentag 2009, Chen 2011).

Chapter Summary
The intent of this chapter has been to interrogate the Western/Local dichotomy
present within Odenkyem’s organizational structure to better understand the intentional
and unintentional ways in which this dichotomy both facilitates and prevents
organizational activity. While it is clear that on an intentional level, the founders of
Odenkyem value grassroots empowerment, the structure of the organization, as depicted
by the Coordinator interviews in particular, often prevents this type of empowerment
from developing, as the “Local” team defers to the “Western” team for major decisions,
and the fiscal power rests on the Western side of Odenkyem’s structure.
In over half of the interviews with Odenkyem Local staff and Coordinators,
interviewees conceived of the Western and Local teams as seemingly pitted against one
another, considered the teams as almost mutually exclusive categories, with the
Coordinators charged with bridging this gap. The amount of time organizational
leadership has spent debating whether Coordinators should be considered Western or
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Local team members itself speaks volumes about the problems with this organizational
model.
In stark contrast to the interviews with the Local staff and Coordinators, however,
conversations with the Western team officers and a thorough analysis of the organizations
website, replete with “cultural information” for those interested in volunteering or
donating funds, point to a more harmonious, or even Local-focused power structure. It is
clear through these divergent perspectives that there exists a fair amount of confusion
about what “empowerment” and “building local capacity” mean, and indeed, who should
be making decisions about these important concepts.
What would it mean to not use the terms Western and Local in structuring the
organization’s management? There are certainly cultural differences that emerge between
officers and volunteers, and developed and developing geographic spaces that must be
acknowledged and understood in order to work together to achieve mutually agreed-upon
goals. But the notion of Western and Local “teams” almost inherently bears with it a
“versus” aspect—in almost every conversation about organizational structure, the two
teams were talked about by contrast rather than by comparison. The differences in duties
and power were undoubtedly at the fore, while cooperation remained on the superficial
level of website and marketing discourse—the imagination of the Western leadership.
The organization’s mission is rife with modernization theory—the desire to pull a
developing “community” to the technological and sociocultural systems of industrialized
nations in order to facilitate economic growth and well-being for local people. This type
of work inherently requires a sense of where a locality “is,” and where it “should be” in
order to be functioning optimally. Notions of altruism—of wanting to “help”—are
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inherently charged with personal ideas about what is “wrong” about people or places, and
what the people or places should ideally look like as a result of one’s (or a group’s)
assistance.
It also seems that Odenkyem is struggling with their ideas about whether they are
an organization that focuses on a shared-vulnerability sense of “we,” or an othering sense
of “we” that focuses on difference and helping a vulnerable “other.” This struggle is
similar to the struggle that has been noted in the social sciences whereby there exist
ideals of objectivity in research, while at the same time researchers feel a moral
connection to their research subjects (Ticktin 2011). This struggle is ongoing, and
organizations should engage in critique about where to position themselves and their
actors in the same ways that actors within the social sciences continue to critique the
work they do.
I am certainly not suggesting that any type of humanitarian work is futile, nor am
I suggesting that there are flawless ways of going about humanitarian action, or
voluntourism, to bring me back to the core concept of my research. I am also not
suggesting that the target (read: “local”) people are passive, helpless, victims, completely
removed from participation in the Western/Local imagination. Ethnocentrism has been an
historical reality for eons, and remains a reality in contemporary international
development work. In some ways, it is this ethnocentricity—this belief in the superiority
and ultimate righteousness of group cultural practices, no matter how tenuous its basis in
reality—that holds groups together to strive for a common good. It is important, however,
to interrogate, and re-interrogate, ethnocentricities when advocating on behalf of an
imagined “other.”
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The structure of Odenkyem’s management with its seemingly mutually exclusive
Western and Local teams, and the presence of long-term voluntourists serving as
Coordinators highlights the problems with “otherness” that emerge in performing
international development work. In particular, the interrogation of the organizational
structure shows how important this structure and the associated degrees of trust are in the
creation of “sustainable” and “grassroots” development.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
The Conundrum of Community: Discourses of Belonging
Odenkyem's objective is to help build a sustainable future for the people of Ghana
through community-based health and education projects. This approach followed from a
community assessment whereby a collaborative partnership of local opinion leaders and a
committed group of medical, social work and law students from the United States
gathered information on the strengths, concerns, and conditions of the community. –from
Odenkyem’s website
Historical Perspectives on “Community”
One of the most widely stated reasons that voluntourists become involved in
activities abroad is centered on the notion of “community.” As Miranda Joseph (2002)
states in Against the Romance of Community, “[c]ommunity is almost always invoked as
an unequivocal good, an indicator of a high quality of life, caring, selflessness,
belonging” (238). Voluntourists often seek to both belong to a community and to serve a
community, thus it is not by accident that the term “community” appears three times in
the two sentences that describe Odenkyem’s objective on their website, per the above
quote. The term is likewise employed throughout Odenkyem’s discourse describing both
their organization (“the Odenkyem community”) and to discuss the organization’s target
people, that is who voluntourists will be assisting (the “local community”). Due to the
profound emotive conjurings of the term “community,” it is important not to take for
granted the elusiveness of its definition. Like “culture,” “community” escapes
essentialism, yet has weathered numerous trends in usage that will no doubt continue into
the future.
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While my focus in this chapter will be on the ways in which Odenkyem employs
the term “community,” these cannot be fully understood without at least some of the
requisite anthropological history of the term. My aim is not to provide an exhaustive
history here, but rather to hit some of the highlights of the notion of community—
including some key definitions—to better understand the contemporary conundrum of
community in which Odenkyem finds itself.
While the term “community” has been a notable force in the social sciences for a
century, it has often been used in a manner that demands an intuitive understanding of the
term. In other words, many scholars throughout history utilize but do not define the term
in their work, assuming a tacit understanding from their readers. Some scholars have,
however, directly confronted the task of defining community. One of the most notable of
these attempts was in 1949, when Robert Redfield, an American anthropologist at the
University of Chicago, defined the term via four key features: 1) the group being referred
to was relatively small, 2) the activities and states of mind of the community members
was generally homogenous, 3) the members of the community are aware of their
distinctiveness, and 4) the members of the community were self-sufficient for most of
their needs for an extended period of time (in Rapport 2002: 116). Despite valiant efforts
like Redfield’s, however, and as Hillery (1955) noted in his tome interrogating 94
different social science definitions of the term “community,” there have seemed to be as
many definitions of the term as people utilizing it, and the only overlap in all of these
definitions is that they all “dealt with people” (117).
This quandary of definition follows the term through a number of anthropological
moments. The earliest anthropological usages—what are referred to as “traditional”
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anthropological approaches to understanding “community”—tend to be characterized
within three common themes—1) common interests between members, 2) a common
locality, or 3) a common social structure or system. (see for instance Warner 1941,
Frankenberg 1966, Minar and Greer 1969).
The aforementioned attempts to define “community” in the early to mid part of
the 20th Century share in common a belief that a community is an essential building block
of society, an empirical social organism21 that functions as a whole and is distinct from
other social organisms, whether by interests, geography, or social structure. The belief
that communities were the building blocks of larger complex societies was fodder for
“the community study”—the tradition of basing anthropological research on what was
considered a bounded group of people who were culturally homogenous. These discrete,
uniform communities became the laboratories for early to mid 20th Century
anthropological research, and indeed this tradition has crept into the present, as a glance
at the text from Odenkyem’s recruitment literature which opens this chapter reveals.
Many anthropologists and other social scientists began to contest this notion of
the community as a bounded, homogenous social organism by focusing their gaze on the
degree to which cultural realities are contested and negotiated within what was before
considered a harmonious, uniform whole. This marked a shift from thinking of
community as a social structure to thinking of community as more of a symbolic entity.
Through this more symbolic approach (Geertz 1962, Barth 1969), anthropologists began

21

Malinowski’s (1944) organic model of society
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to look at the ways in which membership in a community is marked and the cultural
meaning given to notions of community.
Anthony Cohen (1985), offers a salient articulation of this more symbolic
approach to understanding community. He argues that community is a symbolic
construct that is defined by the perception of a boundary that separates one social group
from another. Community awareness thus relies on the consciousness of that boundary.
These boundaries can shift over time, and as long as the consciousness of this boundary
shift is present for members, the community persists. In this way, community is not, as
previously thought, an empirical social structure, a whole social organism, or a thing-initself. Communities exist rather in layers of meaning within the minds of their members.
Relationships between community members, then, are not mechanical links within a
social structure, but are repositories of meaning. It is these repositories of meaning that
emerge in communities’ distinct social discourses, and these discourses help form the
imagined boundaries that hold a community together (98). In this more symbolic sense
of community, membership relies less on common behaviors and more on the ways in
which members think about/deliberate on behavior they have in common. They share a
common body of symbols and vocabulary of social values. In contrast to the traditional,
mechanical sense of community, which posits its members as culturally homogenous, the
symbolic sense of community allows for a great deal of cultural diversity to exist within
its boundaries. With a shared vocabulary and body of symbols, however, members can
unite when facing anything they see as lying outside of their boundaries. Community
describes an arena in which individuals learn and practice being social. It provides
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resources and tools for creating meaning about both self and other, and its achievement is
protecting these repositories of meaning through common symbolic boundaries.
Evolutionary approaches to understanding community take yet another view of
the notion, focusing not on relativism to understand communities, but rather defining
community as a stage in social evolution that is no longer relevant. Scholars (including
Durkheim (1933) and Marx (1954), to varying degrees) who champion evolutionary
approaches to defining community see the problem of definition as trying to make
contemporary something that is actually on a given previous point on some linear social
development continuum—something that pre-exists, according to German sociologist
Ferdinand Tönnies (1887), “society,” which is the next stage of evolutionary
development. He posited that communities (considered to be localized entities) held
people together by moral, sentimental, intimate, kinship formations based on blood, land,
language, etc.), whereas the next step—society—developed based on rational
achievement of mutual economic or political goals, such as corporations, political groups,
trade unions, etc. This evolutionary approach was not a simple unproblematic notion of
progress, for Tönnies and others in the evolutionary tradition indeed lamented the
artificial nature of “society” and romanticized the natural and moral basis of
communities.
Given the undaunted ubiquity of evolutionary notions of community, the notion
continues to flourish in both scholarly work and the minutiae of everyday life. Notions of
“community” continue to possess pragmatic and ideological significance for scholars,
religious adherents, and political groups. Contemporary usages of terms like “community
development,” “community values,” and “community consciousness” highlight the
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continued struggle to understand what it is that creates membership and alienation among
and within groups. But the pervasive need to assert insider and outsider statuses to
individuals has solidified the notion of community as fodder for anthropological theory.
In addition, anthropologists continue to study “communities” because this is indeed often
where the participants in their research inform them they do (or do not) belong. Despite
its multiplicity in the anthropological canon, and whether or not some essential definition
of “community” encompasses a togetherness of an evolutionary past; a behavioral
commonality; an ethnic, religious, or political solidarity; or some form of utopian future,
the concept continues to be employed in a number of social spaces in a manner intended
to evoke positivity and a desire to belong.	
  
A pivotal perspective on community—and one that is quite relevant in moving
through this dissertation—is Hervé Varenne’s discussion of community as an American
symbol. Varenne’s (1977) contribution to discourse on community is best seen in his
ethnography called Americans Together: Structured Diversity in a Midwestern Town, in
which he argues that within the Midwestern American “community” he investigated,
while people perceived themselves as individuals and believed that their individuality
was important, they also believed that individuals should act certain ways. Community,
then, was more about voluntary association and communitas. For Varenne, individual and
community are never separate categories, and community is a cultural space through
which individuals pass, and it is in this space of community that shared cultural symbols
and meanings help them to make sense of each other.
Of deep importance in further understanding the notion of community within the
field of anthropology is Conrad Arensberg’s articulation of community as a unit of
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study—the “community study.” Arensberg’s work seeks to address the need for any
notion of community as unit of study to be defined by variables that are significant for
this concept. While he seeks to define community in much of his work, one particular
example goes to great lengths in this endeavor. In Arensberg’s paper titled “The
Community as Object and as Sample” (1961), he argues that communities can function as
parts of larger wholes, and as such, it is necessary to look at the representativeness,
cohesiveness, and completeness of these entities. He states:
Communities seem to be basic units of organization and transmission within a
society and culture, the community is the minimal unit table of organization of the
personnel who carry and transmit this culture. It is the minimal unit realizing the
categories and offices of social organization. It is the minimal group capable of
reenacting in the present and transmitting to the future the cultural and
institutional inventory of distinctive and historical tradition. And from it, in it, the
child learns from peers and the street, as well as from parents and teachers, the
lore of his people and what must be learned to become one of them. (253)
Arensberg states that a community must have, at minimum, three generations and
two sexes, and he discusses the need for a community to exist not only as a geographic
space, but also as an enduring entity over a span of time. There is a behavioral element
that ties communities together, according to Arensberg. While Arensberg’s notions are
presented rather crudely here, as time, space, and relelvance do not allow for me to delve
deeply into his complex articulations, his notion of community can be exemplified as a
complex conceptual unit as opposed to simply a bounded territory. This reminder of the
complexity of community is an important one when looking at the ways in which NGOs
in general and Odenkyem in particular seek to indentify the “community” they are
working amid.
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The Glamour of Global Citizenship
“…some individuals find that the experience of being ‘the foreigner’ advances a
sense of global citizenship …” (Schattle 2008: 9).
	
  

It is difficult to discuss the abstraction of community, particularly in reference to
international non-profits and development work, without invoking the notion of “global
citizenship,” which I posit as a new community model, and one that drives participation
in voluntourism. While it is not within the scope of this work to fully historicize
citizenship, it is important to linger on the term momentarily due to the enthusiasm with
which proponents of globalization in its various forms utilize it.
Global citizenship is a concept that is widely celebrated in activist and
development discourses, and begins with the premise that citizenship is a positive force,
and is a status to be acquired by those wishing to belong, traditionally within the
boundaries of a state (Schattle 2008). In this conceptualization, states are moral and
reasonable partners in exchange with their individual citizens. While certainly not all
people support in full the actions of individual states, the idea of citizenship continues to
refer to an overwhelmingly positive process of belonging, and, like “community,” there is
a tacit (or sometimes explicit) relationship between people who have acquired this status
(ibid).
The concept of “global citizenship,” however, attempts to take the notion of
citizenship beyond the geographic boundaries of the nation-state into a transcendent
imagined community bounded only by the common cause of humanity. As some scholars
(e.g. Arneil 2007: 302, Dauvergne 2004: 615) argue, global citizenship—or the uniting of
people all over the world for a particular cause or causes, without respect to geographic
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borders—is a positive side-effect of globalization, and indeed this coming together of
people trumps the more detrimental components of the global economy. The possibilities
for global citizenship, proponents declare, are endless, given the sheer number of people
who may ideologically become global citizens together with all of their associated
resources (Joseph 2002). As global citizens, all people possess the potential to end
poverty, environmental exploitation, child labor, AIDS, and any other global social ill
that comes our way. How could any moral and benevolent human not be on board? This
brings to mind Fassin’s (2011) discussion of what moral ground one must stand on in
order to critique humanitarianism. As he argues, there are some questions about
humanitarian caring that are outside of debate—namely whether or not one should care
about the suffering of others. Further, Fassin (2008) argues, following Geertz (1962), that
scholars must treat morality as a social domain like religion or politics. This does not
mean that anthropologists cannot engage in moral endeavors. Rather, Fassin suggests that
doing so must be a reflexive process in which they maintain enough distance to enable
them to analyze with a critical eye the moral economy in which they are participating.
Whereas on its moral and ethical surface global citizenship appears as an
undeniable good, there are many scholars and activists alike who oppose the notion of
global citizenship. One of the most salient arguments against global citizenship comes
from Patricia Burke Wood (2008), who contends that while transnational organizations
and social movements do have the capacity to enrich social life on many levels, the
category of citizenship is not synonymous with “consciousness” or “responsibility,” as it
is most frequently used in discussions of global citizenship. She further asserts that not
only is the term “global citizenship” misplaced in development and activist discourse, but
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it is also simply impossible for two reasons: 1) citizenship functions as part of a formal
political structure that is absent at the global level, and 2) citizenship is not automatically
empowering and emancipating, as is asserted by champions of global citizenship (25). In
other words, even if it was possible to imagine a formal citizenship structure that could
transcend the boundaries of the nation-state, this citizenship would be subject to all of the
whims, governance, and pitfalls seen at the state level. Indeed, Wood, states,
“[c]itizenship may serve as a discursive device to assist in the creation of political space,
but it may (just as easily, if not more so) serve to regulate and dis-empower the individual
even as the state alleges to empower, liberate, and trust that same person” (25).
While I agree with Wood’s critique of the employment of the terms global
citizenship and community, the caveat is that this critique must not be mistaken for a lack
of support for initiatives that harness our collective capacity as human beings.
Organizations like Odenkyem seek to, and in many ways succeed, transform on some
level the lives of many people. The practice of using terms like “community” and “global
citizen” within humanitarian and development circles alike, however, serves to obscure
the dis-empowering forces at work in these initiatives, particularly at the national level.
Moreover, the emotive and unspoken implications of global citizenship, like community,
undermine the auspicious character of human diversity, and prevent those engaging in
development and transnational activism from understanding the inherent power
differential at work in the field. “Global citizenship” is intended to evoke a sense of
equality of all people that is mythical, and the term is both wittingly and unwittingly
utilized by groups engaged in transnational initiatives to assuage culpability in the
negative components that are inherently a part of this kind of work.
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To be fair, Odenkyem’s literature, training materials, and reports do not explicitly
utilize the term “global citizenship,” but it is heavily implied when appealing to
volunteers, funders, and staff members. Odenkyem has adopted the motto, “Working on
a better world in one small corner,” and in Odenkyem’s literature and training materials
for volunteers and staff alike, there is a quotation that is said to encompass Odenkyem’s
worldview (and thus, by projection, the worldview of the Odenkyem “community” and
the suggested worldview of a good and moral “global citizen”):
But the poor person does not exist as an inescapable fact of destiny. His or her
existence is not politically neutral, and it is not ethically innocent. The poor are a
by-product of the system in which we live and for which we are responsible.
They are marginalized by our social and cultural world. They are the oppressed,
exploited proletariat, robbed of the fruit of their labor and despoiled of their
humanity. Hence the poverty of the poor is not a call to generous relief action,
but a demand that we go and build a different social order. -Gustavo Gutierrez
(2004)
While this quote promotes a strong sense of global social responsibility, which is
not inherently problematic, and a promise of transparency, something I myself support
ideologically, the quote does suggest a need for a global social order that is in reality an
impossibility. A contention that working with a particular group or organization to serve
cultural others who are typically living in abject poverty will bring one closer to an
imagined global citizenship can be detrimental, particularly to those being “served.” For
decades, attempts at determining universal human rights have been fraught with
formidable debate and lack of consensus, and without the ability to reach a global
consensus on something seemingly basic, notions of “global citizenship” remain in the
realm of fantasy. Odenkyem and other global development and activist groups do a
disservice to their participants (both willing and unwilling) by focusing on notions of
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community and global citizenship in the face of geopolitical boundaries and significant
power/resource differences. Perhaps, as Wood and others also assert, rather than seeking
to ignore existent social structures via the creation of new larger structures, discursive
maneuvers by organizations such as Odenkyem should focus their efforts on promoting
“global activism.” This concept does not conflate the term “citizen” with “morality” as
opposed to political engagement, nor does it ignore the sovereignty of the nation-state in
its quest to challenge the forces of neoliberal globalization.

Reflexivity and Belonging to Communities
I would be remiss not to begin a section on reflexivity with an important issue that
created a sense of community disenfranchisement for myself and also my partner at the
time, who taught theatre classes and wrote and directed a film about malaria to be shown
in the town community center. In my earliest conversations with Odenkyem’s Executive
Director, she was very excited to enlist my ethnographic research capabilities in order to
conduct 55+ interviews with townspeople and staff to develop a report for an
organizational needs assessment. This needs assessment was to be a crucial part of the
strategic planning for the organization for the next five years.
Indeed during these early conversations, I felt a pull into what felt like and what
was marketed to me as an organizational community with well-defined roles, common
language, and a focus on helping the local townspeople in Ghana to achieve sustainable
results in educational and health pursuits. Admittedly, I have voluntourist tendencies—a
desire to see the world, but in what I, like many other voluntourists, view as a less
consumption-oriented way of traveling—a more altruistic, activist, and educational
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(education flowing in both directions) manner—a way to pursue social justice, for which
I, like so many other voluntourists, have passion. As a trained anthropologist with a
specific interest in the complex interface between Western and indigenous healing
systems in West Africa, I was very excited about my involvement with what looked like a
tight-knit organizational “community” that shared common objectives and was governed
mostly by Local (Ghanaian) leadership. I was also, of course, excited to engage with the
“local” community that hosted the organization, though given my anthropological
training, I was a bit apprehensive about the broad-strokes cultural information about the
town provided in the orientation. While I understand intellectually the fragility and
contentiousness of terms like “community,” I was admittedly convinced on some level
that I was to be joining one (or a couple) in this endeavor.
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Case Study 3: Sexual Orientation and Belonging
Despite academic apprehensions about the whole social organism sense of community in
which the organization portrayed itself via websites and conversations with the Executive
Director, I began to develop my research plan to submit to Western leadership. During
this phase of my involvement, my then-partner grew interested in the organization and
their work, and she and I had several discussions about her desire to join the ranks of
voluntourists to help the local people while seeing a part of the world she had not seen
before. Her theatrical training and postgraduate degree in playwriting positioned her to be
able to teach drama to schoolchildren, but, more importantly, to write and direct an
educational film on malaria—a resource that the organization had been wanting to create,
yet did not have the funds, person-power, or skills to undertake. When I broached the
possibility of my partner spending three months with Odenkyem carrying out the muchneeded projects, the Executive Director was very interested. But as the conversation
continued, she used the pronoun, “he” in reference to my partner, which I quickly
corrected. There was a pregnant silence on the phone—one with which I am plenty
familiar—and I realized that the moment I revealed my sexual orientation and
relationship with this person who had these skills and passions to offer the organization
for free, both of our qualifications for membership in this community began to wane.
After the uncomfortable pause, the Executive Director told me that she was, of course,
fine with the nature of our relationship, but would have to speak with the Country
Director in Ghana to make sure “they” (both the organizational community and the local
community, she said), would be tolerant of us as a couple. This was my first real taste of
the divide between the Western and Local teams, as the Executive Director had seemed—
to this point—to be calling every decision-making shot. This maneuver immediately
positioned my then-partner and me as “outsiders” to the organizational community to
which we had so briefly felt we belonged. The Country Director, after consulting with a
Westerner working for the organization in Ghana, said he was fine with our “partner”
status, but that he would advise that we not disclose our relationship or our sexual
identities to the masses in town.
	
  

I tell this story not to be ethnographically gratuitous, nor to posit an ill-timed
discussion about homosexuality and human rights (which, for the record, though in other
contexts, I would champion), but rather to, in a detailed and personal way, illustrate the
allure, fragility, and slipperiness of “community.” It made me wonder how much the
organization knows about their voluntourists. Given the sheer number of people they
filter through Odenkyem’s host town, it seems statistically impossible that the
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homosexuality issue had not come up before. If indeed the presence of people who
identified as gay could be an issue for local people, and perhaps even affect their safety, it
seems important to have those discussions prior to enlisting their assistance in
Odenkyem’s projects. It also made me wonder what other types of personal safety
discussions were falling through the cracks for voluntourists preparing to travel to Ghana
to work with Odenkyem. The training focused on the friendliness of the local people, and
while it is not my intent to suggest that people in Odekyem’s host town were not friendly,
it is my intention to say that this harmonious and friendly portrayal of local life facilitates
a complacency that does a disservice to those traveling to Ghana as well as people living
in town.
While reflexivity and positionality in the field have seen much debate in the
academy with reference to their place in ethnographic research, I argue that my
positionality and relationship to another supposed member of the organizational
community is deeply relevant for interrogating the very notion of community. The
organization claims to be “community” oriented, both in the sense of organizational
community, and with regard to the community it serves. My experience of community
with respect to the organization and those it serves helps to illustrate the ways in which
these supposed “communities” are more marketing tools than they are realities.
Reflexivity and what anthropologists call “positionality”—that is, locating oneself
in the field of study and being critically aware of one’s status, influences, assumptions,
perspectives, and experiences in conducting ethnography—marks a self-conscious turn in
anthropology that many have associated with the aftermath of the Vietnam War, when
anthropologists and other social scientists doing work in the antagonistic “Third World”
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were challenged by locals about the political actions of the United States and their
association with these activities. One could not be conducting any type of research in
these social fields without considering one’s membership (whether desired or not) with
“the enemy.” This has informed arguments made by a number of scholars who challenge
the distinction between ethnographic monographs, which are assumed to be objective and
in which the ethnographer does not place him/herself, and subjective field memoirs,
which were not always welcome in academic publishing (Barnard and Spencer 2002:
471). Reflexive anthropology called for a melding of these two, arguing that subjectivity
is indeed a relevant component of the ethnographic enterprise.
In anthropology, reflexivity in its most benign form appears as a slice of
biographical information about the ethnographer that serves to acknowledge that
ethnography is not objective and scientific, but is dependent upon the background,
assumptions, and goals of the ethnographer. In this way, it can disclose that
anthropology does not have an objective history, and reveal an ethnographer’s awareness
of the field of anthropology’s connection to a history of colonial conquest. On the other
end of the reflexivity continuum, however, is the epistemological claim that any process
of conducting ethnography about an “other” is really a process of constructing the self,
and that this process is, in effect, re-defining the “other” via the “self”—something Lila
Abu-Lughod (1991) has described as a “textual” or “academic colonialism”, a revisiting
of the colonial underpinnings of the field of anthropology, masquerading as some form of
radical self-awareness in pursuit of an empirical reality. This placement of the self within
anthropology and the level of participation one has in either articulating culture on one
hand, or completely creating culture on the other has, caused reflexivity and positionality
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to hold a polemic status within the field of anthropology. Still today, many scholars argue
that the ethnographer’s presence in texts should be minimal, and that ethnographers
should also minimize their impact in the field—significant references to the ethnographic
self are, in this sense, gratuitous. Others argue that ethnography is inherently fiction, and
is thus is always a product of the author’s imagination, hence the placement of the self in
the text is always relevant.
According to Mark Whitaker (2002), the use of reflexivity in ethnographic work
follow two basic themes: 1) Reflexivity is itself a form of radical relativism, and with
radical relativism comes an inability to compare cultures, languages, etc. Without the
ability to compare ethnographic works and make generalizations, the field of
anthropology ceases to be relevant as anything more than a category of fiction. 2)
Reflexivity, particularly as conceived by feminist, post-colonial, and science studies
scholars, is actually a co-opting of the earlier theoretical critiques of said scholars in the
name of social justice, retooled into an “elite post-structuralist language” (Whitiker 2002:
472) that is self-serving for academics and alienating to the people about whom the
ethnography is ostensibly undertaken, as well as to non-academics. In other words,
reflexivity provides a pretense of self-awareness by which scholars engage in a form of
academic colonialism whereby they place themselves at the center of a cultural other, for
the benefit of the academy.
I position myself somewhere between these two themes, acknowledging that this
dissertation is being told from my limited perspective and engagement as a voluntourist
working with Odenkyem. But I also argue that some textual reflexivity is appropriate for
and relevant to the readers of this work—ostensibly those interested, whether
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theoretically or personally, in issues surrounding development, global activism, and
voluntourism—and that this reflexivity, paired with the ethnographic data generated from
the field, can profoundly impact readers’ understanding notions of insider and outsider,
community, and belonging, as they apply to this sort of global engagement.

Odenkyem’s Discursive Community
While an exhaustive discussion of the difficulties of defining community is
beyond the scope of this work, the aforementioned historical underpinnings can help
transition into an exploration of the vision, actions, and unintended consequences of
Odenkyem’s use of the concept in their various marketing materials and reports. In the
most direct and blatant usage of the term, the Odenkyem website’s home page offers a
navigational tab simply labeled “Our Community.” This tab offers several sub-headings,
but it focuses primarily on describing demographic information and cultural
characteristics of a particular town—the organization’s host town—as the foundation of
its community. The brief information provided throughout this navigational tab suggests
a boundedness in both geography and in cultural practices, reminiscent of “community”
in the traditional functionalist sense—that is, as a social organism held together by a set
of cultural practices. While there are indeed caveats regarding diversity, particularly in
religious practice (since there are several different churches in the town), the
“community” is clearly defined via geographical boundaries, and further characterized by
a common history and set of cultural characteristics and practices (including language).
But the notion of community is not only present on Odenyem’s website in this
navigational tab bearing its namesake. The term “community” is pervasive throughout
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Odenkyem’s marketing materials. For example, with reference to the programs that
Odenkyem offers to the local people, the following text appears: “We address the
community's health needs by directly working with the community, local radio stations,
health clinics, schools, other nongovernmental organizations, and the district health
administration.” Again, here, we see the term “community” suggesting a geographically
bounded town. It is interesting to note here that while community is almost always used
by Odenkyem in the bounded sense, the boundaries shift from town to district to region to
country without explanation. Hence even the seemingly concrete geographic sense of the
term becomes nebulous.
Furthermore, Odenkyem expresses its mission, and in its most recent five-year
strategic plan, a belief that focusing their programming on women and children in the
town is paramount in helping the town to thrive. This focus creates a sense of insider and
outsider even within community, generating the criteria for belonging to the
organization’s target “community,” thus denoting who is and is not worthy of the
organization’s resources. Erica Bornstein addresses this issue of relative value and triage
of resources in “The Value of Orphans” (2011), where she proposes that the notion of
orphan “… as a social category, represents the destitute, the abandoned, the excluded,
and the unwanted” (128)
People who engage with Odenkyem’s marketing materials and other literature are
thus faced with competing and confusing senses of community. Where as the community
is described on the one hand as a bounded entity ranging from town to district to region
to country, the organization positions women and children as a the target groups, or
communities, within the larger community, which some men and elderly in town harshly
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critique as a disenfranchising focus for the organization. While a strong argument can be
made that a focus on women and children in programming is crucial to bettering the
circumstances for these particular actors within the town, and that men have more access
to political power and monetary resources, without an understanding of and preparation
for the experience of disenfranchisement from those not directly considered a part of the
target community, this argument is at best myopic.
The confusing and even alienating usages of “community” are not only observed
in Odenkyem’s literature. My own ethnographic work in the organization’s host town
revealed that younger women and children in the town had the most detailed knowledge
of Odenkyem’s programs and expressed the highest levels of support for the
organization’s work, men and the elderly could cite some generalities regarding
Odenkyem’s work, but knew fewer details about the programs said to be offered to the
“community.” Likewise, a number of the elderly whom I interviewed, or who were
present during other interviews (since the interviews often became a household affair)
expressed a general mistrust of Odenkyem’s motivations for being in their town, but they
were less likely to vocalize their criticisms of the organization, due possibly to their
disenfranchisement from Odenkyem’s work.
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Case Study 4: Elderly Woman Without Bednet
The elderly mother of a woman was nearby cooking during an interview. While she did
not often sleep at her daughter’s house, she often cooked for the family there, and as a
result spent significant time there, witnessing the assessment of sleeping spaces,
household numbers, and bednet hanging performed by Odenkyem. While her daughter
and I were discussing malaria bednet distribution in the town, the daughter informed me
that her mother had not yet received a bednet, even though her neighborhood had already
been canvassed by the community health workers. I informed them that the elderly were
among the most vulnerable to malaria, and asked if the mother had spoken with anyone
from Odenkyem about not receiving her bednet. The mother said something to the
daughter in Sefwi, and the daughter translated her comment to me as, “They don’t care
about me. I am just an old woman.” I took her name and gave it to the Local Director to
follow up with her in an attempt to ensure her that she was a part of the Odenkyem
“community,” but her disenfranchisement was palpable. She did not feel as though
Odenkyem had any investment in her well-being, and while she supported the cause of
helping children first, as did most people in the town, she also wanted to feel that her life
was important to the organization.
	
  
	
  

While it is important to note here that most people I talked to—men, women, old,
young—believe that focusing on children is very important for the organization, the
specific focus on women is a bit more contentious, especially to men in the town. Behind
a lot of the programming for girls and women, there exists a backbone of American
feminist thought. I am not saying here that Odenkyem should not focus on equity for
women and girls in education and other important issues. I am, however, saying that
ideas about equal earnings, women in the workplace, and others that form the template
for political equity movements in the West do not necessarily translate nicely into the
spaces where voluntourism happens. Likewise, educating girls and giving startup funds to
women for small businesses sound like progressive ideas, but again, these maneuvers turn
inequities into technical issues as opposed to political and more deeply structural issues.
Furthermore, across the board, education as a panacea (Vavrus 2003) for poverty is a
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short-sighted approach to change, as there are often no jobs to accommodate these newlyeducated people, and thus they end up doing the same work they would have done
without an education—such as farming—which has profound impact on their morale and
life outlook. And lastly, since men and the elderly hold many more political and religious
leadership positions in Odenkyem’s host town, the organization is doing a disservice to
their mission and to the town by attempting to let underlying notions of equity speak for
themselves and by not directly addressing the perceived marginalization of other
townspeople.

Appealing to Prospective Funders and Volunteers
To further interrogate the ways in which Odenkyem’s leadership utilizes the
notion of community, let us revisit the quote from Odenkyem’s marketing materials that
began this chapter:
Odenkyem's objective is to help build a sustainable future for the people of Ghana
through community-based health and education projects. This approach followed
from a community assessment whereby a collaborative partnership of local
opinion leaders and a committed group of medical, social work and law students
from the United States gathered information on the strengths, concerns, and
conditions of the community.
The sheer number of times that the term “community” appears in this and similar
statements suggests an effort on behalf of Odenkyem’s leadership to elicit in its audience
(primarily potential funders and/or prospective volunteers and Coordinators), a sense of
knowing this small, bounded group of people enough to feel compelled to help the
organization, either via time or funds. Identifying community assessments as a
methodology for assessing the needs and concerns of the townspeople projects a sense of
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local focus—of designing programs based on what the community (here meaning
geographic, uniformly cultural place) says they want and need, with a seeming disregard
for the problems of interjecting Western templates of health and education onto nonWestern people. It would seem, then, that Odenkyem’s Western leadership—who are
ultimately responsible for the content of marketing materials—assist the local people in
administering programs for which they have themselves asked. They claim to achieve
this by way of empowering and employing community health workers and tutors/teachers
from the town to carry out the majority of the organization’s work.
Whether or not the ways in which Odenkyem depicts a sense of “community” as
small, uniform, impoverished, intimate, and motivated are intentional, unintentional, or
(most likely) a combination thereof, when combined with the visual cues selected to
represent “the community” in their marketing materials, Odenkyem’s leadership
manufacture a familiar, small, simple community to which one should feel intimately
attached and thus compelled to contribute time or money. The donated resources will, as
the narrative goes, assist with health and education priorities, which have been
determined by the local people via needs assessments for the town, and are thus,
“authentic.”
Marketing a Need
A would-be humanitarian faces a significant problem of selection, particularly if
seeking to act on a global stage. Amid a world of endless needs, what causes
should be taken up, and what let go? (Redfield in Barnett and Weiss 2008: 196)
As Redfield (2013) argues, it would seem that in current times, everyone is a
humanitarian—or at least most people profess to have a regard for human life, a concern
that has entered the discourses of governments and advocacy groups alike (196-7). With
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this seemingly universal focus on the value of human life, how do humanitarians decide
how to defend particular lives, when this very act undermines the notion that all lives
matter? Given this climate, humanitarian organizations find themselves competing with
others for a finite number of grants and other financial resources, and thus, the art of
crafting a succinct and effective “need” becomes crucial to securing funds. Likewise,
generating a sense of community within these marketing endeavors can give certain
needs an edge over others. The “need” mentioned in the following quotation serves one
of Odenkyem’s attempts to woo philanthropists for donations:
Odenkyem began implementing a hand washing behavior education campaign in
2009. However, in order to promote community ownership of the program,
Odenkyem plans on installing Choose-a-Need-funded poly-tanks within
community institutions, most notably public schools. A poly-tank is a large water
storing mechanism with a tap that eliminates the need for daily water fetching. It
collects rainwater and then stays filled most of the year. –from a funding website
in 2011
This request for funding, placed in 2011 by Odenkyem on the funding website,
also employs the term community to make an impact on its audience—predominantly
well-resourced individuals and foundations, who select worthy causes based on brief
descriptions like the one above. In this short request for poly-tank funding, the term
“community” is used twice—once to assert that the purchasing of these poly-tanks will
promote collective ownership of the organization’s hand-washing program, and once to
ensure that the tanks will be installed in collective institutions (notably here, schools).
While the latter of these two community assertions is more tangible, the former is
indeed abstract. How will the purchasing of poly-tanks provide more “community
ownership” over the organization’s hand-washing programs than was present when the
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water was retrieved from local wells by school children? As it turns out, this collective
ownership is not a given. If it is Odenkyem’s leadership purchasing, installing,
maintaining, and supervising the use of the poly-tanks, while providing cleaner water to
be sure, the program itself does not become “community” owned, but rather Odenkyemmanaged—and indeed this is the reality today. If certain rules are not followed—rules
established by Odenkyem’s leadership—the poly-tanks can be taken away, soap not
provided, or school leadership reprimanded. The marketing focus on “community
ownership,” however, speaks volumes to people who are interested in helping others, and
particularly helping others in ways that appear to be “simple” (clean water), “sustainable”
and “community-centered.” Hence suggesting that these tanks are being given to the
townspeople for their own use and management conjures in funders a sense of
empowering local people to take control of their health and hygiene by providing them
with a source of clean water.

Orienting Volunteers to the “Community”
Odenkyem offers short-term volunteer programs to enable those interested in
international development and social justice the opportunity to experience
grassroots community work. We see this as an opportunity for volunteers to
explore development work and get a sense of how you can be the force of change
in the future, no matter what career path you take. We also hope that by
participating, you will develop an interest in Odenkyem and social justice.
We believe that Odenkyem offers volunteers a unique experience to discover how
much a small group of people can do to strengthen a community by following the
community’s lead. –from Odenkyem’s volunteer packet
This above description of volunteer opportunities with Odenkyem presents
prospective volunteers with an opportunity for community belonging within the
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organization. Even if the active membership is short-lived, volunteers’ affiliations with
the Odenkyem community far outlast their physical time spent in Ghana. Subsequent
affiliation persists via e-mail and letter-writing with both Odenkyem staff and
townspeople befriended while in Ghana or while training for program engagements.
Joining Odenkyem, according to the orientation materials, results in an ongoing
relationship with the organization, and thus membership in a larger imagined social
community of people interested in international development and social justice. In
addition, since Odenkyem, like many international non-profits, stays afloat via
voluteerism and especially voluntourism, in its recruitment practices, Odenkyem must
appeal to these audiences’ desires to both belong to an organizational community and to
assist a community in need. In addition, as previously mentioned, voluntourists are very
often seeking ways of padding their resumes and CVs with unique experiences that will
set them apart when applying for jobs or graduate schools.
Since this sense of belonging is vital to the voluntourist, how does Odenkyem
approach the task of creating a sense of organizational “community”? I have already
given a few examples of how Odenkyem utilizes the term “community” to elicit
donations, projecting a “join ‘us’ in helping ‘them’” sense of belonging. It is important to
note here that despite Odenkyem’s insistence that it is led by the local people and
engages in grassroots, empowering work, in orientation materials, like in funding
requests, there are strong undertones of “we” as the community of givers, and “they” as
the community in need of assistance.
Connected intimately to its funding endeavors, Odenkyem runs a summer
program in which voluntourists are typically college undergraduates who pay to offer
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their time and energy for a couple of weeks in Ghana to assist with short-term youth
programs being run by Odenkyem while Ghanaian schools are not is session22. These
short programs focus on girls’ empowerment (particularly in the realms of pursuing
secondary education), reproductive health and family planning education, literacy
programs, and computer classes. Most of these undergraduates are trading their labor for
experiences that will help them stand out when applying to graduate schools. I should
mention here that there are a number of Western professionals in the medical field who
offer their time and skills to Odenkyem in order to travel to Ghana and perform various
types of health screenings and training sessions for Ghanaian health professionals. These
voluntourists arrive in Ghana year-round and are not included in the summer program.
Typically, these medical professionals seek experiences that allow them to further their
careers in international medicine, or, like with the undergrads, experiences that will
distinguish them for the job market in their field. Odenkyem also works with certain
medical schools to provide credit-bearing opportunities for advanced medical students.
The summer voluntourists become a part of Odenkyem’s “community of givers”
via the following criteria: 1) Possessing a desire to help another (more specifically an
“other”) community, so filling out a formal application for membership in the
community. 2) If selected, submitting to an orientation rite of passage for “membership”
in the organizational community, whereby voluntourists learn about Odenkyem and its
values, which must be or become the voluntourists’ values for the duration of their

22

It is important to note here that many children in Odenkyem’s host village do not attend school, or are
frequently truant, due to a lack of funds for school supplies, chop money, or a need for children to stay
home to farm or to watch younger children while the adults go out to work on the farms.
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membership. 3) Learning about the cultural characteristics of the local community, and
then spending a short amount of face-time with both “teams” of the organization—
Western leadership and Local team members, as well as target community members. 4)
And most importantly, raising funds to keep the organizational community afloat. This
involves bringing others (family and friends, usually) into the fold—educating others
about both the organizational community and the target community, thereby transferring
their new sense of connectedness and belonging in the organizational community to
others—at least enough to elicit donations from them. This fundraising component of
membership is the backbone of Odenkyem’s fiscal solvency—without it, Odenkyem’s
Western leadership have told me, most of their work would be impossible.
Completion of these four steps entitle voluntourists to membership in the
organizational community, and likewise to the privilege of using organizational
affiliation (“insider” status) that transcends the couple of weeks spent on location in
Odenkyem’s host town. This experience becomes a type of cultural capital used to market
these voluntourists for employment, graduate schools, social circles, etc., by providing
talking points from the voluntourist experience. Voluntourists have seen parts of the
world that many tourists will never see, but they have not simply “been there” as tourists.
They engaged with the locals in order to assist the local people, and ostensibly to lighten
their travel footprint, distinguishing them from mere tourists. After all, voluntourists
conduct work on behalf of a “community in need,” and as such, they have sacrificed in
order to “be there.”
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Critiques
Local Critiques of Odenkyem’s Notion of “Community”
Like the elderly woman described earlier in this chapter, who stated that
Odenyem did not care about her, a theme of community marginalization emerged almost
half of the interviews I conducted with townspeople. Several times during these
interviews, people informed me that Odenkyem was not helping the town, rather they
were helping those closest to the Odenkyem compound, those with family who worked
for Odenkyem, or only children were being helped, while the elderly were left to suffer.
46 of the interviews were conducted in Twi or Sefwi and the translations most often
included the term “town” rather than “community” or “village.” These expressions
highlight the shifting and even disparate definitions of “community” among both local
people and Odenkyem’s Western and Local teams. The term “community” was only used
by Odenkyem staff who spoke English, and only when referring to Odenkyem’s projects.
In casual conversation, the term that was used was town or people of Town X
(Odenkyem’s host town). This becomes a perplexing consideration when analyzing the
ubiquity of the term “community” in Odenkyem’s literature—it is clear who is producing
these discourses, and likewise clear who the intended audience is.
Perceptions of Odenkyem’s engagement with townspeople have a profound effect
on the acceptance of Odenkyem’s presence in its host town and in the success of the
organization’s programs. While selecting fractions of an artificially discrete “community”
on which to focus is in some ways necessary with this sort of development work, doing
so without a critical evaluation of the potential backlash for these choices is short-sighted.
Selecting groups of townspeople—in this case women and children—does not inherently
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translate into helping a “community” in some townspeople’s assessments. During
interviews and in my own observations, problems in Odenkyem’s host town are often
solved collectively rather than individually. While a focus on children seems almost
universally acceptable—particularly to people in households with several children—even
this seemingly safe focus does not alleviate marginalization from the work that
Odenkyem is doing. Most notably, households with few or no children living in the home
are less likely to directly benefit from Odenkyem’s projects. Also, there are many
children in the host town who do not attend school, and since recruitment for
Odenkyem’s programs is most often carried out via partnerships with schools, families
who cannot afford to or choose not to send their children to school are not typically
included in Odenkyem’s programs. These families may or may not know of Odenkyem’s
work by reputation, but if they cannot afford to send their children to school or need them
on the cacao farms or at home to take care of younger children, Odenkyem’s work
remains intangible to them.
It is not only the elderly or families who cannot or do not send their children to
school who feel disenfranchised from the organization’s efforts. In all of the interviews
with political leaders, they expressed some level of frustration with being thought of as
culturally uniform by Odenkyem’s obruni staff and the groups of voluntourists filtering
through their town. While most were quick to suggest that the obrunis were most likely
doing good work for the town, they also pointed out that they did not learn any of the
language or engage with the locals, and seemed to stick to themselves in the
organizational compound, which caused them to maintain ideas about the sameness of the
people in the host town, rather than to discover the diversity and variety the town had to
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offer. The interviews I conducted also revealed a resistance to use of the term “village”
by the organization—particularly utilized by the Western leadership and voluntourists.
Many of the Local leaders, and even the Local staff members, prefer the word “town” to
“village,” indicating that “village” suggests that they have not yet embraced
modernization, have lived superstitious lives, and were uneducated in the Western sense.
Several interviewees expressed a desire to be seen by Westerners as more modern—more
focused on similarities than differences. However, the draw for voluntourists, and the
marketing of the voluntourist experience with Odenkyem, relies on the allure and
romanticism of the small, traditional “village” life. Odenkyem’s structure and reliance on
voluntourists’ fundraising for the very foundation of their programs creates a need to
maintain the differences, the exoticism, the smallness, and the sense of traditional
uniform cultural practices in order to entice people to participate in their voluntourist
programming. I reiterate here that this is the reason I have used the word “town” in this
dissertation, as opposed to “village,” which is used in organizational literature.
In a sense, Odenkyem’s direction gets muddled here. On the one hand, their
projects follow a path of modernization and the beliefs that access to health care and
access to education are the panaceas for being stuck in development quicksand. However,
on the other hand, the more “modern” life in the town becomes, the less alluring it is to
those voluntourists seeking exotic experiences and cultural capital to progress in their
own lives in the West. It could be argued that this predicament is analogous to the
conundrum of the profitability of Western biomedicine; in the same way that that medical
endeavors cannot make profits and draw in research funds if they actually find a “cure,”
an NGO cannot thrive if the objectives of modernization are actually achieved.
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Obruni Critiques of the Notion of the Odenkyem Community
In addition to my own critiques of the allure of organizational community and my
experiences with belonging and not belonging, interviews and participant observation
revealed critiques of “community” coming from several of the obrunis as well. While
they find themselves using the term regularly, since it is ubiquitous in the organization’s
literature, they note through experience that there is no harmonious organizational
community, nor is there a harmonious local community. The long-term voluntourists
especially feel the fractures between and among Odenkyem’s Western and Local teams,
as well as among the townspeople in terms of priorities and needs. Several of these longterm voluntourists told me stories of how projects failed while they were there, leaving
them to feel exhausted and defeated in a number of situations. Further conversation,
however, revealed that the perception of project failure was generated from a sense of the
necessity of community harmoniousness presented in their orientations. One former
Coordinator told me that she wished that she had possessed a better sense of divisions
and the contentious debates about priorities among the locals coming into her tenure
there, as this knowledge would have led her to approach project implementation much
differently and prevented substantial disappointment. She admits that coming into the
field with a false sense of community uniformity and naïve goal of harmoniousness set
her work back several months, and nearly led her to give up and go home early on. When
asked to assess the ways in which Odenkyem characterizes the organization’s host town,
one long-term volunteer stated that the organization paints the host town “… too simply,
and with broad strokes.”
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Case Study 5: Trauma for Young Voluntourist
	
  

At one point in my stay in Ghana, I took a weekend trip into Kumasi to visit the market
there. On my way, I met a young American who was heading to Accra to fly back to the
US after doing a one-month voluntourist program with another non-profit. I asked her
about her experiences, and after a brief hesitation, she said, “It was awful.” When I asked
her why, tears began to flow. She was 19 years old and had come to Ghana after the nonprofit with whom she worked gave a presentation at her university. She said everything
sounded so amazing, and she had always wanted to see Africa, so she thought, what a
better way to accomplish this than to help the local people while touring. But she said
that she was very naïve and got almost no information or training from the organization.
She relayed the following to me: “I was led to believe that the local people were friendly
and welcoming. I made a number of what I now know were poor decisions and ended up
trapped in a car with four large men threatening to kill me. They took all my money and
were going to keep driving, but I was sobbing and screamed at them to stop and they
pushed me out of the car … The worst part of it though was that when I got back to
where I was staying after something horrible just happened to me, my group leader called
an emergency meeting and publicly shamed me for making poor choices.” This young
woman had been influenced by all of the images and information that many voluntourist
NGOs rely upon for participation, but this (mis)information participated in her own
trauma experience. The organization then shamed and blamed her for buying the image
that they were selling.
	
  

I include this story to point out that not only can poor preparation and the
depiction of voluntourist experiences as friendly and harmonious and simple lead to
voluntourist frustration, but the need to preserve the façade of a harmonious community
can have tragic consequences for both local people and voluntourists. This particular
voluntourist was traveling with a popular nonprofit that sends thousands of voluntourists
all over the world to emerging economies where the realities of poverty are not to be
taken lightly. The portrayal of local life as harmonious, friendly, and amenable to tourists
is not only an oversight, but also a negligent and damaging mode of operation. Further,
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blaming the ill-prepared voluntourists for their own predicament echoes the decades-long
blaming of poverty on those who suffer from it.
	
  

My own personal experience with the allure of harmony and lack of real

preparation for being aborad is my own diagnosis with echinococcosis, likely contracted
on one of my previous trips to West Africa, as the disease can remain asymptomatic for
many years. I was certainly advised to take anti-malarial medication and about the
relative risk of certain illnesses and diseases, like yellow fever and typhoid. I was
encouraged to be vaccinated against any disease or illness present in the geographic area
by the travel medicine doctor I saw prior to each of my trips. But health risks and
concerns were mostly glossed over by the organization in this case, amounting to merely
a checklist item on their orientation materials. The risks of “being there” were not
presented as a potential part of joining the organizational community.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I argue that Odenkyem’s obruni leadership uses the terms
“community” and “local community” in marketing, publicity, and soliciting funds in part
to obscure the paternalism of the Western team towards the Local team. “Community”
evokes in multiple audiences a sense of local and collective ownership and existence that
is, at least in large part, a myth. However mythological, this romance of “community”
effectively results in hundreds of applications from prospective volunteers and
Coordinators, and sufficient funding—mostly from college students or others on the cusp
of change or seeking resume/CV credentials or college credits—to not only support
existing small-scale programming, but also to facilitate growth in areas of timely
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significance (e.g. malaria, HIV/AIDS, and de-worming initiatives at the time of this
work). This romance of both organizational community and its small, quaint, traditional,
local community are Odenkyem’s most effective marketing tools to stay viable. The need
for this stereotypical and simplistic sense of culture and community, however, serve to
undermine Odenkyem’s modernization mission, since the biggest draw for voluntourists,
who are the building blocks of Odenkyem’s organizational and fiscal structures, is the
off-the-beaten-path, traditional and impoverished backdrop of the rural African “village.”
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CONCLUSION: Addressing Arrogance Without Arrogrance
I move uneasily between the obligation to intervene and the troubling knowledge
that much of the work we do, praised as "humanitarian" or "charitable," does not
always lead us closer to our goal. That goal is nothing less than the refashioning
of our world into one in which no one starves, drinks impure water, lives in fear
of the powerful and violent, or dies ill and unattended … Of course such a world
is a utopia, and most of us know that we live in a dystopia. But all of us carry
somewhere within us the belief that moving away from dystopia moves us
towards something better and more humane. -Paul Farmer
(http://www.npr.org/2008/12/21/98460202/health-is-a-human-right, retrieved
3/14/14)

Like Farmer, many who have participated and who continue to participate in
humanitarian efforts ranging from emergency assistance to voluntourism experience
unease with their abilities to make their world(s) better, more equitable spaces where
fewer people suffer. The emotional responses range from “do something now” to “why
bother?” Hope and futility can be two sides of the same humanitarian coin, and the
unease can grow even stronger with short-term, pay-to-volunteer endeavors. How then
can they move beyond simply picking a side of the do-something/do-nothing continuum?
Voluntourists sometimes operate on a belief that humanitarian engagement is motivated
by altruism—or a selfless concern for the welfare of others. In this vein, voluntourists
believe that their engagement in humanitarian projects falls under the auspices of
furthering human rights, strengthening a global community, and the conviction that
people in the West have a duty to help others who they deem to be “in need”—so-called
“vulnerable populations.”
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As Fassin (2007) asks, however, what moral space does the critic occupy? This is
where scholars must be careful not to be wholly dismissive of this type of humanitarian
engagement. Critique is a very valuable—and indeed crucial—tool in analyzing
voluntourism, but not applied thoughtfully, can result in a dismissive paralysis of action.
The issue here is one of understanding how to better engage with people experiencing
need, rather than to simply point out the mistakes of voluntourists and the organizations
that place them. These organizations and people are following suit with a political climate
in which, as Redfield (2013) describes it, action equals virtue.
Some voluntourists, like Amy Ernst, an American freelance human rights worker,
argue that despite the ethical issues present in engaging in short-term projects abroad,
such engagement can be very rewarding and beneficial to all involved. She indicates that
with humility and accountability, ethical voluntourism is possible, and that self-aware
people should seek to partner with people and organizations in the locality they wish to
visit, rather than going through larger international organizations. This is because local
people are much more clued in to the needs of their town and the resources available in
order to address those needs (www.nytimes.com “You Can Help, But Get Support”
4/29/2014). Many people echo the sentiments of Ernst, and even if they have some
critique of voluntourism, still feel that it is the duty of the privileged to help those in
need. Despite the questions of ethics regarding determining priorities for the poor and
tropes of victimization, the numbers of people in the US and Europe who believe that
first-hand participation in voluntourism endeavors is a noble good is in the millions
(www.voluntourism.org, retrieved 4/14/14).
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One counterpoint to this duty and altruism motivation is a belief that voluntourism
is in its very nature neo-colonial, victimizing of the impoverished, and responsible for
more damage than benefit to the social field. In this vein, critiques are overpowering and
often result in the “analysis paralysis”—a lack of action resulting from substantial
critique of ethical issues observed with this sort of work. Journalist Rafia Zakaria argues
that voluntourism treats poverty as a spectacle, and worse, relies on its existence to attract
Westerners to participate in projects. She further argues that:
The willing (and paying) and often unskilled are led to believe that hapless
villages can be transformed by schools built on a two-week trip and diseases
eradicated by the digging of wells during spring breaks. The photo ops, the hugs
with the kids and the meals with the natives are part of this package; the helpers
can see and touch those they are saving and take evidence of their new nobility
home with them. (www.nytimes.com May 1, 2014 “Poverty as a Tourist
Attraction” retrieved 6/1/14)
Supporters of Zakaria’s perspective abound, and many critique the supposed altruism
cited as motivation for participating in voluntourist endeavors, stating that the
participation in these experiences actually benefits the participant (in terms of resume
experience, for grad school applications or scholarships or jobs) much more that the
recipients of the “assistance.”
I wrestled with how to represent the points and counterpoints above. After some
consideration, I realize that what I am arguing here is that there is a profound tension
between compassion and competence that leads to many mistakes in the process of
humanitarian engagement, or it leads to inaction, due to an inability to resolve the
tension. Compassion and competence come with their own sets of ethical principals, and
their own dilemmas. This dissertation moves beyond a simple argument that voluntourist
NGOs should or should not exist, as I argue that there are good reasons for people to be
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motivated to help others and to work together with others in these endeavors.
Voluntourism through NGOs has a role to fulfill in the “helping” enterprise.
The question then becomes, can voluntourists find a more ethical way to offer
assistance to local people with issues that these people themselves have identified as
priorities? The aforementioned beliefs both have their merits—when voluntourists
perceive need, taking action can be a thoughtful and well-motivated response. At the
same time, without analysis, proper training, and ongoing critique of action, voluntourists
can make mistakes that can sometimes have dire consequences for those they seek to
“help.” To address the question of whether or not people in the US can engage in a
voluntourism practice that is mutually beneficial, it is necessary to first ask what are the
fundamental ethical issues surrounding short-term voluntourism endeavors? In tandem,
determining how are the “needs” targeted by voluntourism endeavors is crucial.

Arrogance
Throughout the course of my experience with Odenkyem, and throughout the
interviews and participant observation and archival research, a theme of arrogance of
voluntourists and other Western members of the organization emerged. While Odenkyem
offers some “cultural competence” information, like how to say greetings in Twi, some of
the rituals of Sefwi people, and some historical information on the Western Region of
Ghana, this information is shallow at best, and does nothing to prepare participants to
reflect on, for example, inequalities in power and resources between the West and the
Global South, homogenizing notions of culture, political explanations for poverty and
illness. Many voluntourists participated in their program with a clear presumption that
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they possessed more authoritative knowledge than local people regarding the latter’s
issues. These presumptions would be easy to pin on such individuals, dismissing them as
arrogant and voluntourism as a haven for such arrogance. In many ways I believe this is
true—the lack competence in reflective critique typical of most voluntourists is appalling.
And the fact that one can visit a locality knowing a couple of words in the local language
and a few spotty historical snippets, and maintain a belief that one possesses more
authoritative knowledge than local people, is doubly appalling. However, I do not think it
is as simple as blaming individuals for being arrogant. I think, rather, that the
organizational structures in which these voluntourists operate facilitate arrogance. This
happens primarily through the focus on development of projects that happens greatly in
Western spaces, using Western notions of equity and interventions, and charging Western
staff and voluntourists with implementing these projects, supplying them with only
superficial “cultural” information to guide them (void of critique and discussions of
politics of poverty and other inequalities). The familiarity with the tools and
interventions, in addition to the pre-trip conversations that happen with Western staff,
situates voluntourists to feel too comfortable with where they are going. The arrogance
begins here, on a structural level, and carries though their experience.
The prevalence of this arrogance conjures several questions for consideration. The
first is why is there no critique built into the program? As Redfield’s (2013) monograph
on MSF shows, MSF has a built-in critique—participation with MSF is reflexive, and the
loosely headquartered organization subjects itself to constant critique. This pairs nicely
with Fassin’s (2008) notion of looking at morality as a social domain like medicine or
religion. Without the ability to analyze the moral economy in which humanitarians are
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participating, morality masquerades as something that is self-evident, rather than a
system of beliefs driven by social climates.
Secondly, is this arrogance an intrinsic part of humanitarian work? While there is
always inequality in power and resources between those who participate in humanitarian
work and those who are recipients of humanitarian aid, self-critique that is utilized by
MSF (Redfield 2013) can help mitigate the issues of arrogance that can result from these
inequalities. I say more about this self-critique later in this chapter when I propose some
guidelines for the operation of voluntourist organizations that will help make these
experiences more mutually beneficial.
Is the arrogance stemming from the youth and education level of the
voluntourists? Per the above question about arrogance being an intrinsic part of
humanitarian work, the danger of arrogance is always present when working in social
fields with clear inequalities. Self-critique can help reduce the arrogance problem, but
given the relative youth and high educational level of the majority of voluntourists,
arrogance in voluntourism can be omnipresent. It is important to look at the ways in
which voluntourists are trained in order to address the potential for arrogance before
voluntourists land in their localities. One of the problems with this training is that many
voluntourist organizations do not have the resources to spend on the caliber of training
that I argue voluntourists need, or they see the training as an excessive use of resources
that could be put into the programs they offer, thus, in this narrative, giving the recipients
of their aid more of their resources. This lack of investment in training is probably the
most difficult element in dealing with the arrogance phenomenon with voluntourists.
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Bishop and Litch (2000) have identified five ethical issues that emerge when
placing undergraduates into voluntourist projects. While their focus was on undergrads in
medical programs, the ethical issues they have identified would translate into the training
of undergraduates in any program, as well as young people in general, since most people
who participate in voluntourist programs are between the ages of 20 and 25 and female
(http://www.tram-research.com/, retrieved 3/14/14). While Bishop and Litch’s ethical
discussion is incomplete, it is a good springboard for furthering ideas on how to make
voluntourism more beneficial for all involved. I will first summarize the ethical issues
that Bishop and Litch have identified, and then I will discuss each in some detail, using
Odenkyem to articulate ways in which these ethical considerations might be addressed
for their organization.
The first of these ethical considerations is the voluntourist’s motivation for
participating in the specific voluntourist project. Second is “cultural competence,” or the
voluntourist’s knowledge of and experience in the cultural space in which they will
participate. This includes language skills, cultural norms, and differences with regard to
the voluntourist’s own culture. Third is ability to evaluate new situations, circumstances,
questions, and decisions on the ground. Included here is the voluntourist’s attitudes
toward local practices and beliefs as well as the ability to adapt to resource availability.
Fourth is attention to the possibility of disruption and becoming a burden to existing local
services, assurance of not acting beyond one’s training and abilities, and awareness of the
potential to participate in unsustainable practices. Fifth is the awareness of which
situations fall into the realm of human research, which has its own set of ethical
guidelines. It is important to note that these issues are not mutually exclusive, that they
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have some significant overlap, though it is relevant to discuss them independently so as
to better understand the ethical issues that emerge with voluntourist endeavors.

Voluntourist’s Motivation for Participating in the Specific Voluntourist Project
This ethical consideration refers to voluntourists who believe that doing
something is always better than doing nothing, particularly with regard to “others” living
in poverty. While “doing something” is not in itself a negative desire, it is crucial that
voluntourists are aware of what local services exist and what local people have been
doing to address the perceived need. The “do something” orientation, without reflection
and training on how issues are handled locally, can cause voluntourists to act in wellmeaning, yet socially damaging, ways.
An example of this issue emerging with Odenkyem came out in an interview with
a former health coordinator. An undergraduate (IT student) voluntourist who was
assisting at the baby-weighing clinic struck up conversations with mothers who were
waiting for their turn with the nurses. One of the mothers began to ask the voluntourist
about a sickness that one of her family members had. The young voluntourist began
making hypotheses about what the sickness could be, and gave some suggestions to the
mother for what she could do to try to help the family member get better. This was
clearly outside of the scope of the voluntourist’s skills and role, but when confronted by
the health coordinator about this, the voluntourist replied “Well she seemed desperate,
and I didn’t want to not respond.”
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“Cultural Competence”
Misunderstandings in language and other cultural factors can result in grave
consequences for voluntourist endeavors, particularly in emerging economies (Pinto and
Upshur 2009, DeCamp 2007, White and Cauly 2006). Miscommunications can
exacerbate what are often already tenuous and complex relationships between Western
organizations and local people in emerging geographies--relationships that are fraught
with power differentials. The population comprising the majority of voluntourists—2025-year-olds from the US and Europe—may be at an especially high risk for
inappropriately interacting with local people due to their lack of training and the
pervasiveness of their short-sighted “do something” orientations (Pinto and Upshur
2009).
Odenkyem has faced significant issues with these types of misunderstandings and
miscommunications. One instance was when Odenkyem was launching a new
supplemental education program, and they advertised a town meeting by posting fliers in
heavy traffic areas of the town. A voluntourist was instructed to take the information to
the chief, but when she did, no one was at the house, so she posted the rest of the fliers.
On the day of the meeting, attendance was sparse, leaving Odenkyem confused about
why the townspeople would not be excited about this new program for their children.
After speaking with several people in town, Odenkyem leadership learned that the chief
had felt slighted that this information had not been shared with him. His disdain was well
known by townspeople, and was likely the most significant factor in the low attendance
at the meeting. To rectify this, Odenkyem leadership met with the chief to apologize and
tell him about the program. They hosted a second meeting with a much better turnout.
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Through this experience, Odenkyem leadership realized that they had failed to
communicate the importance of providing the chief information about the program before
posting the meeting notice for the public.
Another instance in which Odenkyem faced issues with the “cultural competence”
of its voluntourists involved the distribution of insecticide-treated bednets for their
malaria prevention program. Short-term voluntourists were charged with generating a list
of homes in each neighborhood with the number of sleeping areas and the number of
people per household. This seemingly simple process became complex and frustrating, as
the voluntourists were not aware that it is common for people in West Africa to have
several places they call home. Therefore names would appear on the list multiple times,
and voluntourists interpreted this as an attempt to scam Odenkyem into providing free
bednets that people could turn around and sell in the market. This misunderstanding
created an air of mistrust between local people and voluntourists who were coming into
their homes to ascertain how many bednets to give each household.
I argue that it is a mistake to follow a “cultural competence” model of training in
the first place, and that this idea of becoming “competent” in another culture is itself
rooted in arrogance, and generates a static view of cultural others. I further argue that
training that involves critique is much more important than cultural competence when
preparing humanitarian actors to go abroad. Cultural competence focuses on static
caricatures of people and places, whereas critique provides a skill that is useful in
understanding the dynamic and shifting politics underlying the predicaments of others.
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Ability to Evaluate New Situations, Circumstances, Questions, and Decisions on the
Ground
	
  

Voluntouring in resource-poor settings can present participants with ethical issues
they have never experienced before and are not prepared to handle (Elansary et al 2011,
Wall 2006). They also may not have the skills necessary to assist with projects in
resource-poor settings or the training to adapt their skills to these environments (Asgary
and Junck 2012). The relative youth of the majority of voluntourists make them
especially unlikely to have faced situations in which they have had to adapt their own
values and beliefs on-the-fly as well as perform tasks/skills in environments vastly
different from those to which they are accustomed, often with scarce or unfamiliar
resources (McCall and Iltis 2014).
Since Odenkyem’s voluntourist constituency mirrors the general statistics, with
most of the voluntourists being in the 20-25-year-old range, they have faced issues with
inexperienced participants being unable to adapt their beliefs and skills to the
environment in rural Western Ghana. For example, in an interview with a member of the
Odenkyem Local team, he told me about a voluntourist who became angry when she
learned that a nurse at a clinic had given a patient medicine and sent him home telling
him to take the medicine and to also consult with an indigenous priest to see if someone
had wished harm on him. The voluntourist had commented that religion had no place in
the clinic and that the nurse was out of line by suggesting that the patient consult an
indigenous healer. The Odenkyem staff said he explained to her that the separation of
healing and religion is not so clear-cut and that cultural practices and science work
together in Ghana. The voluntourist, however, remained annoyed about the nurse’s
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suggestion and maintained that clinic staff should not be recommending religious
practices in a healthcare setting.
Another example of this inability to adjust beliefs and values to the cultural space
is when a voluntourist was working at a baby-weighing clinic, and she began advising
clinic staff on the USDA food pyramid and asked why they were not using these
guidelines to advise patients on nutrition. While her concern was not malicious, she
clearly had no idea about what kinds of foods were staples, that most households had no
refrigeration, and that most household incomes were insufficient for maintaining even the
most basic foods in the home, let alone the number of servings of specific food
recommended by the USDA food pyramid. Recommending this model for healthy eating
to clinic-goers in Odenkyem’s host town would be setting most of them up for failure.

Disruption of Local Service Providers, Sustainability, and Working Within One’s Skillset
Despite the best intentions of voluntourists, their presence in many communities
can be a burden and can actually lead to wasted resources (Chu et al 2011). McCall and
Iltis (2014) recount the international response to the earthquake in Haiti in 2010. So many
volunteers wanted to go to Haiti to help local people that already scarce resources like
potable water and fuel were in very short supply. This influx of volunteers exacerbated
resource shortages, resulting in significant delays in assistance to the people they were
allegedly there to help (ibid.). These sorts of short-term fixes (i.e. “going there”) are
glorified in Western media as selfless acts, but as Crump and Sugarman (2008) argue,
while some individuals may benefit from these “on the ground” volunteer efforts, people
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in crisis benefit more from other types of assistance, such as providing resources to
existing local healthcare providers to enact services.
Local health care providers, educators, etc. can be displaced when
volunteers/voluntourists arrive to provide services for free. It may seem at first blush that
offering services to people living with scarce resources is always an honorable thing to
do. But voluntourists must consider the ways in which local people work in order to
address their needs. Without this consideration at the fore of voluntourist projects, these
voluntourists can do more harm than good for the people they seek to help. Displacing or
burdening local service providers can have dire consequences for both the individuals’
livelihoods, and the local economy. Townspeople may stop seeking services from local
providers, awaiting the next round of free services from voluntourists, which may or may
not be imminent (McCall and Iltis 2014). Given the displacement of local service
providers and the lack of sustainability of services conducted by waves of short-term
voluntourists, these free services can foster dependence on outside assistance. In short,
providing free services that are already provided by local people in some form can have
the end result of rendering communities unable to meet their own needs (Crump and
Sugarman 2008, Montgomery 1993). This can happen partly due to voluntourists’
ignorance of local service providers and strategies, but also because voluntourists often
prefer the allure and immediate gratification of “fixing something” to the prudence of
longer-term, more sustainable projects (Montgomery 1993). Given the youth of
voluntourists, eagerness and the “do-something now” mentality often impede their ability
to ascertain what types of contributions—especially low-tech and mundane ones—will
truly benefit the local people long-term.
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This ethical issue is one in which Odenkyem excels in terms of its voluntourist
projects. They provide health and education programs in their host town as well as in
neighboring towns, which could displace local health providers and educators, but
Odenkyem focuses on supplemental education and health endeavors. The organization
does not have a clinic or a school; instead they provide educational programs that help
schoolchildren succeed in their existing local schools, and they provide education and
other resources to local health providers, rather than offering the health services directly.
Undergraduates and other lesser-trained voluntourists assist with health projects such as
distributing insecticide treated bednets for Odenkyem’s malaria prevention program,
conducting handwashing-with-soap educational programs in schools, and helping the
local midwife and nurses conduct their baby-weighing clinic by recording numbers,
placing babies on the scale, and collecting visit cards from clinic-goers.

Understanding “Human Research”
Inexperienced voluntourists may be asked questions or to assist with issues or
circumstances that are beyond their roles and/or capabilities. More importantly, they
could end up engaging in human research, “...an activity that carries with it separate
ethical obligations (Pinto and Upshur 2009). Unwittingly engaging in human research can
result in ethical violations and grave consequences for the voluntourist organization and
its affiliates. The relative youth of the voluntourist population makes voluntourists in
general less likely than graduate students or seasoned professionals to be able to identify
“human research” when they encounter it, and to subsequently understand the ethics
involved in this type of research (McCall and Iltis 2014).
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Odenkyem has struggled with this ethical situation to be sure, according to
information from interviews I conducted with Odenkyem leadership. Often their clinic
voluntourists, who are overwhelmingly white, are mistaken by local people to be doctors,
and as such, are approached for their input on illnesses and other health-related issues. In
many cases, a language barrier prevents the voluntourists from effectively
communicating that they are not doctors or medically trained and cannot assist people in
this way. In some cases, the voluntourists simply fail to correct the assumption that they
are doctors, and further yet, untrained voluntourists have agreed to discuss medical issues
with local people.
There was also a situation that a former health coordinator told me about in an
interview, which involved a voluntourist unwittingly entering the realm of human
research. This voluntourist was assisting with baby weighing clinic, and had heard the
midwife say that not enough women in the town will come to the clinic to give birth. This
voluntourist had wondered if the babies that were born in the clinic were healthier than
babies that were born at home. While this question is indeed an interesting one to pursue,
she did not have permission/approval to do so, nor did she explain to people the purpose
of her questions when she began asking for medical information on babies and looking at
their baby weights in their records. She was quickly advised that these pursuits were
outside of her role there, but until this advisement, she appeared unaware that her
information-gathering could be problematic.
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Moving Through These Ethical Dilemmas
With voluntourism’s continued growth in the West, particularly in the US, it is
necessary to move beyond a question of whether or not people should participate in these
endeavors. While it is fair to ask this question, voluntourism trends suggest that
voluntourism will continue to be a force in the mingling of people from the US and
Europe with people in emerging economies, and particularly in Africa. So rather than ask
whether or not voluntourism should be practiced, it seems more relevant to ask, given
voluntourism’s stronghold in the travel and humanitarian sectors, how can scholars and
NGOs work towards making it a more beneficial form of engagement between the West
and the Global South?
One suggestion put forth by McCall and Iltis (2014) is to have universities and
colleges serve as the central organizing bodies for voluntourist endeavors. Even people
not enrolled at these universities or colleges would register for trainings and orientation
through these institutions. I agree that these educational institutions should be crucial
components for the preparation of these young adults (and of course everyone else too) in
the pursuit of voluntourist endeavors. While this centralizing of voluntourism will not
alone force a more ethical kind of voluntourist engagement, there are four significant
reasons outlined by McCall and Iltis (2014), that voluntourist organizations should be
partnered with postsecondary institutions.
1) Undergraduate participation in assisting the “global poor” is an issue
important to universities and colleges in their mission.
2) The use of university resources for organizing, financing and planning
their voluntourist trips means that the university’s reputation is attached to
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these trips. The university thus has a vested interest in making sure
adequate training takes place so that voluntourists do not endanger
themselves or others.
3) Universities and colleges allege a commitment to the creation of “global
community members.” The facilitation of responsible participation in
voluntourist endeavors alligns well with this commitment.
4) Proper training is crucial for preparing voluntourists for short-term
projects abroad, and there are no better environments for this training to
take place than universities and colleges. They often have excellent
resources to accommodate this training, including classroom space,
technology, and human resources with relevant cultural and skills
experience.

In addition to the crucial maneuver of centralizing voluntourism projects through
postsecondary institutions, there are a series of questions that each person participating in
voluntourist endeavors should consider. These questions should be paired with an
ethnography course of some sort, taken either prior to going to into the field or while in
the field, and focused on critique of the work being performed. I have compiled these
questions by pulling from my own experiences in the field as both an anthropologist and
voluntourist and from what I have gleaned from the resources that have advised this
dissertation. They synthesize and operationalize some of the more theoretical concepts
from preceding chapters about notions of community, representations of need,
politicizing poverty and utilizing critique instead of seeking “cultural competence.”
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These questions are intended to help voluntourists and also voluntourist organizations
prepare for a more ethical participation if they choose to engage in projects with cultural
“others” in emerging economies—they are not intended to stifle ongoing debate about the
benefits and pitfalls of the voluntourism enterprise. In other words, these questions are
just a springboard for more discussion and debate about the role of voluntourism on the
global stage of humanitarianism. The exercise of responding to these questions, if they
are answered honestly and critically, can alert voluntourists to their intentions,
preconceptions, strengths, challenges, and expectations in participating in voluntourist
projects. Answering these questions can also forge clearer relationships between
voluntourists and the organizations with which they work. The questions will be most
useful if processed with someone in a leadership role with the organization/postsecondary
institution providing the voluntourist opportunities. These questions should also be
utilized by permanent staff members for voluntourist organizations, perhaps formally, at
annual retreats, but also informally in staff meetings and other organizational
communication. If these discussions become a part of the organizational culture, shortterm voluntourists will be more likely to engage with these critical components of their
voluntourist experiences. For effect, I have written the questions in second person, not
only to provide a usable list for interested individuals and organizations, but also to
challenge both myself and other readers of this dissertation to consider them on both an
intellectual and personal level.
Where are you going and why? Think about the geographic region to which you
are drawn. What is alluring about it to you? What do you know about the place? How do
you know these things? What should you know about the place before you go? What are
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your expectations of this place and the people who live there? A goal here might be to
find an ethnographic book or article on the geographic region and/or the issue being
addressed by the project. For example, if you are considering participating in an early
childhood literacy initiative in Tanzania, find an ethnographic piece on literacy in East
Africa. See what issues and questions this work provokes.
What will you be doing and what need will it be addressing for local people?
Follow-up questions include: What is the specific project you will be participating in?
What is your role in the project? How was the need for this project determined? If the
answers to these questions are not readily available, seek them from organizational
leadership. If they are not forthcoming with this information, this should elicit caution
about moving forward with your participation. Organizational leadership should be
transparent with voluntourists about what their roles are, what need they will be working
to address, and how this need was determined in the first place.
How is this need being addressed locally? Local people are always addressing
their needs in some way. What are local people doing to address the need that your
specific project is addressing? Is your project connected to local efforts in any way?
Could your project potentially burden local service providers? The impact that you have
could be short-sighted. It is important to have a solid understanding of what local people
are doing to address a need before implementing projects to assess a need. If you ask
organizational leadership what local people are doing to address a particular need, and
their response is nothing or very little, either the research into this matter has not been
undertaken, or the need is not one that local people feel is a priority. In either event,
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further investigation should be undertaken to better understand the priority of the project
and the best way to go about addressing the need.
What skills do you have for this specific project? Are your skills relevant for
the project with which you will assist? How or how not? And related to the above
question, will your “free” labor take work away from local people who also have these
skills? What skills do you have that may not be present in the local town? In many
instaces with Odenkyem’s projects, I found that voluntourists were placed in projects for
which they had little background. The only exception was medical students and doctors
who were bringing life-saving equipment to donate to clinics and hospitals, and they
would train local health care professionals on how to use and maintain the equipment. In
all other instances the project placements seemed almost random. Political science
students working on literacy projects, IT students hanging insecticide-treated bednets,
and similar. All of this labor could be performed by local people who could be paid a
wage for this work, making projects and life for local people more sustainable. If more
care had been taken to place IT students in library collection projects, public health
students in malaria-prevention projects, and these individuals were pairing with local
people to dialogue about the projects, an argument might be viable about why the labor
needed to be “imported.” The current structure for project assignemnts of Western
voluntourists, however, seemed to be displacing local labor in favor of “free” tourist
labor, creating a less sustainable and more dependent relationship on foreign assistance
for projects that should be locally sustained.
What challenges/obstacles are present for you with this project? Will you be
able to communicate with local people? If not, what mechanisms are in place to assist
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with communication? Do you have critical social/cultural knowledge to be able to
function appropriately? Here I do not mean “cultural competence,” but rather a working
knowledge of local history and politics, some basic language skills or access to a
translator to be able to have ongoing communication with local people to better
understand what you are doing while in the field. Furthermore, do you understand the
goals, process, and desired outcomes from the project with which you will assist? What,
if anything, are you nervous about regarding your participation in this project? If you are
not nervous about anything, perhaps you do not have enough information about your
project and the local economy and politics. Seek this information.
What will be the practical outcomes of this work, with consideration for your
time commitment? If you are only able to spend two weeks working on the project, what
can you realistically expect to accomplish? Would other types of giving (donating money
or other resources) accomplish more? Will “being there” for two weeks (or whatever time
period to which you will commit) offer more to the local people than would sending
some of the money you would spend on travel or resources to help support a program?
Remember again to consider the potential loss of local labor. If you will be painting and
repairing the roof of a school, is there local labor being displaced by your participation in
this project? Is there a project that has less of an effect on local labor and utilizes your
particular skill set better? Is there a way that you can engage with the organization to
assist remotely (like raising money to bring potable water sources into schools)? Really
question the “need” for you to be present. This is not to say do not go—the social
experiences alone can be mutually beneficial. But question what “being there” means.
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Are you prepared to make mistakes and have misunderstandings? What will
you do when mistakes happen (because they will)? Who are trusted resources for when
mistakes and miscommunications happen? How will you process potential frustrations?
This consideration is crucial. An ethnography class or critical seminar concurrent to
voluntourism placement would be ideal for all voluntourists. This could be taken through
a local university if possible, but could also be hosted at a local school. At the very least,
there should be ongoing processing sessions during which critical issues are discussed
and voluntourists are asked to question their motivations and assumptions and choices.
This process should involve critical theorectical readings and ethnography to ask
voluntourists to more thoughtfully consider the politics of poverty and need.
What have you done and what will you do, specifically, to prepare for the
setting and the specific role you will assume in the town? This question overlaps with
a couple of other questions, but what do you know about the geographic region you will
visit? What don’t you know? How can you find out more? What are trusted resources for
this kind of information? How will the local people perceive you (foreigner)? What are
some potential pitfalls of an influx of short-term voluntourists for local people? Again,
this type of knowledge does not have as its goal “cultural competence.” Instead it is
intended to help you think critically about your impact on the local people, which leads to
the next question:
How might your presence affect the local people? Likewise, how might your
exit affect the local people? Remember that despite what some people might say about
how all the locals are ecstatic about the perpetual circulation of short-term voluntourists
from the US and Europe, there are people who are dubious of voluntourists’ presence in
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their town. Likewise, just like in any other geographic region, there will be local people
who will befriend you for many different reasons. It is crucial to consider what types of
relationships you can forge during a short stint in a local town, and to remind yourself
that your brief time volunteering and vacationing abroad—no matter how profoundly you
experienced it—are one tiny snapshot in the complexity of the local people’s lives. Avoid
thinking in simplistic, universalizing terms (e.g. “the people are all so friendly” or “they
don’t do x or y”). Go into the situation knowing that the local people are as vastly
diverse, as “Americans” or “Europeans” are. Think about yourself as one of a chain of
many Western voluntourists, and consider how bursts of voluntourists who enter and exit
the place people call home very quickly might affect local people.
What do you expect to gain and bring home from this experience, and how
does this compare to what you expect to leave with the local people? How realistic are
these expectations? Be critical of the ways you will represent the people and the place.
For example, when you take pictures, pause to ask yourself why you would like a picture
of the particular people/places/things you are photographing. How will you describe these
pictures to people at home? Ask yourself before, during, and after the trip what you
expect to leave with the local people and how you would like them to remember you.
Stay humble, and remember that two weeks (the most common length of voluntourist
trips) is a very short period of time. Keep your expectations realistic. While it is not likely
that you will cause the collapse of a local economy in the span of a couple of weeks, it is
possible that over time, a steady stream of voluntourists like you will cause unintentional
negative consequences to a local economy. The goal is to critically consider the
proverbial big picture as opposed to your “snapshot” involvement.
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Concluding Remarks
In this dissertation, I have highlighted the history of the growing phenomenon
called “voluntourism,” including a discussion of its connection to missionary work.
Utilizing a particular nonprofit, Odenkyem, to exemplify the issues discussed, I have
investigated in detail the ethical issues surrounding determination and representation
(particularly in photographs) of the “needs” of global “others,” as well as the “us and
them” dichotomy and the romance of “community.” I subsequently utilized existing work
on the ethics of voluntourism to discuss five main ethical concerns with people ages 2025 from the US and Canada (who comprise the majority of voluntourists) engaging in
voluntourist projects in emerging economies. Finally, I proposed that scholars and NGOs
accept that voluntourism is a growing form of both travel and humanitarian engagement,
and that they should work to make its presence a more mutually beneficial one, in part by
charging postsecondary institutions with the preparation and oversight of voluntourists.
As stated earlier in this chapter, while charging postsecondary institutions with
the responsibility of preparing voluntourists for short-term projects abroad will not
eradicate ethical concerns, it is a good start for streamlining the ethical concerns with
voluntourism as outlined in this dissertation. While this move leaves open significant
variability in curriculum development for voluntourists, the reputation of the
postsecondary institutions and their commitment to assisting in the facilitation of global
communities alone can do volumes for increasing the ethics of voluntourist engagement.
As Fassin’s (2011) description of the anthropologist as “on the ground,” yet with
enough distance from interpretations to be able to see hidden motivations, humanitarians
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themselves can be trained to see these hidden motivations. The use of critique can help
them to maintain the necessary distance from their individual projects to be able to
interpret their roles in the proverbial big picture. They can learn to question the ways in
which resources are triaged (Redfield 2013), and the larger structural reasons that the
supposed “need” they are addressing through their projects are being highlighted over an
infinite number of needs on the global stage (Ticktin 2011). They might also be able to
uncover the expectations that they have in participating in voluntourism, rather than
maintaining notions of altruism and what Erica Bornstein (2012) calls liberal empathy,
whereby people give to abstract others what they believe these others need. Instead,
Bornstein’s focus is on what she dubs “relational empathy,” which she defines as acts
that turn strangers into kin” (170). Humanitarian engagement of all kinds—the act of
giving to people who have needs—is full of paradoxes, as is the global stage upon which
this giving happens. On this stage, there is significant talk about equity and the universal
value of life, while at the same time, some actors maintain excess resources, yet many
have almost none.
The social sciences have long wrestled with what to do in the face of the needs of
others. The moral tensions generated by adversities of self and other have stimulated
significant debate about human rights, levels of engagement, and the ways in which
suffering is presented, both in the autobiographical sense, and through discourses of the
other. Some argue that humans have the capacity to “feel for” others’ adversities, and that
humanitarians can and should leverage these sympathies, framed by philosophical
principles and historical realities, to engage in social actions that make purposeful
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changes in people’s lives (e.g. Turner 1993; 2006 and Farmer 2006). Farmer, however,
believes that the fight for recognition of need and suffering is simply a beginning in the
process of creating a social space for human dignity. He writes:
…recognition is not enough … We need another modern movement, a globalized
movement that will use whatever stories and images it can to promote respect for
human rights, especially the rights of the poor. For such a movement to come
about, we need to rehabilitate a series of sentiments long out of fashion in
academic and policy circles: indignation on behalf not of oneself but of the less
fortunate; solidarity; empathy; and even pity, compassion, mercy, and remorse …
Stories and images need to be linked to the historically deeper and geographically
wider analyses that can allow the listener or the observer to understand the ways
in which [social suffering] is rooted in the historically defined conditions that
promote its spread and deny its treatment … In short, serious social ills require indepth analyses. (2006: 185)
In this vein and with regard to the type of humanitarian engagement discussed in
this dissertation—voluntourism—the decontextualized use of poverty as a tourist
attraction is indeed troubling. However, a historically and culturally contextualized use of
poverty to elicit empathy and a call to action holds some promise for a more ethical type
of engagement than is currently happening in voluntourist circles. Voluntourism indeed
pulls at the conventions of social science and causes scholars to debate whether or not
they can in any moral sense depict what suffering does to people (Fassin 2012). As the
concept of humanitarianism becomes more complex, the social sciences must revisit what
belongs to this category of engagement, meld Fassin and Farmer to work against the
fantasy of altruism, while at the same time, working to build an ethics of informed
engagement. Voluntourism will always be imperfect, and the presence of voluntourists
will always be rife with the potential for arrogance. The most important work of social
scientists who study humanitarianism, as well as those who participate in humanitarian
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action, is to mitigate the possibilities for this arrogance by ensuring that they work
together to train humanitarian actors in the art of critique. Self-critique (both individual
and organizational) and critique of the global politics of poverty and “need” will go a
long way in the “success” of these programs. Not only can the continual practice of
critique ensure that the targets of voluntourism are served better, but also critique will
ensure that participants in voluntourism endeavors gain more than a résumé line from
their experiences.
I will close this dissertation with a story from someone I interviewed about her
voluntourism experience in Bolivia. She opted to spend a short summer semester (four
weeks) doing a credit-bearing service learning project in Bolivia. There was a required
ethnography class that she took while she completed her service learning project. The
course was taught at a local university by a local professor of anthropology. I was
particularly struck by this interview, because this young woman said that she was initially
angry at first about the way in which this ethnography class was causing her to question
“being there,” but in retrospect, she valued the critique that she engaged in via this
ethnography course, because she was humbled by the arrogance that was driving her
desire to help the local people. I find this quote from her particularly good fodder for
ending this dissertation, with the hopes that by “ending” this work, I am adding some
crucial fuel to the debates about people in The US specifically coming to the aid of
people in the Global South via what has come to be known as “voluntourism”: “Through
this ethnography course that made me so mad at first, I was humbled to see the audacity
that drove me to think I could help people in need. I realized that I went on this trip to
feel good about myself, rather than to really help people, and in doing so, I minimized
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local people’s experiences and abilities and, I guess, their voices in general.”
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APPENDIX
	
  

Interview Schedule (Needs Assessment Report)
General Objective
To ascertain what various “cells” of people (politicians, administrators, service delivery,
ODENKYEM staff, youth, religious leaders, and community members) in and related to
TOWN X know about and how they perceive ODENKYEM’S programs, and to further
determine community needs and assets in the domains of health and education.
I.
Opening
I am in TOWN X to assist ODENKYEM and a non-profit research group from the USA
called RAND. I am collecting information for a research study to better understand
TOWN X’s needs and to help ODENKYEM learn how their programs have been
working and what can be done better. The interview has questions about what you see as
priorities for TOWN X and your views on ODENKYEM’S work. This interview will
likely take 30-60 minutes.
The information you provide will remain confidential. Your name will not appear in any
publication or presentation of the data. Your name and contact information will be kept
secure in a separate file from the information we collect, and both files will be password
protected in separate locations. Only members of the research team will have access to
the information. Even though we will do everything we can to protect the information
you provide, there is a small risk that someone outside the research team may somehow
learn about what you say.
You will not receive any payment or material incentive to participate in this survey. The
benefit to participating in this study is that the information you provide will play a role in
shaping ODENKYEM’S future programming and may help foreign organizations better
understand how to work with local people.
You may choose to participate or not to participate, and you may choose to answer or not
answer any of the questions I ask. Whether you participate or not will not affect your
relationship with ODENKYEM, now or in the future. If you have any questions, you can
contact MR. X, ODENKYEM’S Program Director at 0000 000000. Would you like to
participate?
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Transition: Ok, let me begin by asking you some general questions about TOWN
X … (overarching goal of questions in part II: What is people’s vision of “the
good life”? What would enable children to have a successful life?)
II.
Body
A. (Topic) General information about health and education needs and resources for
TOWN X (Probe for age groups—“under age 5”, “school age”, and “teenagers”)
1.
Currently, what are the biggest problems for children in TOWN X?
(follow-up questions: Why do they consider this the biggest problem?
What are the downstream effects of this problem? Probe for age
groups here. Are there ages that are particularly prioritized?)
2.
What is being done about these problems?
3.

What else do you believe should be done to help eliminate these
problems?

4.

Who are the main people in the town that can help to address certain
problems? Why do you believe that these people can help?

5.

What are the things that a child needs in order to grow into a
successful adult? Who can provide these things?

6.

What should be done over the next 10 years to ensure that the children
in TOWN X grow up well?

Transition: Ok, now that I’ve asked about the general needs of TOWN X’s
children, I would like to ask you some questions about ODENKYEM and their
programs.
B. (Topic) More specific information about the opinions of and experiences with
ODENKYEM and their programs and services.
1. Tell me what you know about the types of programs that ODENKYEM offers
to TOWN X? How do you know about these programs?
2. Have you or anyone in your household utilized ODENKYEM’S services? (if
so, probe for who, age, and what services used)
3. What do people say about ODENKYEM’S programs? (probes and notes—
Which programs do you know the most about? Spontaneous or prompted s/p
… Aware or not aware of the program? What is your experience with these
programs? Who do you know who has used it?)
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a. s/p-Youth Education Program (YEP) (aware y/n)
b. s/p-Early Childhood Literacy (aware y/n)
c. s/p-Library (aware y/n)
d. s/p-Tutoring Center (aware y/n)
e. s/p-Scholarship Program to SHS (aware y/n)
f. s/p-Girls’ Empowerment (aware y/n)
g. s/p-Malaria Prevention (bednets) (aware y/n)
h. s/p-Intestinal Worm Treatment and Prevention (aware y/n)
i. s/p-Hand-Washing Promotion (aware y/n)
j. s/p-Adult Peer Education (APE) program (aware y/n)
4. What do you believe works and what doesn’t work in these programs? (above)
Transition: Now that we’ve discussed some of ODENKYEM’S programs, let’s
talk a little about the people who work with ODENKYEM. I have heard both
positive and negative stories and opinions about the people who work with
ODENKYEM. Please feel free to share your honest opinions with me for the
following questions.
C. (Topic) Opinions and anecdotes about ODENKYEM volunteers, both long- and
short-term.
1. In your observations, who is in charge of ODENKYEM programs?
2. In your observation, what is the role of obrunis within ODENKYEM? What
are the positive aspects of their involvement? What are the negative aspects of
their involvement?
3. How does the village life change when the obrunis come for short periods of
time?
Transition: We are just about finished with the interview. I just have a few very
basic questions about you to complete the interview.
III. (Topic) General information about the participant to establish age/sex/ trends in
responses.
A. First, is there anything else you would like to tell me about ODENKYEM, their
programs, or the needs of the people of TOWN X that would be helpful to
improve the services?
B. Gender __________
Age__________
Do you live in TOWN X? ___________
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If yes, what neighborhood? ____________
If no, where do you live? ____________
How many people live in your home? ___________Adults _________Children
What kind of work do you do?________________________________________
(p/a/sd/ODENKYEM/y/r/cm)
III.
(Topic) Closing—Maintaining Rapport
A. I have enjoyed interviewing you, and very much appreciate you taking the time to
talk to me today.
B. I should have all of the information I need for my report, and I thank you again
for your participation. Do you have any questions for me before we are finished?
C. [shake hands]
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Interview Schedule (Voluntourists)
Objective
To gain a better understanding of voluntourist experiences via personal narratives.
Opening
I am a graduate student at Columbia University, and I am collecting information for my
PhD dissertation about paying to volunteer abroad, or “voluntouring.” My aim in this
interview is to better understand experiences of people who participate in voluntourism.
This interview will likely take about 30 minutes.
The information you provide will remain confidential. Your name will not appear in any
publication or presentation of the data. Your name and contact information will be kept
secure in a separate file from the information we collect, and both files will be password
protected in separate locations. Only I will have access to the information.
You will not receive any payment or material incentive to participate in this survey. The
benefit to participating in this study is that the information you provide will inform the
dissertation regarding voluntourism experiences.
You may choose to participate or not to participate, and you may choose to answer or not
answer any of the questions I ask.
Would you like to participate?
1) How did you become involved in voluntourism? Tell me about your experience?
2) What were the best parts of your experience? What were the most challenging
parts of your experience?
3) What impacts did you make through your participation in voluntourism? Did your
experience match your expectations?
4) Did you feel prepared for your project? Why or why not?
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